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Executive Summary
The new global economy has a great potential to shift economic power on a massive level
resulting in a new and growing digital divide in the world. To be well-educated and productive citizens
in a world dominated by industrial powers and to be prepared for careers in the 21st century, our
students must have a clear understanding of the principles and practices of design, technology, and
innovation. No other subject will open as many doors in the 21st century as design, technology, and
innovation regardless of a student’s ultimate field of study or occupation.
Design, Technology, and Innovation (DTI) is about providing opportunities for students to develop
their capability, combining their designing and making skills with knowledge and understanding in
order to create quality products. Design and Technology gives students the opportunity to develop
skill, knowledge and understanding of designing and making functional products. It is vital to nurture
creativity and innovation through design, and by exploring the designed and made world in which
we all live and work. With the current skills shortages in the creative, manufacturing and engineering
industries, it is a valuable subject for young people to study by showing the importance of the DTI in
a balanced curriculum. DTI is often one of a student’s favorite subjects. Children like making decisions
for themselves and doing practical work. They love creating products they can see, touch - and even
taste - for themselves. They feel proud to have done so. DTI brings learning to life. It is a motivating
context for discovering literacy, mathematics, science, art, and ICT.
The schools in UAE are required to follow this National Standards Curriculum, which includes Design
and Technology as a compulsory subject at Key Cycles 1 and 2. This means the subject will be
compulsory and has constitutional programs of study in Key Cycles 1 and 2. DT&I in primary schools
develops young children’s skills and knowledge in design, structures, mechanisms, electrical control
and a range of materials, including food. DT&I encourages children's creativity and encourages them
to think about important issues.
In design and technology, students will combine practical and technological skills with creative
thinking to design and make products and systems that meet human needs. They learn to use current
technologies and consider the impact of future technological developments. They learn to think
creatively and intervene to improve the quality of life, solving problems as individuals and members
of a team. Stimulated with wide range of community opportunities and needs, students will respond
with ideas, products and systems, challenging expectations where appropriate. They combine
practical and intellectual skills with an understanding of aesthetic, technical, cultural, health, social,
emotional, economic, industrial and environmental issues. As they do so, they evaluate present and
past design and technology, and its uses and effects and become discriminating users of products.
They apply their creative thinking and learn to innovate.
Design and Technology education involves two important elements - learning about how things work,
and learning to design and make functional products for particular purposes and users. In Design and
Technology, children acquire and apply knowledge and understanding of materials and components,
mechanisms and control systems, structures, existing products, quality and health and safety. They
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are encouraged to be creative and innovative, and are actively encouraged to think about important
issues such as sustainability and enterprise. The skills learned in DTI also help with learning across
the curriculum. The cycle 1 DTI also provides a firm basis for later learning in the subject and a
platform for developing skills in literacy and numeracy. For example, student knowledge about the
properties of materials helps in science and the practice of measuring accurately helps in
mathematics. These same skills help in IT through the children’s use of computer control and,
naturally, in art and design.
There are three core activities children engage with in design and technology that are combined in
sequence to create a DTI project:
1. Activities which involve investigating and evaluating existing products
2. Focused practical tasks in which children develop particular aspects of knowledge and skills
3. Designing and making activities in which children design and make 'something' for
'somebody' for 'some purpose'
This document provides comprehensive standards and performance criteria for K–12 design,
technology, and innovation education designed to strengthen practical fluency and competency
throughout primary and secondary schools in UAE. It is written in response to the pressing need to
provide academic coherence between coursework and the rapid growth of design, technology, and
innovation in the modern world, alongside the need for educated students that can not only utilize
the technology but also build it effectively for the most benefit of UAE society.
These standards provide a three-level difficulty framework for K-12 aimed at grade spans K–
5, 6–9, 10-12, and advanced 10-12, respectively. These learning standards will serve as a catalyst for
widespread adoption of design, technology, and innovation education for all K–12 students. We
encourage all people involved in this important field to read this document and then to take part in
the effort to implement these standards in a way that benefits K–12 education community.
The standards are divided into four major and separate domains: Design Appreciation and
Awareness, Analysis and Design, Evaluation, and Implementation. The standards provide learning
content that should be mastered by all students; whether they are higher education-bound or not.
Many follow-up efforts are still needed, however, to sustain the momentum these standards
generate. Teacher training, curriculum innovation, teaching resources, and dissemination are but a
few of these challenges.
It is recognized that a set of standards is only the first foundational step in meeting our goals. These
standards must— and will be — accompanied by curriculum materials, aligned assessments and
professional development to ensure that the vision captured in them becomes a reality in every
classroom in the UAE. These standards are not made in a vacuum. We understand the constraints
under which schools are operating and the UAE MOE other educational priorities. Thus, we conclude
this report with a series of recommendations that are intended to provide support for a long-term
evolution of design and technology in K–12 schools.
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UAE Schools Design, Technology, and Innovation
1.0 Introduction
Studying Design and Technology includes the use of a broad range of knowledge, skills, and understanding,
and prompts engagement in a wide variety of activities. Students will design and make products that solve
real and relevant problems within a variety of contexts. This publication is designed to help today's students
take advantage of the power of design and technology. It provides a set of guidelines for schools, describing
what students should know and be able to do in order to use creative design and technology effectively for
learning and be prepared for university/college education as well as the job market. These guidelines
represent realistic, attainable activities that link to the content standards of the Ministry of Education (MOE)
Frameworks.
The UAE Schools DT&I Standards and Expectations (UAE-DTI) incorporate relevant national skills and skills
developed and based on well-known international standards that includes: (a) The National Curriculum in
England (NCE) Framework, (b) General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) Specifications, and (c) South
Australian Curriculum, Standards and Accountability (SACSA) Framework among others.
The Design, Technology, and Innovation (DTI) Standards 2017 fall into four broad categories/domains (as
shown in Figure 1 below):

Design
Appreciation
& Awareness

Analysis and
Design

Domains

Evaluation

Implementation

Figure 1: DTI Domain Skeleton

1.Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA): Students are taught to develop an understanding of the

design and technology’s impact on daily life and the wider world through the evaluation of past and present
designed products and reflect their personal and others’ needs, requirements and values. They learn the
importance of being creative in contributing to culture and well-being of the nation by providing high quality
design and technology education.
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2. Analysis and Design (AND): Students analyze problems, identify needs and explore ideas & opportunities.
Moreover, students learn and practice creative approaches and skills in user requirements’ definition,
research, analysis, ideation and design development.
3. Evaluation (EVA): Students judge on the suitability and viability of design ideas and options referring to the
design requirements and evaluation criteria. Comparisons among similar products or solutions help to
measure the success of the design outcome in relation to a range of product/system design factors including
environmental, economic and social impact of products throughout their life cycle.
4. Implementation (IMP): Students learn the process of planning the different phases, selecting the
appropriate materials/tools and manipulate/use them to produce a quality product or technological
system/service effectively and safely.
Furthermore, the G10-12 (General and Advanced) incorporate 3 additional sub-domains based on the UAE
Higher Education Curriculum for Innovation and Entrepreneurship mandated by the Ministry of Education on
all Higher Education institutes in UAE. The Fundamentals of Innovation and Entrepreneurship was developed
in collaboration with University of Stanford.
The Table below summarize how the 3 domains in the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Curriculum
translates to the 3 domains in the Creative Thinking & Innovation Curriculum for Grades 10 to 12 (General
Advanced) in addition to the 4 domains above.
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Curriculum
Design Thinking
Entrepreneurship
Growth and Leadership

Creative Thinking & Innovation Curriculum (G10-G12)
Innovation (Domain 5)
Entrepreneurship (Domain 6)
Project Management (Domain 7)

The ultimate goal is to deliver a curriculum that will bridge the gap between the high school studies
and the curriculum in Higher Education in UAE. The 3 domains are covered at high level in CTI
Domains Section after covering the 4 main domains. For further materials, the Authors recommend
referring to the Innovation and Entrepreneurship curriculum prepared by the University of
Stanford team.

2.0 Development of this Document
MOE has called for a comprehensive standards document on the topic of design, technology, and innovation
to be introduced to the new curriculum of UAE schools starting academic year 2016/2017.
In October 2016, the UAE MOE Leadership brought together a group of educators from higher education, K12 school departments, and educational organizations to help the Ministry develop a comprehensive
standards document on the topic of design, technology, and innovation. The working group reviewed,
compared, and evaluated several international standards documents in order to ensure that the UAE MOE
standards would be as comprehensive as possible. The group examined standards from countries like UK,
Australia, Singapore, and USA.
There is a worldwide accepted standards-based teaching. The adoption of Standards in Teaching and
Learning contributes significantly to economic development and social well-being in developed and
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developing countries. Evidence worldwide suggests that system wide educational improvement has been a
significant contributing factor to economic development to many countries (e.g., USA, UK, Singapore,
Australia, etc.). These countries have developed and implemented clear, coherent, demanding, and publicly
disseminated student learning standards that demonstrated consistently high levels of educational
performance on international assessments. These findings confirm that implementing rigorous student
learning standards leads to high achievement.
In February 2017, the Ministry shared the draft of the DT&I standards with a small number of business
representatives from the UAE MOE Technology Leadership Partners inside UAE. In addition, educators across
the country had an opportunity to review and comment on the anticipated new standards draft at roundtable
discussion meeting in Feb 2017. Educators also submitted additional comments and suggestions to the
Ministry using electronic feedback forms and e-mail. The UAE MoE Curriculum Department has incorporated
these recommendations into this current standard version.

2.1 Relation of this Standards document to Other International Standards
In general, this standards document benefited from various resources and initiatives in this important field
around the world. As a general frame of reference for developing these standards, we mainly use the
curriculum documents developed by England Ministry of Education and the Department of Education and
Children’s Services in the Government of South Australia. Moreover, complementary resources in the form
of curricula, material, and worksheet have been used from the Design & technology Association in UK. We
have incorporated these standards into this document as follows:

a. The National Curriculum in England (NCE) Framework: The UK Department of Education sat out the
framework for the UK national curriculum which includes the general national standards as well as the
outcomes in each subject including the Design & Technology (D&T). The UK national Design & Technology
subject curriculum targets pupils in Key Stage 1 (KS1), 2 (KS2), and 3 (KS3) covering ages between 5 and
14. The D&T curriculum is structured around four domains namely, Design, Make, Evaluate, and
Technical Knowledge and aims to ensure that all pupils:
o Standard 1: develop the creative, technical and practical expertise needed to perform everyday
tasks confidently and to participate successfully in an increasingly technological world
o Standard 2: build and apply a repertoire of knowledge, understanding and skills in order to
design and make high-quality prototypes and products for a wide range of users
o Standard 3: critique, evaluate and test their ideas and products and the work of others
o Standard 4: understand and apply the principles of nutrition and learn how to cook.
The NCE standards were incorporated in the four domains of the MoE D&T for grades K to 10.

b. General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) Specifications: GCSE is an academic qualification

granted for a specified subject over two years. The GCSE specifications for D&T builds on the knowledge
and skills attained until KS3 and incorporates knowledge, understanding, and skills pertinent to
manufacturing materials and processes in order to design and implement creative prototypes in
response to problems, needs, or issues. The knowledge, understanding, and skills that pupils need to
develop following the GCSE specifications are categorized as technical principles and designing and
making principles. The targeted development principles are situated in five D&T GCSEs:
o D&T GCSE1: Electronics & Control Systems
o D&T GCSE2: Graphics
o D&T GCSE3: Industrial Technology
Page 12
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o
o

D&T GCSE4: Resistant Materials
D&T GCSE5: Textiles Technology

The GCSE specifications standards (namely, Electronics & Control Systems and Resistant Materials) were
incorporated in the four domains of the MoE D&T for grades 11 and 12.

c. South Australian Curriculum, Standards and Accountability (SACSA) Framework: The South Australia

D&T curriculum learning areas are situated around three main learning strands namely, Critiquing,
Designing, and Making. It targets pupils from Reception to year 10. The objectives of the curriculum are
organized (at each year level) as Learning Areas, Key Ideas, and Developmental Learning Outcomes. The
pupils’ achievement across the three strands and their encompassing outcomes for each curriculum band
defines the targeted standards as follows:
o Standard 1: Determined by achieving the key ideas and outcomes set for the Early Years band
of schooling (R – 2).
o Standard 2: Determined by achieving the key ideas and outcomes set for year 3 and 4.
o Standard 3: Determined by achieving the key ideas and outcomes set for year 5 and 6.
o Standard 4: Determined by achieving the key ideas and outcomes set for year 7 and 8.
o Standard 5: Determined by achieving the key ideas and outcomes set for year 9 and 10.

The SACSA standards were incorporated in the four domains of the MoE D&T for grades K to 10.
In this document, the UAE Ministry of Education incorporated all of previously mentioned standards into the
four domains of the new UAE Ministry of Education Design, Technology, and Innovation Standards as follows:
Table 1: DTI Domains standards alignment with internationally recognized D&T standards
UAE K-12 DESIGN, TECHNOLOGY,
AND INNOVATION STANDARDS
DOMAINS

NCE
(MOE K – G10)

SACSA
(MOE K – G10)

GCSE
(MOE G11 & G12)

DAA

Standards 1, 2, and 3

Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

D&T GCSE1 and D&T GCSE4

AND

Standards 1, 2, and 3

Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

D&T GCSE1 and D&T GCSE4

EVA

Standards 1, 2, and 3

Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

D&T GCSE1 and D&T GCSE4

IMP

Standards 1, 2, and 3

Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

D&T GCSE1 and D&T GCSE4

In order for this document to be recent and follow the rapidly changing field of design, technology, and
Innovation, it is advised that this document be revised every five years.

2.2 Key Facts of this document
The K-12 Design, Technology, and Innovation (DTI) standards will guide schools toward a more relevant,
rigorous, and coherent curriculum for the next generation of Emiratis. More specifically, these standards
reflect the following changes and enhancements:
The new standards reflect world-class expectations as the development process drew from the existing
international standards outlined in section 2.1 along with associated student Assessment.
2. The new standards focus on fundamental concepts with the following general goals:
1.
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a) The curriculum should prepare students to understand the nature of design, technology,
and innovation and its role in the modern world.
b) Students should understand that DTI interlaces theory and practice.
c) Students should be able to use DTI skills (especially analysis and design) in their problemsolving activities in other subjects.
It is worth mentioning that in order to accommodate the needs of high school students and teachers better,
this publication lists technology skills for all high school years. Teachers should integrate the appropriate
and advanced technology skills into their courses to help their students learn those subject areas and/or
prepare for future careers.

2.3 Overview of Grade Spans
The Ministry of Education encourages the use of a wide range of tools, both traditional and technological, to
help students’ gain better understanding of surrounding world. For example, even though students might
become highly skilled in comparing different products for same use, they should know how to design a similar
product with better features or at least critique the existing one.
In this publication, specific DTI skills are listed collectively for each grade span and then individually for each
grade. These proficiency expectations are recommended to the Ministry, but local school management can
make their own decisions about their students’ technology proficiency level. Local decisions should be based
on the accessibility and availability of DTI tools, as well as the developmental readiness of a certain
educational district’s students. Overall, the Ministry will work with various schools to provide a minimum
unified DTI technology curriculum that satisfy a minimum set of schools across all the country.
Currently, UAE adopts the notion of dividing the grade span into three spans, or so called cycles, each consists
of number of grades in addition to K grades in a separate cycle. Based on the developmental readiness of the
students and age factors, this document groups the technology skills in three grade spans as per Ministry of
Education definition (see Figure 2):
Cycle 1: Grades K–5
Cycle 2: Grades 6–9
Cycle 3: Grades 10–12 (Grades 10-12 Advanced)

Grades 10-12
Grades K–5

Grades 6–9
Grades
Advanced 10–12

Figure 2: Grade Span for MoE Schools
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The ministry decides also to introduce the notion of advanced program for talented students in the last cycle.
In this document we refer to this cycle as Advanced Grades (G10A, G11A, G12A).

2.4 Skills/Knowledge Acquisition
Students can acquire the skills/knowledge enumerated in this document in a variety of ways:
- Everyday classroom activities (i.e., gaining technology skills while learning the content of the
curriculum).
- Specific course work (e.g., taking a Web design course)
- Independent study (e.g., supporting a specific project)
- An after-school activity (e.g., publishing a school newsletter)
- Peer tutoring (e.g., a high school student coaching a middle school student)
- Work at home (Assuming all homes are equipped with necessary technology tools. In fact,
many surveys indicate a much higher presence of computers in the homes of low income and
limited English proficient families than many educators presume; such surveys at the classroom
and school level can be instructive.)
The teaching of DTI literacy skills should not be separate from the curriculum. Integrating the appropriate
use of technology into the curriculum should enhance the learning of the content. In this document, we focus
on educational/instructional of technology/engineering standards.

3.0 General Outcomes and Expectations of Grade Spans
The following summarize the generic outcomes of the new standards document as per each grade
span:
3.1 Grades K through 5
In the early grades, children will acquire basic DTI skills. For this reason, the competencies listed for
K–5 DT&I are described as exploratory and appreciation concepts and skills. These are skills that will
be introduced and, in some cases, developed in elementary grades and mastered in middle and high
school. By the end of fifth grade, all students should have the opportunity to become familiar with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making basic design decisions about layout, colors, fonts, shape, etc.
Understand how to make products by working safely with tools, equipment, components,
materials, and ingredients.
Apply relevant ergonomics factors and anthropometric data when designing.
Understand role and responsibility of Designers and Technologists.
Show awareness of the effect of design and technology activity on social, environmental,
and economic issues
Apply knowledge about the four dimensions of Sustainable Design: Economic,
Environmental, Cultural and Social Impacts
Appreciate how technology is applied to enhance product functionality

By the end of fifth grade, all students should have the opportunity to become familiar with the tools
they will be expected to use with proficiency. Through this exposure, they will have gained a positive
view of technology as a tool for learning. The students will make basic design decisions about layout,
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colors, fonts, shape, etc. They also demonstrate understanding of how to make products by working
safely with tools, equipment, components, materials, and ingredients, understand role and
responsibility of Designers and Technologists, and show awareness of the effect of design and
technology activity on social, environmental, and economic issues. The students will also practice
skills in user requirements’ definition, data collection, research and analysis, explore several design
alternatives, generate ideas, develop, write, evaluate and improve a design plan. The students will
gain skills to prepare a simple outline plan of the necessary steps to implement simple creative
outcomes considering proper combination of components, risks, right sequence, time, budget, cost,
required skills, and resources. They will be able to address issues related to organization,
collaboration, and safety when implementing creative products and systems in addition to
discussing the importance of managing resources effectively.
3.2 Grades 6 through 9
In this grade span, special emphasis will be given to certain skills and technologies. By the
completion of ninth grade, students should:
•

Understand how to make products by working safely with tools, equipment, components,
materials, and ingredients.
• Apply knowledge about the four dimensions of Sustainable Design: Economic,
Environmental, Cultural and Social Impacts
• Analyze problems, identify needs and explore ideas for data collection.
• Use intermediate skills in research and analysis to explore some design alternatives.
• Use techniques in generating and developing ideas.
• Develop, write, evaluate and improve a design plan.
• Show intermediate communication and writing skills.
• Demonstrate confidence in developing, modifying, and evaluating implementation plans
considering the technology and issues related to copyright and intellectual property.
• Understand about the characteristics of materials, equipment, and tools and apply this
knowledge when implementing creative design products or solutions considering issues
related to quality, safety, and sustainability.
• Demonstrate skills in implementing creative products and/or systems using variety of
joining, measuring, and cutting techniques
In summary, when students enter the tenth grade, they should be able to use technology to learn
and enhance their understanding of academic subjects and the world around them. Technology
should be incorporated into their everyday learning activities, both inside and outside the
classroom.
3.3 Grades 10 through 12
Throughout high school, as students take courses to prepare themselves for college and the world
of work, they should acquire increasingly sophisticated technology skills. Upon completing high
school, students should be able to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make advanced design decisions about products’ features and functionality taking into
account safety guidelines.
Identify needs, opportunities and user requirements for complex problems.
Use several advanced techniques for data collection and advanced research and analysis.
Use techniques in generating and developing innovative ideas.
Develop, write, evaluate and improve an advanced design plan.
Show advanced communication and technical writing skills
Create detailed plan for the implementation phase, which includes specifications and
mechanisms for materials, equipment, tools, and methods to achieve consistent production
outcomes.
Make informed decision on the selection of material, tools, and equipment based on
research and criteria
Implement creative products and systems using variety of industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and equipment.
Demonstrate high understanding about health and safety in the workshop, risk
management, organization, ICT, research, and teamwork.
Demonstrate solid understanding about the practical processes involved in implementing
creative systems using basic components from the area of structure, mechanics, and
electronics.

3.4 Grades 10 through 12 (Advanced)
In the advanced version of high school, students will take same courses as regular high school
students but will acquire advanced and sophisticated technology skills and tools to enhance their
learning. Depending on the pathways and courses they choose to take, advanced high school
students will become more adept with certain technology tools than their typical high school peers.
Moreover, as the curriculum demands more complicated learning tasks, students will discover
advanced capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make advanced design decisions about products’ features and functionality taking into
account safety guidelines.
Create a micro detailed plan for the implementation phase, which includes specifications
and mechanisms for materials, equipment, tools, and methods to achieve consistent
production outcomes.
Make well-informed decision on the selection of material, tools, and equipment based on
research and criteria
Implement highly creative products and systems using variety of industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and equipment.
Demonstrate profound understanding about health and safety in the workshop, risk
management, organization, ICT, research, and teamwork.
Demonstrate solid understanding about the practical processes involved in implementing
creative systems using basic components from the area of structure, mechanics, and
electronics.
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By the completion of high school, students should have developed an appreciation for the
capabilities and capacities of technology, as well as an understanding of how these tools can be
used for lifelong learning. In addition, students should be knowledgeable about the role technology
plays in various fields of work, enabling them to better plan for their careers in the 21st century.

4.0 Domains and Generic Outcomes
The 2017 Design, Technology, and Innovation Standards have identified the following major
domains and strands as the backbone for the new curriculum and related activities:
Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)
Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, design process, and
creative design and innovation. Students will:
a. Understand and use technology systems.
b. Apply digital tools, media, and environment to gather, evaluate, use, communicate and
work collaboratively.
c. Make design decisions about layout, colors, fonts, shape, etc.
d. Understand how to make products by working safely with tools, equipment, components,
materials, and ingredients.
e. Apply relevant ergonomics factors and anthropometric data when designing.
f. Understand role and responsibility of Designers and Technologists.
g. Show awareness of the effect of design and technology activity on social, environmental,
and economic issues.
h. Apply knowledge about the four dimensions of Sustainable Design: Economic,
Environmental, Cultural and Social Impacts.
i. Appreciate how technology is applied to enhance product functionality.
j. Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers or project teams.
k. Communicate information and ideas effectively using a variety of media and formats.
l. Troubleshoot systems and applications.
m. Transfer current knowledge to learning of new technologies.
Analysis and Design (AND)
Students use critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research, manage projects, solve
problems, and make informed decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources. Students
will:
a. Identify and define authentic problems and significant questions for investigation.
b. Plan and manage activities to develop a solution or complete a project.
c. Collect and analyze data to identify solutions and/or make informed decisions.
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Use multiple processes and diverse perspectives to explore alternative solutions.
Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or processes.
Identify trends and forecast possibilities.
demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and develop innovative products.
Explore several design alternatives and apply different techniques in generating ideas.
Develop, write, evaluate and improve a design plan.
Use proper techniques in generating and developing innovative ideas.
Formulate advanced design decisions.

Evaluation (EVA)
Students evaluate the creative idea using defined criteria to judge on its suitability and viability
considering the design requirements. Students will:
a. Identify and list properties of products or simple systems for comparison purposes.
b. Assess and revise the designs, products or simple systems in light of feedback they have
gained from evaluation.
c. Describe the strengths and drawbacks of their design, product or simple system.
d. Develop evaluation criteria.
e. Assess designs, products and systems.
f. Assess impact and usability of products/systems.
g. Refine, modify and improve product/system.
h. Record progress and document maintenance procedures and requirements.

i. Present your system/product.
Implementation (IMP)
Students implement the creative idea effectively and safely after planning the different steps and
selecting the appropriate materials/tools/equipment. Students will:
a. Prepare a simple outline plan of the necessary steps to implement simple creative
outcomes considering proper combination of components, risks, right sequence, time,
budget, cost, required skills, and resources.
b. Manipulate simple tools, materials, and equipment considering their characteristics, and
how such characteristics relate to designed and made products, processes, and systems.
c. Discuss about the importance of addressing issues related to organization, collaboration,
and safety when implementing creative products and systems.
d. Discuss the importance of managing resources effectively, how it is important to
articulate a range of responsible strategies to manage resources, as well as working safely
and responsibly.
e. Demonstrate confidence in developing, modifying, and evaluating implementation plans
considering the technology and issues related to copyright and intellectual property.
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f. Create detailed plan for the implementation phase, which includes specifications and
mechanisms for materials, equipment, tools, and methods to achieve consistent
production outcomes.
g. Select the right material, tools, and equipment based on research and criteria related to
environmental issues, ethical use, constraints, and the requirement of the task to
implement a quality creative product or system.
h. Apply existing, as well as new, knowledge and skills to implement creative products and
systems using variety of industry-based techniques, methods, tools, and equipment.
i. Demonstrate high understanding about health and safety in the workshop, risk
management, organization, ICT, research, and teamwork.
j. Demonstrate understanding about the practical processes involved in implementing
creative systems using basic components from the area of structure, mechanics, and
electronics.

5.0 Standards Development Methodology
The process by which these standards were developed began with agreement that high-quality
teaching and learning standards systematically organize content in a given subject area—in this
case, Design, Technology, and Innovation—into domains and strands, and then into standards and
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) that specify, on a grade-by-grade basis, exactly what specific
Mathematics should be taught and learned. The table below (Table 2) shows the K-12 domains and
the grade band strands within which grade level standards and SLOs were developed. The four
domains were further broken down into several strands that span across all grades as shown below:
Table 2: Design, Technology, and Creativity Domains and Associated strands

1.
2.
3.
4.

DAA

AND

Aesthetics:
Design in society
Sustainability
Basic Knowledge
and Skills:

1. User Requirements’
Definition
2. Research & Analysis
3. Ideation
4. Design Development

1.
2.
3.
4.

EVA

IMP

Exploration
Assessment
Enhancement
Documentation

1. Planning
2. Tools and Materials
3. Practical Processes

The development of the document followed the below structure and as depicted in the hierarchical
figure shown below (See Figure 3).
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Subject

Domain

Strand

Standard

Student Learning Outcomes

Figure 3: Standards Development Hierarchy

The below figure (Figure 4) lists key content areas per domain:
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DAA
Aesthetics

AND
User requirements and
data collection

EVA
Exploration
validation and
verification

Design in Scoiety

Need Analysis

IMP
Design Layout

Design Blueprint

Coding
Technology integration

Ideation
Prodcut refining

Design Appreciation
Design development

Time and budget
management

Product improvement
design concepts

Improvenemnt plan

Research and Analysis
Product design
modification
Data anlaysis

cultural impact

Implementation Plan

Design documentation
tools and equiopments

Design alternatives
Testing
technology trends

Design Plan
Documentation
Generalization

sustaianble

Refinig specifications
Problem analysis

Design decision making

Figure 4: Breakdown of Topics per Domain

The major part of this document will list all expected student learning outcomes (SLOs) per domain
per cycle.
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Subject
is the curriculum area of interest and the first level of analysis in the structure of standards.
Domains
are the major elements of a subject. In the UAE, DTI has four domains (see Table 2). Domains
run through the entire K–12 system.
Strands
are the key topics that domains consist of. All of the strands for each domain are shown in Table
2. In DTI, strands cover a number of grades but rarely run through the entire K–12 system.
Standards
are the broad target objectives within each strand and are grade specific.
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs)
are the lowest level of analysis in the structure of standards. SLOs are the grade-specific
expected learning outcomes, which may take one to three classes to achieve. These are what
teachers should target their instruction toward. Lesson plans should be aligned with SLOs—as
should all instructional resources—and test items. The SLOs provided here may need further
fine tuning when used for lesson planning, materials design, and other pedagogical activities.

The below table (Table 3) summarizes the quantitative analysis of the SLOs for all grades/cycles per
domain and their associated percentages:
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Table 3: Distribution
No. of outcomes
Grade
KG1
KG2
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
Cycle 1
G6
G7
G8
G9
Cycle 2
G10
G11
G12
Cycle 3
G10 A
G11 A
G12 A
Cycle 3 A

DAA
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
29
4
4
4
4
16
4
5
5
14
4
5
5
14

AND
2
2
3
3
9
9
9
37
10
9
11
10
40
10
13
13
36
10
13
13
36

EVA
IMP
Sum
DAA
4
14
24
16.67%
4
14
24
16.67%
6
13
26
15.38%
7
12
26
15.38%
8
20
41
9.76%
8
20
42
11.90%
8
25
46
8.70%
45
118
229
12.66%
8
21
43
9.30%
9
21
43
9.30%
11
14
40
10.00%
12
19
45
8.89%
40
75
171
9.36%
14
19
47
8.51%
14
35
67
7.46%
14
32
64
7.81%
42
86
178
7.87%
14
19
47
8.51%
14
35
67
7.46%
14
32
64
7.81%
42
86
178
7.87%
of SLOs over all domains per grade

Outcomes Percentages
AND
8.33%
8.33%
11.54%
11.54%
21.95%
21.43%
19.57%
16.16%
23.26%
20.93%
27.50%
22.22%
23.39%
21.28%
19.40%
20.31%
20.22%
21.28%
19.40%
20.31%
20.22%

EVA
16.67%
16.67%
23.08%
26.92%
19.51%
19.05%
17.39%
19.65%
18.60%
20.93%
27.50%
26.67%
23.39%
29.79%
20.90%
21.88%
23.60%
29.79%
20.90%
21.88%
23.60%

IMP
58.33%
58.33%
50.00%
46.15%
48.78%
47.62%
54.35%
51.53%
48.84%
48.84%
35.00%
42.22%
43.86%
40.43%
52.24%
50.00%
48.31%
40.43%
52.24%
50.00%
48.31%
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Domain Distribution:
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Figure 5: Domain Coverage Distribution Per Cycle
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6.0 Guidelines for Teachers
In DT&I, students not only learn various skills that they can develop into different careers, but they
also develop important skills that allow them to put knowledge attained from other subjects (e.g.
math, science, etc.) into practice. Therefore, teaching a dynamic and multifaceted subject like DT&I
can be considered a challenge by many teachers.
DT&I teachers bring up students’ creativity and teach them the important skills for making
innovative ideas and the ways to turn them into reality. By doing so, they teach a subject that
supplements students’ wider learning by bringing up concepts learnt from areas like math, science,
art, and computer science into practice. DT&I teachers teach students to be innovative, resourceful,
and inventive as they solve real life problems and become the designers and innovators of
tomorrow. Therefore, it is important that DT&I teachers be aware of the required knowledge and
skills to teach such a multifaceted subject in the light of the current standards document.
In this section, we present general guidelines for teachers who are going to implement the essence
of this standards document. To streamline the presentation, the guidelines will be presented in four
general categories:
6.1 Knowledge of core content and competencies
The teachers will demonstrate the following knowledge and competencies that model important
principles and concepts. Teachers shall demonstrate ability to:
a. Effectively design, develop, and test practical solutions to problems in different contexts
(textual, numeric, graphic, etc.) using advanced design techniques and technology tools.
b. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the use of aesthetics (shape, form, color,
texture, symmetry, and proportion and ergonomics) in product design.
c. Demonstrate awareness of societal and cultural influences on product design.
d. Demonstrate awareness of technology influences and impacts on people, their communities
and environments in local and global contexts by contributing to creating a more sustainable
world.
e. Apply knowledge, understanding and skills in a variety of contexts and in designing and
making products.
f. Identify ideas, problems, needs, wants and opportunities and gather the required data for
making design decisions.
g. Search and analyze several design alternatives that meet the required needs.
h. Bring up ideas using creative approaches and considering design factors.
i. Develop, write, evaluate, test, and improve the design plan/design processes involved in
implementing the final product.
j. Explore similar products/systems, taking into account a range of factors and using
appropriate techniques.
k. Validate and verify product/system against required specification.
l. Refine, modify and improve product/system.
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m.Write computer programs and design computerized control systems.
n.
6.2 Teaching and learning strategies
The teachers should use effective content pedagogical strategies that make the discipline
comprehensible to students Teachers shall demonstrate ability to:
a. Plan and teach lessons/units using effective and engaging practices and methodologies, e.g.,
using a variety of real-world design problems and project-based methodologies that support
active and authentic learning and provide opportunities for creative and innovative thinking and
problem solving.
b. Use a variety of collaborative groupings in lesson plans/units and assessments by designing
activities that require students to effectively describe computing artifacts and communicate
results using multiple forms of media.
c. Develop lessons and methods that engage and empower learners from different backgrounds.
d. Design and implement developmentally appropriate learning opportunities supporting the
diverse needs of all learners.
e. Create and implement multiple forms of assessment and use resulting data to capture student
learning, provide remediation, and shape classroom instruction.
6.3 Learning Environments and Resources
Teachers should apply knowledge and competencies to create and maintain safe, ethical,
supportive, fair, and effective learning environments for all students. In particular, teachers should
be able to:
a. Design environments that promote effective teaching and learning in classrooms and online
learning environments and promote design and technology.
b. Promote and model the safe and effective use of design tools, environment, and
implementation methodologies.
c. Plan for equitable and accessible classroom, lab, and online environments that support effective
and engaging learning.
6.4 Professional knowledge and Skills
Teachers should apply knowledge and skills in their field and acquire further knowledge and skills.
Teachers should:
a. Participate in, promote, and model ongoing professional development and life-long learning
relative to design, technology, and innovation education.
b. Identify and participate in professional design and technology education societies,
organizations, and groups that provide professional growth opportunities and resources.
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c. Demonstrate knowledge of evolving social and research issues relating to design, technology,
and innovation education and training.

7. Scope–and–Sequence — Domains, Strands and Standards by Cycle
The following sections provide a narrative holistic summary of the key aspects of the four
domains, strands, and standards for each grade along with performance criteria.
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Aesthetics

Design
Appreciation
and Awareness

Design in Society

Sustainbility
Basic
Knowledge
and Skills

Digital Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
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Domain 1: Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)
In this domain, students are taught to develop an understanding of the design and technology’s impact on daily life and the wider world through
the evaluation of past and present designed products and reflect their personal and others’ needs, requirements and values. They learn the
importance of being creative in contributing to culture and well-being of the nation by providing high quality design and technology education.
Upon completion of this domain, students will be able to:
•

Make basic design decisions about layout, colors, fonts, shapes, etc.

•

Understand how to make products by working safely with tools, equipment, components, materials, and ingredients.

•

Apply relevant ergonomics factors and anthropometric data when designing.

•

Understand role and responsibility of Designers and Technologists.

•

Show awareness of the effect of design and technology activity on society, environment, and economy.

•

Apply knowledge about the four dimensions of Sustainable Design: Economic, Environmental, Cultural and Social Impacts.

•

Appreciate how technology is applied to enhance product functionality.

The domain strands are:
•
•
•
•

Aesthetics: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the use of aesthetics (shape, form, color, texture, symmetry, proportion, and
ergonomics) in product design.
Design in society: Show an awareness of societal and cultural influences on product design.
Sustainability: Demonstrate awareness of technology influences and impacts on people, their communities and environments in local and
global contexts by contributing to creating a more sustainable world.
Basic Knowledge and Skills: Apply knowledge, understanding, and skills in designing and making products in a variety of contexts.
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Generic Outcomes
By the end of cycle 1, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evoke positive emotions through an attractive visual design.
Develop a sense of responsibility for natural and social environments and an understanding that their world is shared.
Understand how concepts of sustainability are connected to issues of environment and economy.
Develop knowledge and skills about design concepts.
Consider the interaction between the user and the product.
Determine values inherent in any designs for society.
Understand the basic sustainability concepts to solve large-scale problem in community.
Develop skills and knowledge about equipment, tools and techniques.

By the end of cycle 2, students will be able to:
• Act confidently through using materials and equipment to make products.
• Investigate a range of products and how they relate to a particular group.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Considers the environmental impact of different materials to be used.
Promote the use of emerging technology in design processes.
Understand graphic design and the concept of branding.
Develop an understanding of the competitive nature of the products.
Consider the safety, reliability and sustainability of their activities/products.
Develop understanding of quality, accuracy and the role of specialist tools and equipment.

By the end of Cycle 3 and Cycle 3 A, students will be able to:
•
•
•

Make judgments about the significance of different characteristics of products made by themselves.
Understand social and cultural differences of people.
Determine points of view and considering values inherent in any design.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deconstruct technologies to expose the values which lie behind the intentions, design and manufacture of products, processes, and
systems.
Learn to question by assessing their own and others’ products.
Promote sustainable use of global ecosystems.
Analyze and explain the design decisions and thinking implicit in products, processes and systems made by themselves and others and
develop an understanding of the competitive nature of the designed and made world.
Demonstrate the knowledge to use design-thinking strategies in an iterative design process.
Support sustainable economic growth and productive employment.
Examine the consequences of past technologies, and speculate on and explain the consequences of present and future technologies
and their capacities to shape human existence.

Domain Strands Description and common technical Keywords
Table 4: Domain Strands Description and common technical Keywords

Strand Title
1

Aesthetics

2

Design in society

3

Sustainability

4

Basic Knowledge and Skills

Strand Description

Key words

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
use of aesthetics (shape, form, color, texture,
symmetry, and proportion and ergonomics) in
product design.
Show an awareness of societal and cultural
influences on product design.
Demonstrate awareness of technology influences
and impacts on people, their communities and
environments in local and global contexts by
contributing to creating a more sustainable world.

Shape, color , texture, symmetry, proportion,
ergonomics

Apply knowledge, understanding and skills in a
variety of contexts and in designing and making
products.

Technology, design concepts, tools, soft skills,
future design

Traditions, social implications, social and cultural
differences
Technology influence, local and global context,
impact of sustainability
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Strands Distribution Per Grade
Grade
Domains

KG

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10 -A

11

11-A

12

12-A

Digital Appreciation and
Awareness

Aesthetics
Design in Society
Sustainability
Basic Knowledge and skills
Figure 6: DAA Domain Strands Distribution across all grades

Student Learning Outcomes Distribution Per Grade
Table 5: Quantitative Analysis of DAA domain SLOs per Grade
Domain

Digital Appreciation
and Awareness

Total

Strand

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

KG

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Aesthetics

1

1

1

1

1

1

Design in Society

1

1

1

1

1

Sustainability

1

1

1

1

Basic Knowledge and skills

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

Cycle 3

G6

G7

G8

G9

6

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

2

1

7

1

1

5

4

25 4

4

G10

G11

G12

4

1

1

1

3

1

4

1

1

1

3

1

1

4

1

1

1

3

1

1

4

1

2

2

5

4

4

16 4

5

5

14
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Cycle 2

Cycle 1
Basic Knowledge
and skills
28%

Aesthetics
24%

Design in Society
24%

Sustainability
24%

Basic Knowledge
and skills
25%

Sustainability
25%

Aesthetics
25%

Design in Society
25%

Cycle 3
Basic Knowledge
and skills
33%

Design in Society
34%

Sustainability
33%

Figure 7: DAA Domain Strands Distribution Per Cycle
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Percentage of outcomes as per level of difficulty and percentage wise
Table 6: Percentage of outcomes per difficulty level
Grade
KG
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
Cycle 1
G6
G7
G8
G9
Cycle 2
G10
G11
G12
Cycle 3

No of outcomes

Outcomes Percentage

Difficulty Level

Difficulty Level

1

2

3

Sum

1

2

3

4
4
4
4
2
2
16
1
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
2
4
3
3
4
4
14
3
3
2
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
20
4
4
4
4
16
4
4
4
12

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
50.00%
50.00%
80.00%
25.00%
25.00%
0.00%
0.00%
12.50%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
50.00%
50.00%
20.00%
75.00%
75.00%
100.00%
100.00%
87.50%
75.00%
75.00%
50.00%
66.67%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
25.00%
25.00%
50.00%
33.33%
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Allocated Periods distribution per cycle
Table 7: Allocated number of periods per cycle
DAA

C1

C2

C3

Total

Strands Evolution Per Grade
Domain

Strand

Aesthetics
Digital Appreciation and Awareness

Design in
Society

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Evoke positive emotions
through an attractive
visual design.

Evoke positive
emotions through an
attractive visual design.

Evoke positive emotions
through an attractive
visual design.

Develop a sense of
responsibility for natural
and social environments
and an understanding
that their world is
shared.

Develop a sense of
responsibility for
natural and social
environments and an
understanding that
their world is shared.

Develop a sense of
responsibility for natural
and social environments
and an understanding
that their world is
shared.

Understand how
concepts of
sustainability are
connected to issues of
environment and
economy.

Understand how
concepts of sustainability
are connected to issues
of environment and
economy.

Understand how
concepts of
sustainability are
Sustainabil connected to issues of
ity
environment and
economy.

Grade 4

Grade 5

Consider the
interaction
between the user
and the product.
Determine values
inherent in any
designs for
society.

Consider the
interaction
between the user
and the product.
Determine values
inherent in any
designs for
society.

Understand the
basic sustainability
concepts to solve
large-scale
problem in
community.

Understand the
basic
sustainability
concepts to solve
large scale
problem in
community.
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Develops knowledge and Develops knowledge
Basic
skills about design
and skills about design
Knowledg concepts.
concepts.
e and skills

Domain

Strand

Aesthetics
Digital Appreciation and Awareness

Design in
Society

Sustainability

Basic
Knowledge and
skills

Grade 6
Acts confidently through using
materials and equipment to
make products.

Develops knowledge and
skills about design
concepts.

Grade 7

Develop skills and
knowledge about
equipment, tools
and techniques

Grade 8

Develop skills and
knowledge about
equipment, tools,
and techniques

Grade 9

Acts confidently through
using materials and
equipment to make
products.
Investigate a range of
products and how they
relate to a particular
group.

Knowledge of graphic
design and the concept
of branding.

Knowledge of graphic
design and the concept
of branding.

Develop an
understanding of the
competitive nature of
the products.

Develop an
understanding of the
competitive nature of
the products.

Considers the environmental
impact of different materials to
be used.

Considers the
environmental impact of
different materials to be
used.

Consider the safety,
reliability and
sustainability of their
activities/products

Consider the safety,
reliability and
sustainability of their
activities/products

Promotes the use of emerging
technology in design processes

Promotes the use of
emerging technology in
design processes

Develop understanding
of quality, accuracy and
the role of specialist
tools and equipment

Develop understanding
of quality, accuracy and
the role of specialist
tools and equipment

Investigate a range of products
and how they relate to a
particular group.
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Domain

Strand
Aesthetics

Digital Appreciation and Awareness

Design in
Society
Sustainability

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Makes judgments about the significance of
different characteristics of products made
by themselves.
Understanding social and cultural
differences of people

Learn to question by assessing their
own and others’ products.

Demonstrate the knowledge to
use design-thinking strategies in
an iterative design process.
Understanding social and
cultural differences of people

Determining points of view and
considering values inherent in any design.

Promote sustainable use of global
ecosystems.

Support sustainable economic
growth and productive
employment.

Analyze and explain the design
decisions and thinking implicit in
products, processes and systems
made by themselves and others
and develop an understanding of
the competitive nature of the
designed and made world.

Examine the consequences of
past technologies, and
speculate on and explain the
consequences of present and
future technologies and their
capacities to shape human
existence.

Deconstruct technologies to expose the
values which lie behind the intentions,
Basic
design and manufacture of products,
Knowledge and processes, and systems
skills

Understanding social and cultural
differences of people
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Integration between DAA domain and other domains
DAA
Aesthetics
Design in Society
Sustainability
Basic Knowledge and skills

AND

EVA

IMP

• User Requirements’ Definition

• Enhancement
• Assessment

• Planning

• Research & Analysis

• Exploration
• Assessment

• Practical Processes

• Research & Analysis

• Exploration
• Assessment

• Practical Processes

• Ideation
• Design Development

• Enhancement
• Assessment

• Tools and Materials

Scope and Sequence: Domains, Strands and Standards by Grade
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Grade: KG
Domain

Strand

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Standard

Learning outcomes

Evoke positive emotions through an
attractive visual design.

Describe a basic design based on its layout, colors, and
shape.

Develop a sense of responsibility for
natural and social environments and
an understanding that their world is
shared.

Describe the safety of products.

Understand how concepts of
sustainability are connected to issues
of environment and economy.

List some responsibilities of designers

Develop knowledge and skills about
Basic Knowledge & design concepts.
Skills for design

level

1

1

1

Identify how things and products are produced.
1
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Grade: G1
Domain

Strand

Aesthetics
Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Design in Society

Standard

Learning outcomes

Evoke positive emotions through an
attractive visual design.

Describe a complete design based on its layout, colors,
fonts, shape.

Develop a sense of responsibility for
natural and social environments and
an understanding that their world is
shared.

Recognize how familiar products work and consults with
others about their use.

level

1

1
Describe the needs and safety of others.

Sustainability

Understand how concepts of
sustainability are connected to issues
of environment and economy.

Develop knowledge and skills about
Basic Knowledge & design concepts.
Skills for design

List responsibilities of designers towards our planet.
1

Explain how things are done and how products are
produced.

1
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Grade: G2
Domain

Strand

Aesthetics
Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Design in Society

Standard

Learning outcomes

Evoke positive emotions through an
attractive visual design.

Compares past and present designs and makes
predictions for future designs.

Develop a sense of responsibility for
natural and social environments and
an understanding that their world is
shared.

Explore different cultural traditions within the local
community.

level

1

1
Explain how designs and products affect our daily lives.

Sustainability

Understand how concepts of
sustainability are connected to issues
of environment and economy.

List resources that can be reuse and renewable

Develop knowledge and skills about
design concepts.

Review various products to investigate possible
modifications for different purposes

1

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for design

1
Explore a range of tools and software involved in
designing.
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Grade: G3
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Evoke positive emotions through
an attractive visual design.

Researches examples of items that have a similar
purpose to compare size, shape and names of
common components.

Design in Society

Develop a sense of responsibility
for natural and social
environments and an
understanding that their world is
shared.

Discuss impact of products, including their own,
on others and the world

Sustainability

Understand how concepts of
sustainability are connected to
issues of environment and
economy.

Show how to be green in creating crafts and
applying eco-friendly values.

Develop knowledge and skills
about design concepts.

Compare past and present designs and makes
predictions for future designs.

Aesthetics
Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

Describe society through the eyes of a designer.

Examine and deconstructs everyday products.

level

1

1

1

1
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Grade: G4
Domain

Strand

Aesthetics
Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

Standard

Learning outcomes

Consider the interaction between Show how ergonomics is use to make comfortable
the user and the product.
products.

Determine values inherent in any
designs for society.

Analyze the cost and social and environmental
implications of designed products.

Understand the basic
sustainability concepts to solve
large-scale problem in
community.

Explain concepts of recycling and environmental
designs by using less water and energy.

Develop skills and knowledge
about equipment, tools and
techniques

Identify stages of production and appropriate
techniques and materials
Select and use a range of resources, techniques

level

2

1

1

2

and equipment for a variety of purposes
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Grade: G5
Domain

Strand

Aesthetics
Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

Standard

Learning outcomes

Consider the interaction between Relate the size and shape of the person in
the user and the product.
designing a product.

Determine values inherent in any
designs for society.

Analyze the impact of product on our society, in
the past, present and future.

Understand the basic
sustainability concepts to solve
large scale problem in
community.

Optimizing use of the sun and solar energy in
designing.

Develop skills and knowledge
about equipment, tools, and
techniques.

Use tools and equipment safely, efficiently and
Accurately.

level

2

1

1

2
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Grade: G6
Domain

Design Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Aesthetics

Act confidently through using
materials and equipment to
make products.

Develop knowledge about equipment, tools and
techniques

Design in Society

Investigate a range of products
and how they relate to a
particular group.

Categorize a range of products based on target
groups

Sustainability

Consider the environmental
impact of different materials to
be used.

Discover the potential hazards of designed
products on local environment

Promote the use of emerging
technology in design processes

Describe the use of a particular technology to
enhance the product.

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

level

2

2

1

2
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Grade: G7
Domain

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Aesthetics

Act confidently through using
materials and equipment to
make products.

Chooses appropriate equipment for designing,
including software.

Identify various designs for a single product.

Design in Society

Investigate a range of products
and how they relate to a
particular group.

Sustainability

Consider the environmental
impact of different materials to
be used.

Choose all commercial packaging materials and
containers that can be recyclable or reusable

Promote the use of emerging
technology in design processes

identify technological development in an industry
and predicts future change

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

level

2

2

1

2
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Grade: G8
Domain

Strand

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Standard

Learning outcomes

Understand graphic design and
the concept of branding.

Introduce basic tools in designing products with
graphic designs software.

Design in Society

Develop an understanding of the
competitive nature of the
products.

Plan to design a product that can be used for a
variety of purposes

Sustainability

Consider the safety, reliability
and sustainability of their
activities/products

Examine of sustainability principles when choosing
and using materials of designed products

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

Develop understanding of
quality, accuracy and the role of
specialist tools and equipment

Use appropriate skills to construct products of
high quality

Aesthetics

level

2

2

2

2
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Grade: G9
Domain

Strand

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Standard

Learning outcomes

Understand graphic design and
the concept of branding.

Corporate identity and how to use the basic
concepts of design for advertising purposes

Design in Society

Develop an understanding of the
competitive nature of the
products.

Explain the relationship between the intended use
of a finished product and its application in society.

Sustainability

Consider the safety, reliability
and sustainability of their
activities/products

Identify a sustainable materials source and
promotes its use.

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

Develop understanding of
quality, accuracy and the role of
specialist tools and equipment

Develop understanding about how knowledge of
construction techniques influences designing.

Aesthetics

level

2

2

2

2
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Grade: G10
Domain

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Aesthetics

Make judgments about the
significance of different
characteristics of products made
by themselves.

Communicate concepts, design solutions, and
arguments clearly and concisely through visual,
verbal and written means.

Understand social and cultural
differences of people

Considers the reasons for selecting a particular
product (e.g. cost, income, cultural influence).

Determine points of view and
considering values inherent in
any design.

Determine the impact of a chosen piece of
common design on the natural and built
environments

Deconstruct technologies to
expose the values which lie
behind the intentions, design and
manufacture of products,
processes, and systems

Use ICTs as means to clearly present proposals,
research findings and intentions

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

level

2

2

2

3
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Grade: G11
Domain

Strand

Aesthetics
Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

Standard

Learning outcomes

Learn to question by assessing
their own and others’ products.

Investigate possible modifications for a products
layout

Understanding social and cultural
differences of people

Understand the impact the designer can have in
bringing about cultural and social change

Promote sustainable use of
global ecosystems.

Define combat desertification, and halt and
reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity
loss.

Analyze and explain the design
decisions and thinking implicit in
products, processes and systems
made by themselves and others
and develop an understanding of
the competitive nature of the
designed and made world.

Explain the decisions and choices made in
designed and manufactured products, processes
and systems and identifies alternative possibilities.

level

2

2

2

3
Examine critically the competing values embodied
in designed products, processes, and systems,
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Grade: G12
Domain

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Aesthetics

Demonstrate the knowledge to
use design-thinking strategies in
an iterative design process.

List probable solutions to enhance problem
solving activities in design process.

Understanding social and cultural
differences of people.

Appraise the impacts of design upon key areas of
society.

Support sustainable economic
growth and productive
employment.

List local financial institutions responsibility to
invest in sustainable community initiatives.

Examine the consequences of
past technologies, and speculate
on and explain the consequences
of present and future
technologies and their capacities
to shape human existence.

Consider how products and systems have changed
over last decade (eg communications, dwellings,
household products and appliances).

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge &
Skills for design

level

3

2

2

3

Predict where technology will have an impact on
the future.
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Student Performance Criteria

Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 1
Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Describe a design by
answering many
questions.
Show very low
responsibility towards
environment and the
society
List 1-2 main
responsibilities of
designers towards our
planet with a lot of
assistance.
define design concept in
wrong way

Describe a design by
answering some
questions.
Show low responsibility
towards environment and
the society

Describe a design without
assistance.

Describe a design in details.

Show good responsibility
towards environment and
the society

Show high responsibility
towards environment and the
society

List 2-4 main
responsibilities of
designers towards our
planet with some
assistance.
define simple idea of
design concept

List 2-4 main
responsibilities of designers
towards our planet with
little assistance.

List responsibilities of
designers towards our planet
independently.

define design concept
theoretically

define design concept with
evidence of his simple
products
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 2
Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

Sort designs from past to
present with the help of
teacher.

Sort designs from past to
present with some help of
teacher.

Sort designs from past to
present without any help

define few relations
between design and social
and cultural traditions
with assistant from others
List 1-2 main resources
that can be reuse and
renewable with a lot of
assistance.
describe few tools can be
used in design with
assistant from others

define few relations
between design and social
and cultural traditions
List 2-4 main resources
that can be reuse and
renewable with some
assistance.
describe some tools can
be used in design partly

4 Exceeds expectations
A Level 4 student
is able to:

Sort designs from past to
present without any
difficulty and predict
design for the future.
define some relations
define many relations
between design and social
between design and
and cultural traditions
social and cultural
traditions
List 2-4 main resources that List resources that can
can be reuse and renewable be reuse and renewable
with little assistance.
independently.
describe many tools can be
used in design partly

describe many tools can
be used in design clearly
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 3

Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Provide incomplete
research of designs that
have a similar purpose
with assistant from others.

Provide incomplete
research of designs that
have a similar purpose
without any assistant from
others.
Explain few positive sides
and negative sides of
products

Provide complete
research of designs that
have a similar purpose.

Provide complete and
appropriate research of
designs that have a similar
purpose.

Explain positive sides and
negative sides of products
without evidences

Explain positive sides and
negative sides of products
with evidences

Somewhat discuss the
importance of how to be
green in creating crafts
and applying eco-friendly
values.

Generally discuss the
importance of how to be
green in creating crafts
and applying eco-friendly
values.

Recognize few modern
ways of design in present
and future

Recognize some modern
ways of design in present
and future

Provide important details
and elaboration when
discussing the importance
of how to be green in
creating crafts and
applying eco-friendly
values.
Recognize modern ways
of design in present and
future

Explain few positive sides
and/or negative sides of
products with assistant
from others
Demonstrate lack of
understanding about the
importance of how to be
green in creating crafts
and applying eco-friendly
values.
Recognize few ways of
design in present with
assistant from others
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 4

Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Demonstrate lack of
understanding how
ergonomics is use to make
comfortable products.

Somewhat discuss the
importance of how
ergonomics is use to make
comfortable products.

Generally discuss the
importance of how
ergonomics is use to make
comfortable products.

explain few impacts of
products on people lives
with assistance from
others
Barely explain few
concepts of recycling and
environmental designs by
using less water and
energy.

explain few impacts of
products on people lives

explain some impacts of
products on people lives

Provide important details
and elaboration when
discussing the importance
how ergonomics is use to
make comfortable
products.
explain many impacts of
products on people lives

Somewhat explain
concepts of recycling and
environmental designs by
using less water and
energy but without
comfort.
know some stages of
production process and
select some suitable tools,
techniques in each stage

Generally explain
concepts of recycling and
environmental designs by
using less water and
energy but fails to give
details.
know all stages of
production process and
select some suitable tools,
techniques in each stage

Provide important details
and explanation of
recycling and
environmental designs by
using less water and
energy.
know all stages of
production process and
select suitable tools,
techniques in each stage

know few stages of
production process and
select few suitable tools,
techniques in each stage
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 5

Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

List limited relation
between the size and
shape of the person in
designing a product with
hesitation.
compare between
products in past and
present with assistance
from others
Discuss the importance of
the use of the sun and
solar energy in designing
but with lots of hesitation
and/or lots
of mistakes.
use few tools involved in
design effectively and
safely with assistance of
others

Understand some relation
between the size and
shape of the person in
designing a product.

Understand some relation
between the size and shape
of the person in designing a
product.

compare between
products in past and
present with few
evidences
Incompletely discuss the
importance of the use of
the sun and solar energy
in designing

compare between products
in past and present with
some evidences

Develop independent
understanding of the relation
between the size and shape
of the person in designing a
product.
compare between products
in past and present with
many evidences and predict
the products in future
Discuss the importance of the
use of the sun and solar
energy in designing using
many supporting details.

use few tools involved in
design effectively and
safely

use some tools involved in
use many tools involved in
design effectively and safely design effectively and safely

Discuss the importance of
the use of the sun and solar
energy in designing using
few evidences.
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 6
Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Recall with help
information about
equipment, tools and
techniques.
classify 1-2 of products
based on target groups
with assistance of others
Identify few potential of
designed products on local
environment with limited
details.

List some information
about equipment, tools
and techniques.

List of the most information
about equipment, tools and
techniques.

List perfectly information about
equipment, tools and
techniques.

classify 1-2 of products
based on target groups

classify 2-3 of products
based on target groups
proficiently
Identify most potential of
designed products on local
environment with
acceptable details,
independently.
Illustrate partly the benefits
of using particular
technology in design

classify 4-5 of products based on
target groups proficiently

Identify some potential of
designed products on
local environment with
some details and the help
of the teacher.
Illustrate unclearly the
Illustrate simply the
benefits of using particular benefits of using
technology in design
particular technology in
design

Identify all potential of designed
products on local environment
with in depth details,
independently.
Illustrate clearly and effectively
the benefits of using particular
technology in design
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 7
Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Chooses 1-2 appropriate
equipment for designing

Chooses 2-4 appropriate
equipment for designing

Chooses 4-5 appropriate
equipment for designing.

Sketch 1-2 design of same
product with assistance of
others
Suggest 1-2 commercial
packaging materials that
can be recyclable with
assistance of others.
recognize the current role
of technology in design
the products with
assistance of others

Sketch 1-2 design of same
product

Sketch 2-3 design of same
product perfectly

Chooses 4-5 appropriate
equipment for designing and
suggest a software.
Sketch 4-5 design of same
product perfectly

Suggest 1-2 commercial
packaging materials that
can be recyclable or
useable.
recognize the current role
of technology in design
the products

Suggest 3-4 commercial
packaging materials that
can be recyclable or
useable.
predict the future role of
technology in design the
products

suggest specific commercial
packaging materials and
containers that can be
recyclable or reusable
predict the future role of
technology in design the
products with evidences
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 8
Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Explore a graphic design
software.

Draw pictures using
shapes tools only.

Draw pictures and entering
text using different tools.

Mention 1-2 purposes of
the product with
assistance from others
Explain sustainability
principles when choosing
and using materials of
designed products with a
lot of assistance.
apply simple skills to
design products

Mention 1-2 purposes of
the product

Mention 2-3 purposes of
the product clearly

Draw and edit pictures using
different tools and easily
work with text.
Mention 4-5 purposes of the
product clearly

Explain sustainability
principles when choosing
and using materials of
designed products with
some assistance.
apply good skills to design
basic products

Explain sustainability
principles when choosing
and using materials of
designed products with a
little assistance.
apply good skills to design
good products

Explain sustainability
principles when choosing and
using materials of designed
products independently.
apply high skills to design
high quality products
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 9
Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Identity how to use the
basic concepts of design
for advertising purposes
with a lot of assistance.
Show orally the link
between the intended use
of a finished product and
its application in society

Identity how to use the
basic concepts of design
for advertising purposes
with some assistance.
Show with few evidences
the link between the
intended use of a finished
product and its
application in society
List 2-4 sustainable
materials source and
promotes its use with
some assistance.
Understand good
techniques of designing.

Identity how to use the
basic concepts of design for
advertising purposes with
little assistance.
Show with some evidences
the link between the
intended use of a finished
product and its application
in society
List 2-4 sustainable
materials source and
promotes its use with little
assistance.
understand good
techniques of designing and
make the impact

Identity how to use the basic
concepts of design for
advertising purposes
independently.
Show with many evidences
the link between the
intended use of a finished
product and its application in
society
List 2-4 sustainable materials
source and promotes its use
independently.

List 1-2 sustainable
materials source with a lot
of assistance.
Understand few basic
techniques of designing.

understand good techniques
of designing and make the
distinctive impact
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Performance
Design
Appreciation and
Awareness (DAA)
Grade 10

Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

List 1-2 design solutions,
and arguments through
visual, verbal and written
means with the help of the
teacher.
define few social and
cultural differences of
people with assistance
from others
Determine the impact of a
chosen piece of common
design on the natural and
built environments with
many difficulties.

List 3-4 design solutions,
and arguments clearly
through visual, verbal and
written means.

List concepts, design solutions,
and arguments clearly and
concisely through visual, verbal
and written means.

define few social and
cultural differences of
people

List most of design
solutions, and arguments
clearly and concisely
through visual, verbal and
written means.
define some fundamental
social and cultural
differences of people

Determine the impact of a
chosen piece of common
design on the natural and
built environments with
some difficulties.
use ICT tools to show
good information about
the products

Determine the impact of a
chosen piece of common
design on the natural and
built environments with
few difficulties.
use ICT tools to show
valuable information
about the products

Determine the impact of a
chosen piece of common design
on the natural and built
environments independently.

use ICT tools to show
simple information about
the products

define many fundamental social
and cultural differences of
people

use ICT tools to show valuable
information about the products
and analyze it to predict the
future of these products
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Performance
Domain:
Design and
Technology
Appreciation
(DTA)
Grade 11
Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

Identify 1-2 modifications
for a products layout with
some difficulty.

2 Under development

A Level 2 student
is able to:

Identify 2-3 appropriate
modifications for a
products layout with more
difficulty.
Offer designs that has very Offer designs that has
simple impact on people
simple impact on people
Identify few key
Identify some key
knowledge about combat knowledge about combat
desertification, halt and
desertification, and halt
reverse land degradation
and reverse land
and halt biodiversity loss.
degradation and halt
biodiversity loss.
identify few competitive
identify few competitive
elements with no
elements and few
alternative possibilities of alternative possibilities of
designed products
designed products

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Identify appropriate
modifications for a
products layout
independently.
Offer designs that has
good impact on people
Identify most of the
detailed concept about
combat desertification,
and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt
biodiversity loss.
identify many competitive
elements and few
alternative possibilities of
designed products

Identify with proficiency
modifications for a products
layout to produce work with
team.
Offer designs that has high
impact on people
Identify the entire detailed
concept about combat
desertification, and halt and
reverse land degradation and
halt biodiversity loss.
identify many competitive
elements and many alternative
possibilities of designed
products
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Performance
Domain:
Design and
Technology
Appreciation
(DTA)
Grade 12

Aesthetics

Design in Society

Sustainability

Basic Knowledge
& Skills for
design

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

List 1-2 probable solutions
to enhance problemsolving activities in design
process with limited
details.

List 2-4 probable solutions
to enhance problemsolving activities in design
process with limited
details and the help of the
teacher.
show few impacts of
designed products on
society with few
evidences
List some responsibilities
of local financial
institutions to invest in
sustainable community
initiatives with the help of
the teacher.
offer good expectations of
designed products in
future

List most probable
solutions to enhance
problem-solving activities
in design process with
acceptable details,
independently.
show some impacts of
designed products on
society with good
evidences
List most of
responsibilities of local
financial institutions to
invest in sustainable
community initiatives
independently.
offer good expectations
of designed products in
future and its impact on
life

List all probable solutions to
enhance problem-solving
activities in design process in
depth details, independently.

show few impacts of
designed products on
society with no evidences
List few responsibilities of
local financial institutions
to invest in sustainable
community initiatives with
a lot of difficulty.
offer simple expectations
of designed products in
future

show many impacts of
designed products on society
with credible evidences
List all of responsibilities of
local financial institutions to
invest in sustainable
community initiatives with
confident independently.
Offer amazing expectations of
designed products in future
and its impact on life with
supported facts
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Sample Activities (DAA Domain)
Domain

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Grade

1

Strand

Learning outcome
Describe a complete design
based on its layout, colors,
fonts, shape.

Example
Mobile devices have many
designs with different
colors and shapes

Sample Activity
List features design of
mobile devices.

Suggested Assessment
Why design features are
important?

Describe the needs and
safety of others.

Many products contain
warning message to users

Read and discuss theses
warning messages

Why using small pieces is
dangerous for children

List responsibilities of
designers towards our
planet

Using recycling materials
help us to save our
environment

Search for the negative
sides of using papers

What are the alternatives of using
papers to save the environment

Aesthetics

Design in
Society

Sustainability
Basic
Knowledge &
Skills for
design

Explain how things are done Graphics tools can be used Using paint tool to draw
and how products are
to draw our products in
your design with colors
produced.
early stages

Present your design to others and
get the feedbacks

Sample Activity (Grade 4):
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Domain

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Grade

4

Strand

Learning outcome
Show how ergonomics is
use to make comfortable
products.

Example
Sample Activity
The increasing prevalence of
Compare between positive
electronics in bedrooms creates a sides and negative sides of
using technology
culture of evening engagement
and light exposure that negatively
impacts sleep time and sleep
quality.

Suggested Assessment
Create a presentation
about ergonomics.

Analyze the cost and
social implications of
designed products.

Mobile phones make life easier
for people to communicate, but
using them inappropriately (eg
while driving a car) can increase
the risk of accidents.

List 3 social implications of
using mobile devices?

Write a report of social
impacts of using robots?

Explain concepts of
recycling and
environmental designs by
using less water and
energy.

The designer of products should
consider a number of factors in
order to reduce environmental
impact

What is meant by
maintenance? Why ?

What is meant by
recycling? Why ?

Technology is the collection of
techniques, skills, methods, and
processes used to make goods or
services

Search for using robots in
life

What is the main parts of
robots

Aesthetics

Design in
Society

Sustainability

Select and use a range of
Basic
resources, techniques,
Knowledge &
and equipment for a
Skills for design variety of purposes
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Domain

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Grade

7

Strand

Learning outcome
Chooses appropriate
equipment for designing,
including software.

Aesthetics

Example
Good looking products and user
interface are perceived as more
valuable and having more
qualities.

Sample Activity
Compare the aesthetics
features of modern cars

Suggested Assessment
Design your preferred car

Design in
Society

Identify various designs for When creating a product, the
a single product.
designer should also consider
how it will be made and how it
will be used

Discuss social
implications of your
designs

Present your design to others
and get their feedbacks about
social implications

Sustainability

Choose all commercial
packaging materials and
containers that can be
recyclable or reusable

The designer of electronic
products should consider a
number of factors in order to
reduce environmental impact.

In terms of material,
what is meant by
renewable

Compare between renewable
and a non-renewable
resource

identify technological
development in an
industry and predicts
future change

Large scale innovation such as
the Internet of Things, cognitive
computing and AI to drive
change in the technology
industry.

Discuss Internet of
Things

Basic
Knowledge &
Skills for design

Domain

Design and Appreciation and Awareness (DAA)

Grade

10

Strand

Learning outcome
Example
Communicate concepts, design Products are developed to
solutions, and arguments
meet a need. The designer is

Aesthetics

What is AI

Sample Activity
What is the purpose of a
design brief?

Suggested Assessment
What is a design
specification?
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clearly and concisely through
visual, verbal and written
means.

given a design brief which
outlines the need as a problem
to be solved.

Design in
Society

Considers the reasons for
selecting a particular product
(e.g. cost, income, cultural
influence).

Write a report about
environmental and social
issues of daily used
products.

Sustainability

Determine the impact of a
chosen piece of common
design on the natural and built
environments

When developing a product,
the designer must consider not
only the function of the
product, but also broader
environmental and social
issues.

Basic
Knowledge &
Skills for design

Use ICTs as means to clearly
present proposals, research
findings and intentions

Data science is big deal across
so many industries, from retail
to government to biotech.

Using statistics tool as MS- What is meant by data
Excel to write reports with science?
numbers and charts

Discuss with experts your
report.
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Analysis
and Design

User
Requirements
Definition
Research and
Analysis

Ideation
Design
Development

Analysis and Design (AND)
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Domain 2: Analysis and Design (AND)
Definition
Students analyze problems, identify needs and explore ideas & opportunities. Moreover, students learn and practice creative approaches and skills
in user requirements’ definition, research, analysis, ideation and design development. This domain has four strands as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

User Requirements' Definition
Research & Analysis
Ideation
Design Development

User Requirements’: Identify ideas, problems, needs, wants and opportunities and gather the required data for making design decisions.
Research & Analysis: Search and analyze several design alternatives that meet the required needs.
Ideation: Produce ideas using creative approaches and considering design factors.
Design Development: Develop, write, evaluate, test, and improve the design plan /design processes involved in implementing the final product.
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Generic Outcomes
By the end of cycle 1, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

List number of ideas for a simple problem.
Show simple communication and writing skills.
Use skills in user requirements’ definition.
Practice simple techniques in data collection.
Use simple skills in research and analysis.
Apply simple techniques in generating ideas.
Develop, write, evaluate and improve a design plan.
Use communication and technical writing skills.

At this stage, student will understand the basic process of defining user requirements and identifying and generating ideas. Students will be able
to practice simple techniques for data collection, research and analysis. They will be able to present their findings using age appropriate tools.

By the end of cycle 2, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyze problems, identify needs and explore ideas.
Practice intermediate techniques in data collection.
Use intermediate skills in research and analysis.
Explore some design alternatives.
Use techniques in generating and developing ideas.
Develop, write, evaluate and improve a design plan.
Show intermediate communication and writing skills.

At this stage, student will be able to use techniques in generating and developing ideas, research and analysis, and data collection. Students will be
able to explore some design alternatives. They will be able to present their findings using age appropriate tools.
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By the end of Cycle 3 and Cycle 3 A, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify needs, opportunities and user requirements for complex problems.
Use several advanced techniques for data collection.
Practice advanced research and analysis.
Use techniques in generating and developing innovative ideas.
Formulate advanced design decisions.
Develop, write, evaluate and improve an advanced design plan.
Show advanced communication and writing skills

At this stage, students will be able to practice advanced techniques for ideas generating, data collection, research and analysis. Students will be
able to formulate advanced design decisions. They will be able to well document and present their outcome.
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Table 8: Domain Strands Description and common technical Keywords
Strand Title

Strand Description

Keywords

1

User Requirements’
Definition

Identify ideas, problems, needs, wants and opportunities and gather the
required data for making design decisions.

User Requirements
Problems Analysis
Needs Identification
Ideas Exploration
Opportunities Exploration
Data Collection Techniques

2

Research & Analysis

Search and analyze several design alternatives that meet the required
needs.

Design decisions
Research
Data Analysis
Design Alternatives Evaluation

3

Ideation

Produce ideas using creative approaches and considering design factors.

Ideas Generating Techniques
Ideas Developing Techniques
Test Ideas Models
Test Ideas Mock ups
Communication Techniques

4

Design Development

Develop, write, evaluate, test, and improve the design plan /design
processes involved in implementing the final product.

Design Plan Development
Design Plan Writing
Design Plan Evaluation
Design Plan Testing
Design Plan Improvement
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Strands Distribution Per Grade
Grade
Domains

KG

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10 -A

11

11-A

12

12-A

Analysis and Design

User Requirements’ Definition
Research & Analysis
Ideation
Design Development
Figure 8: AND Domain Strands Distribution across all grades

Student Learning Outcomes Distribution Per Grade
Table 9: Quantitative Analysis of AND domain SLOs per Grade
Domain

Analysis, Design and
Ideation

Strand

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

KG

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

User
Requirements’
Definition

2

3

3

3

3

3

Research &
Analysis

0

0

0

2

2

2

Cycle 3

G6

G7

G8

G9

17

3

2

2

2

6

2

3

3

3

G10

G11

G12

9

2

3

3

10

11

3

4

4

14
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Total

Ideation

0

0

0

2

2

2

6

2

2

3

2

9

2

3

3

10

Design
Development

0

0

0

2

2

2

6

3

2

3

3

11

3

3

3

12

2

3

3

9

9

9

35

10

9

11

10

40

10

13

13

46
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Cycle 1
11%
11%
11%
68%

User Requirements’ Definition

Research & Analysis

Ideation

Design Development

Cycle 2

25%
23%

Cycle 3

27%

25%

26%

22%

22%

30%

User Requirements’ Definition

Research & Analysis

User Requirements’ Definition

Research & Analysis

Ideation

Design Development

Ideation

Design Development

Figure 9: AND Domain Strands Distribution Per Cycle
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Allocated Periods Per Cycle

Table 10: Allocated number of periods per cycle

AND

C1

C2

C3

C 3A

Total
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Student Learning Outcomes Per Grade
Table 11: Percentage of outcomes per difficulty level

No. of outcomes
Grade
KG1
KG2
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
Cycle 1
G6
G7
G8
G9
Cycle 2
G10
G11
G12
Cycle 3

1
2
2
3
3
9
9
10
38
8
9
8
7
32
8
13
13
34

Difficulty Level
2
2
2
3
1
7
7
7
29
6
6
7
5
24
1
4
3
8

Outcomes Percentages
3
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
3
2
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
0

Sum
4
4
7
5
16
16
18
70
16
15
16
12
59
9
17
16
42

1
50%
50%
43%
60%
56%
56%
56%
54%
50%
60%
50%
58%
54%
89%
76%
81%
81%

Difficulty Level
2
3
50%
0%
50%
0%
43$
14%
20%
20%
44%
0%
44%
0%
39%
6%
41%
5%
38%
13%
40%
0%
44%
6%
42%
0%
41%
5%
11%
0%
24%
0%
19%
0%
19%
0%
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Domain Evolution: Strands and Standards by Grade

Domain

Strand

Analysis, Design and Ideation

User
Requirements’
Definition

Research &
Analysis

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

-Identify ideas
/needs/wants for a
simple problem
with the help of the
teacher.
- Communicate
understanding of
ideas to the teacher
and the rest of
students through
talking and
sketching.
- Apply hands on
techniques for data
collection/ Gather
design ideas from
familiar
environments and
consider how to
use this
information.

-Identify ideas
/needs/wants for a
simple problem with
the help of the
teacher.
- Communicate
understanding of
ideas to the teacher
and the rest of
students through
talking and sketching
(sketch design ideas
using ICT Software
package).
- Apply hands on
techniques for data
collection/ Gather
design ideas from
familiar environments
and consider how to
use this information.

- Identify ideas
/needs/wants for a
problem.
- Communicate and
describe the
identified
ideas/needs/wants
through drawing
and writing.
- Use the web to
search for
information related
to the identified
ideas /needs/wants.

- Identify ideas
/needs/wants for
a problem.
- Communicate
and describe the
identified
ideas/needs/want
s through talking
and writing.
- Use the web to
search for
information
related to the
identified ideas
/needs/wants.

- Identify advanced
ideas /needs/ wants
for a problem.
- Communicate the
identified
ideas/needs/wants
through talking and
writing.
- Use advanced web
search techniques to
collect/verify
information related to
the identified
ideas/needs/wants.

- Use ageappropriate
technologies to
locate, collect, and

- Use ageappropriate
technologies to
locate, collect, and

- Use intermediate
level techniques in
data collection.

N/A

N/A
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organize
information /data.
- Use ageappropriate
technologies/progra
ms to analyze data.
N/A

N/A

- Demonstrate
knowledge of
applying very simple
techniques in
investigating
/generating
appealing ideas.
- Explain and
communicate very
simple techniques in
generating ideas.

N/A

N/A

- Follow the
teacher’s
instructions to
design simple
product based on
design criteria.
- Generate and
communicate their
simple design

Ideation

Design
Development

organize
information /data.
- Use ageappropriate
technologies/prog
rams to analyze
data.
- Student should
be able to use
various web
browser features
- Use technologies
to locate, collect
and organize
information.

- Use intermediate
research and analysis
tools.

- Demonstrate
knowledge of
applying intermediate
skills in generating
appealing ideas and
creates a graphic of
the way the idea was
generated (eg a
storyboard or flowchart).
- Explain and
communicate
intermediate
techniques in
generating ideas.
- Follow the
- Follow the teacher’s
teacher’s
instructions to design
instructions to
purposeful product
design product
themselves and other
based on design
users based on design
criteria.
criteria.
- Generate and
- Review software to
communicate their select preferred
design through
display/presentation
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through talking,
drawing, templates.

Domain

Strand

User
Requirements’
Definition
Analysis, Design and Ideation

Research &
Analysis

Grade 6

Grade 7

- Use variety of
techniques to define
user requirements.
- Explain the importance
of meeting the
expectations of the
users.
- Use approved search
engines to
locate/gather/ collect
data/information using
appropriate keywords
and explain such simple
techniques in data
collection.
- Use research to
develop design criteria
for innovative product.

- Use different
techniques to define
user requirements.
- Explain the
importance of meeting
the expectations of the
users.
- Explain different
techniques in data
collection.
- Use approved search
engines to
locate/gather/ collect
data/information using
appropriate keywords.
- Use research to
develop design criteria
for innovative product
and to create several
design alternatives.

talking, drawing,
templates.

Grade 8
- Use advanced
techniques to define user
requirements.
- Explain the importance
of meeting the
expectations of the users.
- Explain variety of
computer applications to
gather/ collect data, and
communicate their
knowledge effectively.
- Use application
programs (databases and
spreadsheets) to organize
and analyze data and
propose solutions.
- Use research to develop
design criteria for
innovative product and

program to
communicate their
design with other
students.
- Evaluate their ideas
and design plans
against design criteria

Grade 9
- Describe how pupils use
many techniques to
define user requirements.
- Explain the importance
of the study of different
cultures, to identify and
understand user needs.
- Explain several
techniques in data
collection.
- Use research and
analysis to have
innovative design that
responds to needs in a
variety of situations and
research the types of skills
required.
- Use research and
analysis to solve design
problems and understand
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Ideation

Design
Development

- Use research to create
several design
alternatives.
- Apply several
techniques in generating
appealing and functional
ideas and creates a
graphic of the way the
idea was generated (eg a
storyboard or flowchart).
- Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
designs.
- Generate and
communicate their
design through
discussion, annotated
sketches, pattern pieces,
a story board and
computer-aided design.

create several design
alternatives.

how to reformulate
problems given to them.

- Apply several
techniques in
generating appealing
and functional ideas.
- Generate ideas that
are fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
designs.

- Apply advanced
techniques in generating
appealing and functional
ideas.
- Demonstrate knowledge
of simple risk plan to
protect innovative ideas.
- Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose, aimed at
particular individuals or
groups.

- Describe how pupils can
create several design
alternatives.
- Use a variety of methods
to generate creative ideas
and avoid stereotypical
responses.

- Generate and
communicate their
design through
discussion, annotated
sketches, pattern pieces
and computer-aided
design.
- Explain the
interrelationships of
parts in their designs
and models.

- Develop/evaluate
innovative design through
discussion, annotated
sketches, cross-sectional
and exploded diagrams,
prototypes, pattern
pieces, and computeraided design.

- Generate and
communicate their design
through annotated
sketches, detailed plans,
3-D and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital
presentations.
- Explore and evaluate a
range of existing products
- Evaluate their ideas and
design plans against
design criteria.
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Domain

Strand

User
Requirements’
Definition

Analysis, Design and Ideation

Research &
Analysis

Ideation

Grade 10
- Describe how pupils use
many techniques to define
user requirements.
- Explain the importance of
the study of different
cultures, to identify and
understand user needs.
- Explain several techniques in
data collection.
- Use research and analysis to
have innovative design that
responds to needs in a variety
of situations.
- Use research and analysis to
solve design problems and
understand how to
reformulate problems given
to them.

- Describe how pupils can
create several design
alternatives.
- Use a variety of methods to
generate creative ideas and
avoid stereotypical responses

Grade 11

Grade 12

- Describe how pupils use many
techniques to define user
requirements.
- Explain the importance of the study
of different cultures, to identify and
understand user needs.
- Use a variety of approaches to have
a user-centered design.
- Use and explain several advanced
techniques in data collection.
- Develop research and analysis skills
that help have innovative design that
responds to needs in a variety of
situations.
- Use a variety of research tools to
develop informed attitudes about the
current and future use and influence
of science and technology based on
reason.
- Communicate design ideas and
solutions using a range of techniques.

- Describe how pupils use many
techniques to define user
requirements.
- Explain the importance of the
study of different cultures, to
identify and understand user needs.
- Use a variety of approaches to
have a user-centered design.
- Use and explain several advanced
techniques in data collection.
- Develop research and analysis
skills that help have innovative
design that responds to users’
needs in a variety of situations.
- Use a variety of research tools to
develop informed attitudes about
the current and future use and
influence of science and technology
based on reason.
- Explain and communicate your
ideas effectively with other
students.
- Describe how pupils can create
several design ideas alternatives.
- Develop skills in generating
creative ideas and avoid
stereotyping
- Demonstrate advanced skills in
documenting, communicating and

- Describe how pupils can create
several design alternatives.
- Develop skills in generate creative
ideas and avoid stereotyping
- Demonstrate advanced skills in
documenting, communicating and
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Design
Development

Domain

- Generate and communicate
their design through
annotated sketches, detailed
plans, 3-D and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital
presentations.
- Explore and evaluate a range
of existing products
- Evaluate their ideas and
design plans against design
criteria.

Analysis, Design and Ideation

Strand

Grade 10A

User
Requirements’
Definition

- Use advanced techniques to
define user requirements.

Research &
Analysis

Ideation

debating design ideas for a safe
product

debating design ideas for a safe
product

- Demonstrate advanced skills in
generating and communicating the
pupils design thinking
- Develop skills in developing
specifications of a product that
respond to needs in a variety of
situations
- Develop knowledge, understanding,
and skills in managing resources and
producing quality design solutions.

- Demonstrate advanced skills in
generating and communicating the
pupils design thinking
- Develop skills in developing
specifications of a product that
respond to needs in a variety of
situations
- Develop knowledge,
understanding, and skills in
managing resources and producing
quality design solutions.

Grade 11A

Grade 12A

- Use a variety of approaches to have
a user-centered design.

- Use advanced approaches to have
a user-centered design.

- Explore different and new
technologies through research

-Generate well-considered design
proposals that reflect extended
research and range of ideas.

- Use a variety of advanced
methods to explore and
generate creative ideas.

- Demonstrate advanced skills in
documenting, communicating and
debating design ideas for a safe
product

-Generate well-considered design
proposals that reflect extended
research and range of ideas.
- Research possible ways to
represent design ideas
- Demonstrate advanced skills in
documenting, communicating and
debating design ideas for a safe
product
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- Discuss advanced design
ideas confidently and in detail
with colleagues.
Design
Development

- Demonstrate high level skills in
using a broad range of recognized
communication technologies to
convey design thinking.

- Analyse and apply the principals of
good resource management, Health
& safety, and sustainability in their
design.
- Develop various advanced designs
of an idea
- Generate visual advanced displays
that clearly convey design ideas and
proposals

Integration between AND domain and other domains
AND
User Requirements’
Definition
Research & Analysis
Ideation
Design Development

DAA

EVA

IMP

• Design in Society

• Evaluate existing products

• Planning

• Basic Knowledge & Skills for design

• Evaluate existing products

• Planning
• Tools & Materials

• Basic Knowledge & Skills for design

• Evaluate existing products

• Planning

• Basic Knowledge & Skills for design

• Evaluate against design
criteria

• Practical Processes
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Scope and Sequence: Domains, Strands and Standards by Grade
Grade: KG
Domain

Strand

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G1 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

Standards

Learning outcomes

(KG2 2.1.1) Communicate by
sketching and talking the
understanding of simple ideas/
wants/needs for a simple problem.

Integration

Level

(KG2 2.1.1.1) Show simple communication by
sketching simple ideas/wants/needs for a
simple problem.

1

(KG2 2.1.1.2) Show simple communication by
talking about simple ideas/wants/needs for a
simple problem.

1

Grade : One
Domain

Strand

Analysis and Design
(AND)

(G1 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

Standards
(G1 2.1.1) identify ideas
/needs/wants with the help of
the teacher.
(G1 2.1.2) Communicate
understanding of ideas to the

Learning outcomes
•

(G1 2.1.1.1) Follow teacher’s instructions to
highlight the user requirements.
• (G1 2.1.1.2) Apply basic sketching techniques
to identify ideas/needs/wants.

•

(G1 2.1.2.1) Explain the importance of finding
solutions to surrounding problems.

Integration

Level
1
1
1
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teacher and the rest of students
through talking and sketching.

•
•

(G1 2.1.3) Apply simple hands on •
techniques for data collection/
Gather design ideas from
•
familiar environments and
consider how to use this
information.

(G1 2.1.2.2) List solutions for a simple
problem.
(G1 2.1.2.3) Communicate their ideas through
talking and sketching.
(G1 2.1.3.1) Apply hands on techniques for
data collection.

1
1
1

(G1 2.1.3.2) Gather design ideas from familiar
environments and consider how to use this
information.

1

Grade: Two
Domain

Strand

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G2 2.1)
User Requirements’
Definition

Standards

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

(G2 2.1.1) Identify ideas
/needs/wants with the help of
the teacher.
(G2 2.1.2) Communicate
understanding of ideas to the
teacher and the rest of
students through talking and
sketching (sketch design ideas
using ICT Software package).

• (G2 2.1.1.1) Identify simple ideas
/needs/wants.

1

• (G2 2.1.2.1) Use the ICT Software package to
sketch ideas and communicate them for the
rest of students.

1

(G2 2.1.3) Apply hands on
techniques for data collection/

• (G2 2.1.3.1) Apply hands on techniques for
data collection.

1
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Gather design ideas from
familiar environments and
consider how to use this
information.

• (G2 2.1.3.2) Gather design ideas from familiar
environments and consider how to use this
information.

1

• (G2 2.1.3.3) Navigate different web site using
basic functions.

1

Grade: Three
Domain

Strand

Standards
(G3 2.1.1) Identify intermediate
ideas /needs/wants.

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G3 2.1)
User Requirements’
Definition

(G3 2.1.2) Communicate and
describe the identified
ideas/needs/wants through
drawing and writing.
(G3 2.1.3) Use the web to
search for information related
to the identified ideas
/needs/wants.

(G3 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

(G3 2.2.1) Use age-appropriate
technologies to locate, collect,

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

• (G3 2.1.1.1) Describe how pupils use many
techniques to define user requirements.

1

• (G3 2.1.1.2) Explain the importance of
meeting the expectations of the users.

1

• (G3 2.1.2.1) Communicate through drawing
and writing using ICT Software Package.

1

• (G3 2.1.3.1) Students search using correct
problem keywords.

1

• (G3 2.1.3.2) Locate correct and related
information.
• (G3 2.2.1.1) review and use teacher-selected
Internet resources to explain why each online
resource is useful and appropriate.

1
1
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and organize information
/data.
(G3 2.2.2) Use age-appropriate
technologies/programs to
analyze data.

(G3 2.3)
Ideation

(G3 2.3.1) Demonstrate
knowledge of applying very
simple techniques in
investigating/generating
appealing ideas.
(G3 2.3.2) Explain and
communicate very simple
techniques in generating ideas.

(G3 2.4)
Design
Development

(G3 2.4.1) Follow the teacher’s
instructions to design simple
product based on design
criteria.
(G3 2.4.2) Generate and
communicate their simple
design through talking,
drawing, templates.

• (G3 2.2.1.2) Identify with the help of the
teacher the purpose of research and analysis
(to explore, identify, and evaluate).

1

• (G3 2.2.2.1) Compile and analyze with the
help of the teacher research results.

1

• (G3 2.3.1.1) Apply simple techniques in
generating appealing ideas.

1

• (G3 2.3.1.2) Describe how pupils can create
several design alternatives.

1

• (G3 2.3.2.1) Communicate very simple
techniques in generating ideas.

1

• (G3 2.3.2.2) being alert to the need for
prevention, detection and protection against
risks.

1

(G3 2.4.1.1) Follow the teacher’s instructions to
design simple product.

1

• (G3 2.4.1.2) Apply design criteria.

1

• (G3 2.4.2.1) Communicate their simple design

1

• (G3 2.4.2.2) Use communication technology.

1

Grade: Four
Domain

Strand

Standards

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level
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(G4 2.1.1) Identify intermediate
ideas /needs/wants.
(G4 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

(G4 2.1.2) Communicate and
describe the identified
ideas/needs/wants through talking
and writing.

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G4 2.1.3) Use the web to search
for information related to the
identified ideas /needs/wants.

(G4 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

(G4 2.2.1) Use simple techniques
and appropriate technologies in
data collection/gathering, research
and data analysis.

(G4 2.2.2) Use age-appropriate
technologies/programs to analyze
data.
(G4 2.3)
Ideation

• (G4 2.1.1.1) Describe how pupils use many
techniques to define user requirements.

1

• (G4 2.1.1.2) Explain the importance of
meeting the expectations of the users.

1

• (G4 2.1.2.1) Communicate through
drawing and writing using ICT Software
Package.

1

• (G4 2.1.3.1) Students search using correct
problem keywords.

1

• (G4 2.1.3.2) Locate correct and related
information.
• (G4 2.2.1.1) review and use teacherselected Internet resources to explain
why each online resource is useful and
appropriate.
• (G4 2.2.1.2) Identify with the help of the
teacher the purpose of research and
analysis (to explore, identify, and
evaluate).
• (G4 2.2.2.1) Review and use teacherselected Internet resources
• (G4 2.2.2.2) Create, compile and analyze
with the help of the teacher research
results
• (G4 2.3.1.1) Utilize a web browser toolbar
while browsing the Internet.

1

1

1

1
1
1
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(G4 2.3.1) Student should be able
to use various web browser
features
(G4 2.3.2) Use technologies to
locate, collect and organize
information.
(G4 2.4.1) Follow the teacher’s
instructions to design product
based on design criteria.
(G4 2.4)
Design
Development
(G4 2.4.2) Generate and
communicate their design through
talking, drawing, templates.

• (G4 2.3.1.2) Use advance tools in a web
browser.

1

• (G4 2.3.2.1)Search the Internet for
information based on specified keywords.

1

• (G4 2.4.1.1) Follow the teacher’s
instructions to design product.

1

• (G4 2.4.1.2) Apply design criteria.

1

•(G4 2.4.2.1) Evaluating design process.

1

•(G4 2.4.2.2) Use communication technology
and presentation techniques.

1
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Grade: Five
Domain

Strand

Standards

Learning outcomes
•

(G5 2.1.1) Identify advanced ideas
/needs/wants.

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G5 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

(G5 2.1.3) Use advanced web
search techniques to collect/verify
information related to the
identified ideas/needs/wants.

(G5 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

(G5 2.2.1) Use intermediate level
techniques in data collection.

(G5 2.2.2) Use intermediate
research and analysis tools.

Level

(G5 2.1.1.1) List requirements of end
users and stakeholders.

1

• (G5 2.1.1.2) Identify opportunities for
new and better solutions.

1

•
(G5 2.1.2) Communicate the
identified ideas/needs/wants
through talking and writing.

Integration

•

(G5 2.1.1.3) Apply brainstorming
techniques.
(G5 2.1.2.1) Apply appropriate
communication technology and
presentation techniques

• (G5 2.1.3.1) Search the Internet for
information based on specified keywords.
• (G5 2.1.3.2) Produce initial research
results.
• (G5 2.2.1.1) Apply techniques to collect
accurate information.
• (G5 2.2.1.2) Learn design process and
what are the elements of design process
• (G5 2.2.2.1) Learn and apply analysis
fundamentals.
• (G5 2.2.2.2) Use intermediate research
techniques following criteria for success.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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(G5 2.3)
Ideation

(G5 2.3.1) Demonstrate knowledge
and skills in generating appealing
ideas and creates a graphic of the
way the idea was generated (eg a
storyboard or flow-chart).
(G5 2.3.2) Explain and
communicate intermediate
techniques in generating ideas.
(G5 2.4.1) Follow the teacher’s
instructions to design purposeful
product or themselves and other
users based on design criteria.

(G5 2.4)
Design
Development

(G5 2.4.2) Review software to
select preferred
display/presentation program to
communicate their design with
other students.
(G5 2.4.3) Evaluate their ideas and
design plans against design criteria

• (G5 2.3.1.1) Illustrate design
considerations.

1

• (G5 2.3.1.2) Use graphics like storyboard
or flow-chart to represent the appealing
ideas.

1

• (G5 2.3.2.1) Use communication
technology and presentation techniques.

1

• (G5 2.4.1.1) Apply criteria for success.

1

• (G5 2.4.1.2) Follow design considerations.

1

• (G5 2.4.2.1) Review the final design.

1

• (G5 2.4.2.2) Present the final design to
others.

1

• (G5 2.4.3.1) Evaluate the design process.

1
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Grade: six
Domain

Strand

(G6 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

Standards
(G6 2.1.1) Use variety of
techniques to define user
requirements.
(G6 2.1.2) Explain the importance
of meeting the expectations of
the users.

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G6 2.2.1) Use approved search
engines to locate/gather/collect
data/information using
appropriate keywords and
explain such simple techniques in
data collection.
(G6 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

(G6 2.2.2) Use research to
develop design criteria for
innovative product.

(G6 2.2.3) Use research to create
several design alternatives.

Learning outcomes
•
•

(G6 2.1.1.1) List requirements of end
users and stakeholders.
(G6 2.1.1.2) Apply brainstorming
techniques.

Integration

Level
1
1

•

(G6 2.1.2.1) Identify opportunities for
new and better solutions.

1

•

(G6 2.1.2.2) Meet the users’
expectations.

1

•

(G6 2.2.1.1) Apply several techniques to
collect accurate information.

1

•

(G6 2.2.2.1) Learn design process and
what are the elements of innovative
design process

1

•

(G6 2.2.2.2) Apply analysis fundamentals.

1

•

(G6 2.2.3.1) Use intermediate research
techniques following criteria for success.

1

•

(G6 2.2.3.2) Create several design
alternatives.

1
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(G6 2.3)
Ideation

(G6 2.3.1) Apply several
techniques in generating
appealing and functional ideas
and creates a graphic of the way
the idea was generated (eg a
storyboard or flow-chart).
(G6 2.3.2) Generate ideas that
are fit for purpose and recognize
constraints in designs.

(G6 2.4)
Design
Development

(G6 2.4.1) Generate and
communicate their design
through discussion, annotated
sketches, pattern pieces, a story
board and computer-aided
design.

•

(G6 2.3.1.1) Generate appealing ideas by
using several techniques.

1

•

(G6 2.3.1.2) Use graphics (eg a
storyboard or flow-chart) to represent
the appealing ideas.

1

•

(G6 2.3.1.3) Use communication
technology and presentation techniques.

1

•

(G6 2.3.2.1) Illustrate design
considerations.

1

•

(G6 2.4.1.1) Use discussion, annotated
sketches, pattern pieces, a story board
and computer-aided design.
(G6 2.4.1.2) Describe communication
tools and techniques.
(G6 2.4.1.3)Interact with peers employing
a variety of digital environments and
media.

•
•

1
1
1
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Grade: seven
Domain

Strand

(G7 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

Standards
(G7 2.1.1) Use different techniques
to define user requirements.

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G7 2.1.2) Explain the importance
of meeting the expectations of the
users.
(G7 2.2.1) Explain different
techniques in data collection.

(G7 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

(G7 2.2.2) Use approved search
engines to locate/gather/collect
data/information using appropriate
keywords.
(G7 2.2.3) Use research to develop
design criteria for innovative
product and to create several
design alternatives.

(G7 2.3)
Ideation

(G7 2.3.1) Apply several techniques
in generating appealing and
functional ideas.

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

• (G7 2.1.1.1) List requirements of end
users and stakeholders.

1

• (G7 2.1.1.2) Apply brainstorming
techniques.

1

• (G7 2.1.2.1) Identify opportunities for
new and better solutions.

1

• (G7 2.1.2.2) Meet the users’
expectations.

1

• (G7 2.2.1.1) Apply several techniques to
collect accurate information.
• (G7 2.2.1.2) Apply the elements of
innovative design process.

1
1

• (G7 2.2.2.2) Apply analysis
fundamentals.

1

• (G7 2.2.3.1) Use several market research
techniques

1

• (G7 2.2.3.2) Create several design
alternatives.
• (G7 2.3.1.1) Generate appealing &
functional ideas by using Ideageneration techniques.

1
1
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(G7 2.3.2) Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and recognize
constraints in designs.

(G7 2.4)
Design
Development

(G7 2.4.1) Generate and
communicate their design through
discussion, annotated sketches,
pattern pieces and computer-aided
design.
(G7 2.4.2) Explain the
interrelationships of parts in their
designs and models.

• (G7 2.3.1.2) Use ICT applications to
represent the appealing & functional
ideas.

1

• (G7 2.3.2.1) Document the
requirements and design considerations
for the design project.

1

(G7 2.4.1.1) Use discussion, annotated
sketches, pattern pieces, a story board
and computer-aided design.

1

(G7 2.4.1.2) Describe communication
tools and techniques.

1

• (G7 2.4.2.1) Interact with peers
employing a variety of digital
environments and media.

1
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Grade: eight
Domain

Strand

(G8 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

Standards

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G8 2.3)
Ideation

Integration

Level

(G8 2.1.1) Use advanced
techniques to define user
requirements.

• (G8 2.1.1.1) Apply advanced
brainstorming techniques to list
requirements of end users and
stakeholders.

1

(G8 2.1.2) Explain the importance
of meeting the expectations of the
users.

• (G8 2.1.2.1) Meet the users’
expectations through innovative
solutions.

1

• (G8 2.2.1.1) Gather data

1

• (G8 2.2.1.2) Use variety of computer
applications

1

• (G8 2.2.1.3) Communicate their
knowledge effectively.

1

(G8 2.2.1) Explain variety of
computer applications to gather/
collect data, and communicate
their knowledge effectively.
(G8 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

Learning outcomes

(G8 2.2.2) Use application
programs (databases and
spreadsheets) to organize and
analyze data and propose
solutions.
(G8 2.2.3) Use research to develop
design criteria for innovative
product and create several design
alternatives.

• (G8 2.2.2.1) Apply the elements of
innovative Analysis and design
process.
• (G8 2.2.2.2) Use application programs
(databases and spreadsheets)
• (G8 2.2.3.1) Use advanced market
research techniques
• (G8 2.2.3.2) Create several design
alternatives.
• (G8 2.3.1.1) Apply advanced ideageneration techniques

1
1
1
1
1
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(G8 2.4)
Design
Development

(G8 2.3.1) Apply advanced
techniques in generating appealing
and functional ideas.

• (G8 2.3.1.2) Use ICT applications to
represent the appealing & functional
ideas.

1

(G8 2.3.2) Demonstrate knowledge
of simple risk plan to protect
innovative ideas.

• (G8 2.3.2.1) Apply simple risk
management.

1

(G8 2.3.3) Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose, aimed at particular
individuals or groups.

• (G8 2.3.3.1) Document and present the
requirements and design
considerations for the innovative
design project.

1

• (G8 2.4.1.1) Use advanced techniques
for design development

1

• (G8 2.4.1.2) Use advanced techniques
for design evaluation

1

(G8 2.4.1) Develop/evaluate
innovative design through
discussion, annotated sketches,
cross-sectional and exploded
diagrams, prototypes, pattern
pieces, and computer-aided design.
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Grade: nine
Domain

Strand

Analysis and Design (AND)

(G9 2.1)
User
Requirements’
Definition

Standards

Integration

Level

(G9 2.1.1) Describe how pupils use
many techniques to define user
requirements.

(G9 2.1.1.1)Apply advanced techniques.

1

(G9 2.1.2) Explain the importance
of the study of different cultures,
to identify and understand user
needs.

(G9 2.1.2.1) Consider several cultures study
cases.

1

(G9 2.2.1.1) Gather data using advanced
techniques.

1

(G9 2.2.1.2) Use variety of computer
applications.

1

(G9 2.2.2) Use research and
analysis to have innovative design
that responds to needs in a variety
of situations and research the
types of skills required.

(G9 2.2.2.1) Create innovative design by
considering the needs in a variety of
situations

1

(G9 2.2.2.2) Research the types of skills
required.

1

(G9 2.2.3) Use research and
analysis to solve design problems
and understand how to
reformulate problems given to
them.

(G9 2.2.3.1) Apply problem solving
techniques for several design problems.

1

(G9 2.2.3.2) Reformulate problems given to
the students.

1

(G9 2.2.1) Explain several
techniques in data collection.

(G9 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

Learning outcomes
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(G9 2.3)
Ideation

(G9 2.4)
Design
Development

(G9 2.3.1) Describe how pupils can
create several design alternatives.
(G9 2.3.2) Use a variety of methods
to generate creative ideas and
avoid stereotypical responses.
(G9 2.4.1) Generate and
communicate their design through
annotated sketches, detailed plans,
3-D and mathematical modelling,
oral and digital presentations.
(G9 2.4.2) Explore and evaluate a
range of existing products
(G9 2.4.3) Evaluate their ideas and
design plans against design criteria.

(G9 2.3.1.1) Create several design
alternatives by considering several cultures.

1

(G9 2.3.2.1) Avoid stereotypical responses
when generating appealing ideas.

1

(G9 2.4.1.1) Use annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3-D and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital presentations.

1

(G9 2.4.2.1) Apply design testing &
evaluation for existing products.
(G9 2.4.3.1) Apply design testing &
evaluation against design criteria.

1
1

Grade: Ten
Domain

Strand

Standards

Analysis and Design
(AND)

(G10 2.1.1) Describe how pupils
use many techniques to define
user requirements.

(G10 2.1 )
User
Requirements (G10 2.1.2) Explain the
importance of the study of
different cultures, to identify and
understand user needs.
(G10 2.2.1) Explain several
techniques in data collection

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

•

(G10 2.1.1.1) Apply advanced techniques.

1

•

(G10 2.1.2.1) Consider several cultures
study cases.

1

•

(G10 2.2.1.1) Gather data using advanced
techniques.

1
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Grade: Ten
Domain

Strand
(G10 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

(G10 2.3)
Ideation

(G10 2.4)
Design
Development

Standards

(G10 2.2.2) Use research and
analysis to have innovative design
that responds to needs in a
variety of situations
(G10 2.2.3) Use research and
analysis to solve design problems
and understand how to
reformulate problems given to
them
(G10 2.3.1) Describe how pupils
can create several design
alternatives.
(G10 2.3.2) Use a variety of
methods to generate creative
ideas and avoid stereotypical
responses
(G10 2.4.1) Generate and
communicate their design
through annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3-D and
mathematical modelling, oral and
digital presentations.

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

•

(G10 2.2.1.2) Use variety of computer
applications.

1

•

(G10 2.2.2.1) Create innovative design by
considering the needs in a variety of
situations

1

•

(G10 2.2.3.1) Reformulate problems given
to the students.

1

•

(G10 2.3.1.1) Create several design
alternatives by considering several
cultures.

1

(G10 2.3.2.1) Avoid stereotypical
responses when generating appealing
ideas.

1

(G10 2.4.1.1) Use annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3-D and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital presentations.

1

•

•
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Grade: Ten
Domain

Strand

Standards

Learning outcomes

(G10 2.4.2) Explore and evaluate a
•
range of existing products
(G10 2.4.3) Evaluate their ideas
and design plans against design
criteria.

•

Integration

Level

(G10 2.4.2.1) Apply design testing &
evaluation for existing products.

1

(G10 2.4.3.1) Apply design testing &
evaluation against design criteria.

1

Grade: Eleven
Domain

Strand

Standards

Learning outcomes
•

(G11 1) ) ) Analysis, Design and
Ideation

(G11 2.1.1) Describe how pupils
use many techniques to define
user requirements.
(G11 2.1)
User
(G11 2.1.2) Explain the
Requirements importance of the study of
different cultures, to identify and
understand user needs.
(G11 2.1.3) Use a variety of
approaches to have a usercentered design.
(G11 2.2.1) Use and explain
several advanced techniques in
data collection.

•

•
•

(G11 2.1.1.1) Apply needs and opportunity
analysis (SWOT: strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats).
(G11 2.1.2.1) Understand User needs by
studying several cultures.
(G11 2.1.3.1) Learn several methods to
develop user centered design.
(G11 2.2.1.1) Describe how computer
tools enhance forms of experience,
communication and collaboration.

Integration

Level

1

1

1

1
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Grade: Eleven
Domain

Strand
(G11 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

Standards

Learning outcomes

(G11 2.2.2) Develop research and •
analysis skills that help have
innovative design that responds to
needs in a variety of situations.
•
(G11 2.2.3) Use a variety of
research tools to develop
informed attitudes about the
•
current and future use and
influence of science and
technology based on reason.
(G11 2.2.4) Communicate design
ideas and solutions using a range
of techniques

•

•

(G11 2.3)
Ideation

(G11 2.3.1) Describe how pupils
can create several design
alternatives.
(G11 2.3.2) Develop skills in
generate creative ideas and avoid
stereotyping

(G11 2.2.2.1) Use research and analysis to
help solve design problems and
understand how to reformulate problems
given to them
(G11 2.2.3.1) Analyze the work of past and
present professionals and others to
broaden pupils understanding
(G11 2.2.3.2) Investigate questions and
predictions by collecting and recording
data, sharing and reflecting on their
experiences and comparing what they and
others know.
(G11 2.2.4.1) Use multimedia
presentations with appropriate use of
citations to explain and communicate
your ideas effectively with other students
(G11 2.3.1.1) Use web-authoring tool to
create, edit, and publish well organized
web sites with effective navigation

Integration

Level

1

1

1

1

•

(G11 2.3.1.2) Evaluate a website in terms
of design, content and usability.

1

•

(G11 2.3.2.1) Use a variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
(G11 2.3.2.2) Avoid stereotypical
responses

1

•
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Grade: Eleven
Domain

Strand

(G11 2.4)
Design
Development

Standards

Learning outcomes

(G11 2.3.3) Demonstrate
advanced skills in documenting,
communicating and debating
design ideas for a safe product

•

(G11 2.4.1) Demonstrate
advanced skills in generating and
communicating the pupils design
thinking

•

(G11 2.4.2) Develop skills in
developing specifications of a
product that respond to needs in
a variety of situations
(G11 2.4.3) Develop knowledge,
understanding, and skills in
managing resources and
producing quality design
solutions.

•

•

•

(G11 2.3.3.1) Consider safety issues in the
design of the product
(G11 2.3.3.2) Use appropriate advanced
techniques when communicating design
ideas and solutions to other pupils
(G11 2.4.1.1) use annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3-D and Mathematical
modelling, oral and digital presentations
to demonstrate advanced skills in
generating and communicating their
design thinking
(G11 2.4.2.1) Develop specifications to
inform the design of innovative,
functional, appealing products
(G11 2.4.3.1) Uses management strategies
and apply risk management practices and
strategies appropriately and safely when
developing quality design solutions.

Integration

Level

1

1

1

1
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Grade: Twelve
Domain

Strand

Standards
(G12 2.1.1) Describe how pupils use
many techniques to define user
requirements.

(G11 1) ) ) Analysis, Design and Ideation

(G12 2.1)
User
(G12 2.1.2) Explain the importance of
Requirements
the study of different cultures, to
identify and understand user needs.
(G12 2.1.3) Use a variety of approaches
to have a user-centered design.
(G12 2.2.1) Use and explain several
advanced techniques in data collection.

(G12 2.2)
Research &
Analysis

(G12 2.2.2) Develop research and
analysis skills that help have innovative
design that responds to users’ needs in a
variety of situations.
(G12 2.2.3) Use a variety of research
tools to develop informed attitudes
about the current and future use and
influence of science and technology
based on reason.

Learning outcomes
• (G12 2.1.1.1) Apply needs and opportunity
analysis (SWOT: strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats).
• (G12 2.1.2.1) Understand User needs by
studying several cultures.
• (G12 2.1.3.1) Learn several methods to
develop user centered design.
• (G12 2.2.1.1) Describe how computer tools
enhance forms of experience,
communication and collaboration.
• (G12 2.2.2.1) Use research and analysis to
help solve design problems and
understand how to reformulate problems
given to them
• (G12 2.2.3.1) Analyze the work of past
and present professionals and others to
broaden puplis understanding
• (G12 2.2.3.2) Investigate questions and
predictions by collecting and recording
data, sharing and reflecting on their
experiences and comparing what they
and others know.

Integration

Level

1

1
1
1

1

1
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Grade: Twelve
Domain

Strand

Standards
(G12 2.2.4) Explain and communicate
your ideas effectively with other
students

Learning outcomes
•

•
(G12 2.3.1) Describe how pupils can
create several design ideas alternatives.
(G12 2.3)
Ideation

(G12 2.4)
Design
Development

(G12 2.2.4.1) use multimedia
presentations with appropriate use of
citations to communicate your design
ideas.
(G12 2.3.1.1) Use web-authoring tool to
create, edit, and publish well organized
web sites with effective navigation

•

(G12 2.3.1.2) Evaluate a website in terms
of design, content and usability.

(G12 2.3.2) Develop skills in generating
creative ideas and avoid stereotyping

•

(G12 2.3.3) Demonstrate advanced skills
in documenting, communicating and
debating design ideas for a safe product

•

(G12 2.4.1) Demonstrate advanced skills
in generating and communicating the
pupils design thinking

•

(G12 2.4.2) Develop skills in developing
specifications of a product that respond
to needs in a variety of situations

•

(G12 2.3.2.1) use a variety of approaches
to generate creative ideas and avoid
stereotypical responses
(G12 2.3.3.1) Consider safety issues in the
design of the product
(G12 2.3.3.2) Use appropriate advanced
techniques when communicating design
ideas and solutions to other pupils
(G12 2.4.1.1) use annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3-D and Mathematical
modelling, oral and digital presentations
to demonstrate advanced skills in
generating and communicating their
design thinking
(G12 2.4.2.1) Develop specifications to
inform the design of innovative,
functional, appealing products

•

Integration

Level

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
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Grade: Twelve
Domain

Strand

Standards
(G12 2.4.3) Develop knowledge,
understanding, and skills in managing
resources and producing quality design
solutions.

Learning outcomes
•

Integration

Level

(G12 2.4.3.1) Uses management
strategies and apply risk management
practices and strategies appropriately
and safely when developing quality
design solutions.

1

Performance Standards by grade
Performance
Domain:
Analysis, Design
and Ideation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Use imagination to
sketch simple ideas with
help of teacher
§ Communicate simple
ideas with help of
teacher

§ Use imagination to
sketch simple ideas with
some help of teacher
§ Communicate simple
ideas with some help of
teacher

§ Use imagination to sketch
simple ideas without any
help.
§ Communicate simple
ideas without any help.

§ Use imagination to sketch
simple ideas without any help in
noticeably short time.
§ Communicate simple ideas
without any help in noticeably
short time.

KG1

User
Requirements’
Definition
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
KG2

User
Requirements’
Definition
Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 1

User
Requirements’
Definition

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Use imagination to
sketch simple ideas with
help of teacher
§ Communicate simple
ideas with help of
teacher

§ Use imagination to
sketch simple ideas with
some help of teacher
§ Communicate simple
ideas with some help of
teacher

§ Use imagination to
sketch simple ideas without
any help.
§ Communicate simple
ideas without any help.

§ Use imagination to sketch
simple ideas without any help in
noticeably short time.
§ Communicate simple ideas
without any help in noticeably
short time.

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show few attempts to
identify simple
ideas/needs/wants
§ Display simple ideas by
talking and sketching
with few mistakes
§ Apply few hands on
techniques for data

§ Show some attempts to
identify simple
ideas/needs/wants
§ Display simple ideas by
talking and sketching
correctly with help of
teacher
§ Apply some hands on
techniques for data

§ Identify simple
ideas/needs/wants in good
time
§ Display simple ideas by
talking and sketching
independently without any
help

§ Identify simple
ideas/needs/wants in noticeably
short time
§ Display simple ideas by talking
and sketching independently in
noticeably short time
§ Apply hands on techniques for
data collection completely and
correctly
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collection with help of
teacher

Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 2

User
Requirements’
Definition

1 Barely or not initiated

collection with some help
of teacher

§ Apply some hands on
techniques for data
collection without any help

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show few attempts to
identify simple
ideas/needs/wants
§ Display simple ideas by
sketching using ICT
Software Package with
few mistakes
§ Apply few hands on
techniques for data
collection with help of
teacher

§ Show some attempts to
identify simple
ideas/needs/wants
§ Display simple ideas by
sketching using ICT
Software Package
correctly with help of
teacher
§ Apply some hands on
techniques for data
collection with some help
of teacher

§ Identify simple
ideas/needs/wants in good
time
§ Display simple ideas by
sketching using ICT
Software Package
independently without any
help
§ Apply some hands on
techniques for data
collection without any help

§ Identify simple
ideas/needs/wants in noticeably
short time
§ Display simple ideas by
sketching using ICT Software
Package independently in
noticeably short time
§ Apply hands on techniques for
data collection completely and
correctly
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 3

User
Requirements’
Definition

Research &
Analysis

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show few attempts to
identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants
§ Display intermediate
ideas by drawing and
writing
§ Apply web techniques
for identifying
ideas/needs/wants with
help of teacher

§ Show some attempts
to identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants
§ Display intermediate
ideas by drawing and
writing correctly with
help of teacher
§ Apply web techniques
for identifying
ideas/needs/wants with
some help of teacher
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
simple technologies to
locate, collect and
organize data
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
simple technologies to
research and analyze
data

§ Identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants in good
time
§ Display intermediate
ideas by drawing and
writing independently
without any help
§ Apply web techniques
for identifying
ideas/needs/wants
without any help
§ Use simple technologies
to locate, collect and
organize data
§ Use simple technologies
to research and analyze
data

§ Identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants in noticeably short
time
§ Display intermediate ideas by
drawing and writing independently in
noticeably short time
§ Apply web techniques for identifying
ideas/needs/wants completely and
correctly

§ Show some attempts
to use simple
technologies to locate,
collect and organize data
§ Show some attempts
to use simple
technologies to research
and analyze data

§ Use simple technologies to locate,
collect and organize data in noticeably
short time
§ Use simple technologies to research
and analyze data in an efficient
manner
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Ideation

Design
Development

§ Apply some attempts
to use simple techniques
in generating some ideas
§ Communicate the
generated ideas with
hesitation and
uncertainty
§ Unable to follow the
teacher’s instructions to
design simple product
based on design criteria
§ Describe their simple
design in general
through talking, drawing
and templates

§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while
applying simple
techniques in generating
some ideas
§ Demonstrate limited
ability in communicating
the generated ideas
§ Follow with some
difficulty the teacher’s
instructions to design
simple product based on
design criteria
§ Describe their simple
design through talking,
drawing and templates
with some missing steps

§ Applying simple
techniques in generating
appealing ideas
§ Communicate the
generated ideas without
errors

§ Applying simple techniques in
generating appealing ideas in
noticeably short time
§ Communicate the generated ideas
with high accuracy and confidence

§ Follow the teacher’s
instructions to design
simple product based on
design criteria
§ Describe their simple
design through talking,
drawing and templates

§ Follow the teacher’s instructions
perfectly and independently to design
simple product based on design
criteria
§ Describe their simple design through
talking, drawing and templates in
noticeably short time.
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 4

1 Barely or not initiated
A Level 1 student
may be able to:

§ Show few attempts to
identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants
§ Communicate
intermediate ideas by
User
drawing and writing
Requirements’
§ Apply web techniques
Definition
for identifying
ideas/needs/wants with
help of teacher

Research &
Analysis

§ Show some attempts
to use simple techniques
and appropriate
technologies in data
collection/gathering,
research and data
analysis
§ Show some attempts
to use teacher-selected
Internet resources and
explain the usefulness

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show some attempts to
identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants
§ Communicate
intermediate ideas by
drawing and writing
correctly with help of
teacher
§ Apply web techniques
for identifying
ideas/needs/wants with
some help of teacher
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
simple techniques and
appropriate technologies
in data
collection/gathering,
research and data analysis
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
teacher-selected Internet
resources and explaining

§ Identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants in good
time
§ Communicate
intermediate ideas by
drawing and writing
independently without any
help
§ Apply web techniques
for identifying
ideas/needs/wants without
any help
§ Use simple techniques
and appropriate
technologies in data
collection/gathering,
research and data analysis
§ Use teacher-selected
Internet resources and
explain the usefulness and
appropriateness of these
resources

§
Identify intermediate
ideas/needs/wants in noticeably
short time
§
Communicate
intermediate ideas by drawing and
writing independently in
noticeably short time
§
Apply web techniques for
identifying ideas/needs/wants
completely and correctly
§
Use simple techniques and
appropriate in data
collection/gathering, research and
data analysis in noticeably short
time
§
Use teacher-selected
Internet resources and explain the
usefulness and appropriateness of
these resources in an efficient
manner
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and appropriateness of
these resources

Ideation

Design
Development

§ Apply some attempts
to use simple techniques
in generating some ideas
§ Communicate the
generated ideas with
hesitation and
uncertainty

the usefulness and
appropriateness of these
resources

§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while
applying simple
techniques in generating
some ideas
§ Demonstrate limited
ability in communicating
the generated ideas
§ Unable to follow the
§ Follow with some
teacher’s instructions to
difficulty the teacher’s
design product based on instructions to design
design criteria
product based on design
§ Describe their design in criteria
general through talking,
§ Describe their design
drawing and templates
through talking, drawing
and templates with some
missing steps

§ Apply simple techniques
in generating appealing
ideas
§ Communicate the
generated ideas without
errors

§
Apply simple techniques in
generating appealing ideas in
noticeably short time
§
Communicate the
generated ideas with high
accuracy and confidence

§ Follow the teacher’s
instructions to design
product based on design
criteria
§ Describe their design
through talking, drawing
and templates

§
Follow the teacher’s
instructions perfectly and
independently to design product
based on design criteria
§
Describe their design
through talking, drawing and
templates in noticeably short
time.
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 5

1 Barely or not initiated
A Level 1 student
may be able to:

§ Show few attempts to
identify advanced
ideas/needs/wants
§ Communicate
intermediate ideas by
drawing and writing
User
§ Apply advanced web
Requirements’
search techniques to
Definition
collect/verify information
related to the identified
ideas/needs/wants with
help of teacher

Research &
Analysis

§ Show some attempts
to use intermediate level
techniques in data
collection
§ Show some attempts
to use intermediate
research and analysis
tools

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show some attempts to
identify advanced
ideas/needs/wants
§ Communicate
intermediate ideas by
drawing and writing
correctly with help of
teacher
§ Apply advanced web
search techniques to
collect/verify information
related to the identified
ideas/needs/wants with
some help of teacher
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
intermediate level
techniques in data
collection
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
intermediate research and
analysis tools

§ Identify advanced
ideas/needs/wants in good
time
§ Communicate
intermediate ideas by
drawing and writing
independently without any
help
§ Apply advanced web
search techniques to
collect/verify information
related to the identified
ideas/needs/wants without
any help
§ Use intermediate level
techniques in data
collection
§ Use intermediate
research and analysis tools

§ Identify advanced
ideas/needs/wants in noticeably
short time
§ Communicate intermediate
ideas by drawing and writing
independently in noticeably short
time
§ Apply advanced web search
techniques to collect/verify
information related to the
identified ideas/needs/wants
completely and correctly
§ Use intermediate level
techniques in data collection
in noticeably short time
§ Use intermediate research and
analysis tools in an efficient
manner
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Ideation

Design
Development

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
intermediate skills in
generating some ideas
§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of creating a
graphic of the way the
idea was generated (i.e. a
storyboard or flow chart)
§ Communicate the
generated ideas with
hesitation and
uncertainty
§ Unable to follow the
teacher’s instructions to
design purposeful
product based on design
criteria
§ Face difficulty in
selecting preferred
presentation program to
communicate their
design in front of other
students and need help
of teacher
§ Provide incomplete
evaluation for their ideas
and deign against design
criteria

§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while
demonstrating some
knowledge of applying
intermediate skills in
generating some ideas
§ Demonstrate limited
ability in creating a
graphic of the way the
idea was generated (i.e. a
storyboard or flow chart)
§ Communicate the
generated ideas with few
mistakes
§ Follow with some
difficulty the teacher’s
instructions to design
product based on design
criteria
§ Select preferred
presentation program to
communicate their design
in front of other students
with some help of the
teacher
§ Provide evaluation for
their ideas and deign
against design criteria
with few mistakes

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
intermediate skills in
generating some ideas
§ Create a graphic of the
way the idea was generated
(i.e. a storyboard or flow
chart)
§ Communicate the
generated ideas without
mistakes

§ Demonstrate some knowledge of
applying intermediate skills in
generating some ideas in
noticeably short time
§ Create a graphic of the way the
idea was generated (i.e. a
storyboard or flow chart) in
efficient manner.
§ Communicate the generated
ideas with high accuracy and
confidence

§ Follow the teacher’s
instructions to design
product based on design
criteria
§ Select preferred
presentation program to
communicate their design
in front of other students
without any help
§ Provide evaluation for
their ideas and deign
against design criteria
without mistakes

§ Follow the teacher’s instructions
perfectly and independently to
design product based on design
criteria
§ Select accurately and
independently preferred
presentation program to
communicate their design in front
of other students
§ Provide complete and perfect
evaluation for their ideas and deign
against design criteria
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 6

User
Requirements’
Definition

Research &
Analysis

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

§ Show few attempts to
use simple techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of meeting the
expectations of the users
with frequent errors
§ Show some attempts
to use approved search
engines to locate and
gather data using
appropriate keywords
§ Show some attempts
to use research to
develop design criteria
for innovative product
with difficulty
§ Show some attempts
to use research to create
several design
alternatives with
uncertainty

§ Show some attempts to
use simple techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of meeting the
expectations of the users
with few errors
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
approved search engines
to locate and gather data
using appropriate
keywords
§ Show some challenge
while using research to
develop design criteria for
innovative product
§ Show some challenge
while using research to
create several design
alternatives

§ Use simple techniques to
define user requirements
Explain the importance of
meeting the expectations of
the users with reasonable
accuracy

4 Exceeds expectations
A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Use simple techniques to
define user requirements in
noticeably short time
§ Explain the importance of
meeting the expectations of the
users with reasonable accuracy
completely and correctly
§ Use approved search
§ Use approved search engines
engines to locate and
accurately to locate and gather
gather data using
data using appropriate
appropriate keywords with keywords
few errors
§ Use comprehensive and
§ Use research to develop
correct research to develop
design criteria for
design criteria for innovative
innovative product with few product
errors
§ Use comprehensive and
§ Use research to create
correct research to create
several design alternatives
several design alternatives
with few errors
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Ideation

Design
Development

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating
some appealing and
functional ideas
§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of creating a
graphic of the way the
idea was generated (i.e. a
storyboard or flow chart)
§ Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
design with hesitation
and uncertainty
§ Provide incomplete
design through
discussion, annotated
sketches, pattern pieces,
a story board and
computer aided design.

§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while
demonstrating some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating
some appealing and
functional ideas
§ Demonstrate limited
ability in creating a
graphic of the way the
idea was generated (i.e. a
storyboard or flow chart)
§ Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
design with few mistakes
§ Provide the design
through discussion,
annotated sketches,
pattern pieces, a story
board and computer aided
design with few mistakes.

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating
some appealing and
functional ideas
§ Create a graphic of the
way the idea was generated
(i.e. a storyboard or flow
chart)
§ Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
design without mistakes

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating some
appealing and functional ideas
in noticeably short time
§ Create a graphic of the way
the idea was generated (i.e. a
storyboard or flow chart) in
efficient manner.
§ Generate ideas that are fit for
purpose and recognize
constraints in design with high
accuracy and confidence

§ Provide the design
through discussion,
annotated sketches, pattern
pieces, a story board and
computer aided design
without mistakes

§ Provide complete and
accurate design through
discussion, annotated sketches,
pattern pieces, a story board
and computer aided design
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 7

1 Barely or not initiated
A Level 1 student
may be able to:

§ Show few attempts to
use simple techniques to
User
define user requirements
Requirements’ § Explain the importance
Definition
of meeting the
expectations of the users
with frequent errors
§ Face difficulty in
explaining simple
techniques in data
collection with the help
of the teacher
§ Show some attempts
to use approved search
Research &
engines to locate and
Analysis
gather data using
appropriate keywords
§ Show some attempts
to use research to
develop design criteria
for innovative product
with difficulty

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show some attempts to
use simple techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of meeting the
expectations of the users
with few errors
§ Explain simple
techniques in data
collection with some help
of the teacher
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
approved search engines
to locate and gather data
using appropriate
keywords
§ Show some challenge
while using research to
develop design criteria for
innovative product
§ Show some challenge
while using research to

§ Use simple techniques
to define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of meeting the expectations
of the users with
reasonable accuracy

§ Use simple techniques to
define user requirements in
noticeably short time
§ Explain the importance of
meeting the expectations of the
users completely and correctly

§ Explain simple
techniques in data
collection without help of
teacher
§ Use approved search
engines to locate and
gather data using
appropriate keywords with
few errors
§ Use research to develop
design criteria for
innovative product with few
errors
§ Use research to create
several design alternatives
with few errors

§ Explain simple techniques in
data collection in timely manner
§ Use approved search engines
accurately to locate and gather
data using appropriate keywords
§ Use comprehensive and correct
research to develop design
criteria for innovative product
§ Use comprehensive and correct
research to create several design
alternatives
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§ Show some attempts
to use research to create
several design
alternatives with
uncertainty

Ideation

Design
Development

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating
some appealing and
functional ideas
§ Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
design with hesitation
and uncertainty

create several design
alternatives

§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while
demonstrating some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating
some appealing and
functional ideas
§ Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
design with few mistakes
§ Provide incomplete
§ Provide the design
design through
through discussion,
discussion, annotated
annotated sketches,
sketches, pattern pieces, pattern pieces, a story
a story board and
board and computer aided
computer aided design.
design with few mistakes.
§ Explain with great
§ Explain with difficulty
difficulty the
the interrelationships of
interrelationships of parts parts in their designs and
in their designs and
models
models

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating
some appealing and
functional ideas
§ Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose and
recognize constraints in
design without mistakes

§ Demonstrate some knowledge
of applying techniques in
generating some appealing and
functional ideas in noticeably
short time
§ Generate ideas that are fit for
purpose and recognize
constraints in design with high
accuracy and confidence

§ Provide the design
through discussion,
annotated sketches, pattern
pieces, a story board and
computer aided design
without mistakes
§ Explain without difficulty
the interrelationships of
parts in their designs and
models

§ Provide complete and accurate
design through discussion,
annotated sketches, pattern
pieces, a story board and
computer aided design
§ Explain accurately and
completely the interrelationships
of parts in their designs and
models
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 8

User
Requirements’
Definition

Research &
Analysis

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show few attempts to
use simple techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of meeting the expectations
of the users with frequent
errors
§ Explain with great
difficulty a variety of
computer applications to
gather/collect data and
communicate their
knowledge
§ Demonstrate limited
capability in using
application programs
(databases and
spreadsheets to organize
and analyze data.
§ Show some attempts to
use research to develop

§ Show some attempts to
use simple techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of meeting the
expectations of the users
with few errors
§ Explain with difficulty a
variety of computer
applications to
gather/collect data and
communicate their
knowledge
§ Demonstrate some
capability in using
application programs
(databases and
spreadsheets to organize
and analyze data.
§ Explain simple
techniques in data

§ Use simple techniques to
define user requirements
Explain the importance of
meeting the expectations of
the users with reasonable
accuracy

§ Use simple techniques to
define user requirements in
noticeably short time
§ Explain the importance of
meeting the expectations of the
users with reasonable accuracy
completely and correctly
§ Explain perfectly a variety of
computer applications to
gather/collect data and
communicate their knowledge
effectively
§ Demonstrate excellent
capability in using application
programs (databases and
spreadsheets to organize and
analyze data.
§ Explain simple techniques in
data collection in timely manner
§ Use approved search engines
accurately to locate and gather

§ Explain without difficulty
a variety of computer
applications to
gather/collect data and
communicate their
knowledge
§ Demonstrate high
capability in using
application programs
(databases and
spreadsheets to organize
and analyze data.
§ Explain simple
techniques in data
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design criteria for innovative
product with difficulty
§ Show some attempts to
use research to create
several design alternatives
with uncertainty

Ideation

collection with some help
of the teacher
§ Show some difficulty
and challenge while using
approved search engines
to locate and gather data
using appropriate
keywords
§ Show some challenge
while using research to
develop design criteria for
innovative product
§ Show some challenge
while using research to
create several design
alternatives
§ Demonstrate with many
§ Demonstrate with few
difficulties some knowledge difficulties some
of applying techniques in
knowledge of applying
generating some appealing
techniques in generating
and functional ideas
some appealing and
§ Demonstrate lack of
functional ideas
knowledge of simple risk
§ Demonstrate some
plan protect innovative
knowledge of simple risk
ideas
plan protect innovative
§ Generate ideas that are
ideas
fit for purpose aimed at
§ Generate ideas that are
particular individuals or
fit for purpose aimed at
groups with a lot of mistakes particular individuals or
groups with few mistakes

collection without help of
teacher
§ Use approved search
engines to locate and
gather data using
appropriate keywords with
few errors
§ Use research to develop
design criteria for
innovative product with few
errors
§ Use research to create
several design alternatives
with few errors

data using appropriate
keywords
§ Use comprehensive and
correct research to develop
design criteria for innovative
product
§ Use comprehensive and
correct research to create
several design alternatives

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating
some appealing and
functional ideas
§ Demonstrate good
knowledge of simple risk
plan protect innovative
ideas
§ Generate ideas that are
fit for purpose aimed at
particular individuals or
groups without mistakes

§ Demonstrate some
knowledge of applying
techniques in generating some
appealing and functional ideas
in noticeably short time
§ Demonstrate excellent
knowledge of simple risk plan
protect innovative ideas
§ Generate ideas that are fit
for purpose aimed at particular
individuals or groups with high
accuracy and confidence
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Design
Development

§ Provide incomplete
design through discussion,
annotated sketches, pattern
pieces, a story board and
computer aided design.
§ Explain with great
difficulty the
interrelationships of parts in
their designs and models

§ Provide the design
through discussion,
annotated sketches,
pattern pieces, a story
board and computer aided
design with few mistakes.
§ Explain with difficulty
the interrelationships of
parts in their designs and
models

§ Provide the design
through discussion,
annotated sketches,
pattern pieces, a story
board and computer aided
design without mistakes
§ Explain without difficulty
the interrelationships of
parts in their designs and
models

§ Provide complete and
accurate design through
discussion, annotated sketches,
pattern pieces, a story board
and computer aided design
§ Explain accurately and
completely the
interrelationships of parts in
their designs and models
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis, Design
and Ideation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show few attempts to
use many techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of the study of different
cultures to identify and
understand user needs
with frequent errors
§ Explain with great
difficulty few techniques
in data collection
§ Demonstrate limited
capability in using
research and analysis
skills to have innovative
design that responds to
several needs
§ Show some attempts
with uncertainty to use
research and analysis
skills to solve and
reformulate design
problems

§ Show some attempts to
use many techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance
of the study of different
cultures to identify and
understand user needs
with few errors
§ Explain with difficulty
some techniques in data
collection
§ Demonstrate some
capability in using
research and analysis skills
to have innovative design
that responds to several
needs Explain simple
techniques in data
collection with some help
of the teacher
§ Show some attempts to
use research and analysis
skills to solve and

§ Use many techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the importance of
the study of different
cultures to identify and
understand user needs with
reasonable accuracy

§ Use many techniques to define
user requirements in noticeably
short time
§ Explain the importance of the
study of different cultures to
identify and understand user
needs completely and correctly

§ Explain without difficulty
a variety of techniques in
data collection
§ Demonstrate high
capability in using research
and analysis skills to have
innovative design that
responds to several needs
§ Use research to develop
design criteria for
innovative product with few
errors
§ Use research and analysis
skills to solve and
reformulate design

§ Explain perfectly a variety of
techniques in data collection
§ Demonstrate excellent
capability in using research and
analysis skills to have innovative
design that responds to several
needs
§ Use comprehensive and correct
research and analysis skills to
solve and reformulate design
problems

Grade 9

User
Requirements’
Definition

Research &
Analysis
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Ideation

Design
Development

§ Describe with
frequent errors how
pupils can create several
design alternatives
§ Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
§ Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in avoiding
stereotypical responses
§ Communicate with
great difficulty their
design through
annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical modelling,
oral and digital
presentations
§ Provide incomplete
evaluation for a range of
existing products
§ Evaluate with great
difficulty their ideas and
design plans against
design criteria

reformulate design
problems with help of the
teacher
§ Describe with few
errors how pupils can
create several design
alternatives
§ Demonstrate some
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
§ Demonstrate some
knowledge in avoiding
stereotypical responses
§ Communicate with few
mistakes their design
through annotated
sketches, detailed plans,
3D and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital
presentations
§ Provide with hesitation
the evaluation for a range
of existing products
§ Evaluate with difficulty
their ideas and design
plans against design
criteria

problems without help of
the teacher
§ Describe with
reasonable accuracy how
pupils can create several
design alternatives
§ Demonstrate good
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
§ Demonstrate good
knowledge in avoiding
stereotypical responses
§ Communicate without
mistakes their design
through annotated
sketches, detailed plans, 3D
and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital
presentations
§ Provide evaluation for a
range of existing products
with reasonable accuracy
§ Evaluate without
difficulty their ideas and
design plans against design
criteria

§
Describe accurately how
pupils can create several design
alternatives
§
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in using a variety of
methods to generate creative
ideas
§
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in avoiding
stereotypical responses
§
Communicate perfectly
and accurately their design
through annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical modelling, oral and
digital presentations
§
Provide excellent and
accurate evaluation for a range of
existing products
§
Evaluate accurately and
completely their ideas and design
plans against design criteria
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis, Design
and Ideation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§ Show few attempts to
use many techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the
importance of the study
of different cultures to
identify and understand
user needs with frequent
errors

§
Show some
attempts to use many
techniques to define user
requirements
§
Explain the
importance of the study of
different cultures to
identify and understand
user needs with few
errors
§
Explain with
difficulty some techniques
in data collection
§
Demonstrate some
capability in using
research and analysis skills
to have innovative design
that responds to several
needs Explain simple
techniques in data
collection with some help
of the teacher

§
Use many
techniques to define user
requirements
§
Explain the
importance of the study of
different cultures to identify
and understand user needs
with reasonable accuracy

§
Use many techniques to
define user requirements in
noticeably short time
§
Explain the importance of
the study of different cultures to
identify and understand user
needs completely and correctly

§
Explain without
difficulty a variety of
techniques in data
collection
§
Demonstrate high
capability in using research
and analysis skills to have
innovative design that
responds to several needs
§
Use research to
develop design criteria for

§
Explain perfectly a variety
of techniques in data collection
§
Demonstrate excellent
capability in using research and
analysis skills to have innovative
design that responds to several
needs
§
Use comprehensive and
correct research and analysis skills
to solve and reformulate design
problems

Grade 10

User
Requirements’
Definition

Research &
Analysis

§ Explain with great
difficulty few techniques
in data collection
§ Demonstrate limited
capability in using
research and analysis
skills to have innovative
design that responds to
several needs
§ Show some attempts
with uncertainty to use
research and analysis
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skills to solve and
reformulate design
problems

Ideation

Design
Development

§ Describe with
frequent errors how
pupils can create several
design alternatives
§ Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
§ Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in avoiding
stereotypical responses
§ Communicate with
great difficulty their
design through
annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical modelling,
oral and digital
presentations
§ Provide incomplete
evaluation for a range of
existing products
§ Evaluate with great
difficulty their ideas and

§
Show some
attempts to use research
and analysis skills to solve
and reformulate design
problems with help of the
teacher

innovative product with few
errors
§
Use research and
analysis skills to solve and
reformulate design
problems without help of
the teacher
§
Describe with few §
Describe with
errors how pupils can
reasonable accuracy how
create several design
pupils can create several
alternatives
design alternatives
§
Demonstrate some §
Demonstrate good
knowledge in using a
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
generate creative ideas
§
Demonstrate some §
Demonstrate good
knowledge in avoiding
knowledge in avoiding
stereotypical responses
stereotypical responses
§
Communicate with §
Communicate
few mistakes their design without mistakes their
through annotated
design through annotated
sketches, detailed plans,
sketches, detailed plans, 3D
3D and mathematical
and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital modelling, oral and digital
presentations
presentations
§
Provide with
§
Provide evaluation
hesitation the evaluation
for a range of existing
for a range of existing
products with reasonable
products
accuracy
§
Evaluate with
§
Evaluate without
difficulty their ideas and
difficulty their ideas and

§
Describe accurately how
pupils can create several design
alternatives
§
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in using a variety of
methods to generate creative
ideas
§
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in avoiding
stereotypical responses
§
Communicate perfectly
and accurately their design
through annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical modelling, oral and
digital presentations
§
Provide excellent and
accurate evaluation for a range of
existing products
§
Evaluate accurately and
completely their ideas and design
plans against design criteria
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 11

design plans against
design criteria

design plans against
design criteria

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

§ Show few attempts to
use many techniques to
define user requirements
§ Explain the
importance of the study
of different cultures to
User
identify and understand
Requirements’
user needs with frequent
Definition
errors
§ Show few attempts to
use variety of approaches
to have a user-centered
design
Research &
Analysis

§ Explain with great
difficulty few techniques

design plans against design
criteria

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

§
Show some
attempts to use many
techniques to define user
requirements
§
Explain the
importance of the study of
different cultures to
identify and understand
user needs with few
errors
§
Show some
attempts to use variety of
approaches to have a
user-centered design
§
Explain with
difficulty some advanced

§
Use many
techniques to define user
requirements
§
Explain the
importance of the study of
different cultures to identify
and understand user needs
with reasonable accuracy
§
Use variety of
approaches to have a usercentered design

§
Use many techniques to define
user requirements in noticeably short
time
§
Explain the importance of the
study of different cultures to identify
and understand user needs completely
and correctly
§
Use variety of approaches to
have a user-centered design in
noticeably short time

§
Explain without
difficulty a variety of

§
Explain perfectly a variety of
advanced techniques in data collection
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in advanced data
collection
§ Demonstrate limited
capability in using
research and analysis
skills to have innovative
design that responds to
several needs
§ Show some attempts
with uncertainty to use
research and analysis
skills to solve and
reformulate design
problems
§ Analyze with great
difficulty the work of past
and present professionals
and others
§ Use improper
multimedia presentations
with use of citations

Ideation

§ Describe with
frequent errors how
pupils can create several
design alternatives
§ Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in using a

techniques in data
collection
§
Demonstrate some
capability in using
research and analysis skills
to have innovative design
that responds to several
needs Explain simple
techniques in data
collection with some help
of the teacher
§
Show some
attempts to use research
and analysis skills to solve
and reformulate design
problems with help of the
teacher
§
Analyze with few
difficulty the work of past
and present professionals
and others
§
Use with some
mistakes multimedia
presentations with use of
citations
§
Describe with few
errors how pupils can
create several design
alternatives
§
Demonstrate some
knowledge in using a

advanced techniques in
data collection
§
Demonstrate high
capability in using research
and analysis skills to have
innovative design that
responds to several needs
§
Use research to
develop design criteria for
innovative product with few
errors
§
Use research and
analysis skills to solve and
reformulate design
problems without help of
the teacher
§
Analyze without
difficulty the work of past
and present professionals
and others
§
Use with minimal
mistakes multimedia
presentations with use of
citations

§
Demonstrate excellent
capability in using research and
analysis skills to have innovative
design that responds to several needs
§
Use comprehensive and correct
research and analysis skills to solve
and reformulate design problems
§
Analyze easily and perfectly the
work of past and present professionals
and others
§
Use appropriate multimedia
presentations with use of citations

§
Describe with
reasonable accuracy how
pupils can create several
design alternatives
§
Demonstrate good
knowledge in using a

§
Describe accurately how pupils
can create several design alternatives
§
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in using a variety of
methods to generate creative ideas
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Design
Development

variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
§ Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in
documenting and
debating design ideas for
a safe product
§ Communicate with
great difficulty their
design through advanced
annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical modelling,
oral and digital
presentations
§ Provide incomplete
evaluation for a range of
existing products
§ Evaluate with great
difficulty their ideas and
design plans against
design criteria taking into
account the views of
intended users and other
interested groups

variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
§
Demonstrate some
knowledge in
documenting and
debating design ideas for
a safe product
§
Communicate with
few mistakes their design
through advanced
annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical modelling,
oral and digital
presentations
§
Provide with
hesitation the evaluation
for a range of existing
products
§
Evaluate with
difficulty their ideas and
design plans against
design criteria taking into
account the views of
intended users and other
interested groups

variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
§
Demonstrate good
knowledge in documenting
and debating design ideas
for a safe product

§
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in documenting and
debating design ideas for a safe
product

§
Communicate
without mistakes their
design through annotated
advanced sketches, detailed
plans, 3D and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital
presentations
§
Provide evaluation
for a range of existing
products with reasonable
accuracy
§
Evaluate without
difficulty their ideas and
design plans against design
criteria taking into account
the views of intended users
and other interested groups

§
Communicate perfectly and
accurately their design through
advanced annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and mathematical
modelling, oral and digital
presentations
§
Provide excellent and accurate
evaluation for a range of existing
products
§
Evaluate accurately and
completely their ideas and design
plans against design criteria taking into
account the views of intended users
and other interested groups
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Performance
Domain:
Analysis,
Design and
Ideation
Grade 12

1 Barely or not initiated
A Level 1 student
may be able to:

§

§
User
Requirements’
Definition
§

§
Research &
Analysis

Show few attempts to
use many techniques
to define user
requirements
Explain the
importance of the
study of different
cultures to identify
and understand user
needs with frequent
errors
Show few attempts to
use variety of
approaches to have a
user-centered design
Use with great
difficulty advanced
technology (i.e. digital
media
collections/online
databases) for data
collection, research,

2 Under development
A Level 2 student
is able to:

§

§

§

§

3 Satisfies expectations
A Level 3 student
is able to:

Show some attempts
to use many
techniques to define
user requirements
Explain the
importance of the
study of different
cultures to identify
and understand user
needs with few errors
Show some attempts
to use variety of
approaches to have a
user-centered design

§

Use with difficulty
advanced technology
(i.e. digital media
collections/online
databases) for data
collection, research,
problem solving and
decision making.

§

§

§

4 Exceeds expectations
A Level 4 student
is able to:

Use many techniques to
define user
requirements
Explain the importance
of the study of different
cultures to identify and
understand user needs
with reasonable
accuracy
Use variety of
approaches to have a
user-centered design

§

Use without difficulty
advanced technology
(i.e. digital media
collections/online
databases) for data
collection, research,
problem solving and
decision making.

§

§

§

§

Use many techniques to define
user requirements in noticeably
short time
Explain the importance of the
study of different cultures to
identify and understand user
needs completely and correctly
Use variety of approaches to
have a user-centered design in
noticeably short time

Use perfectly advanced
technology (i.e. digital media
collections/online databases) for
data collection, research,
problem solving and decision
making.
Demonstrate excellent capability
in using advanced research and
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§

§

§

§

problem solving and
decision making.
Demonstrate limited
capability in using
advanced research
and analysis skills to
have innovative
design that responds
to several needs
Show some attempts
with uncertainty to
use advanced
research and analysis
skills to solve and
reformulate design
problems
Analyze with great
difficulty the work of
past and present
professionals and
others
Demonstrate design
processes improperly
by using advanced
communication and
writing skills (i.e.
power point slide
show/ a concept
map)

§

§

§

§

Demonstrate some
capability in using
advanced research
and analysis skills to
have innovative design
that responds to
several needs
Show some attempts
to use advanced
research and analysis
skills to solve and
reformulate design
problems with help of
the teacher
Analyze with few
difficulty the work of
past and present
professionals and
others
Demonstrate design
processes with some
mistakes by using
advanced
communication and
writing skills (i.e.
power point slide
show/ a concept map)

§

§

§

§

Demonstrate high
capability in using
advanced research and
analysis skills to have
§
innovative design that
responds to several
needs
Use advanced research
§
and analysis skills to
solve and reformulate
design problems
§
without help of the
teacher
Analyze without
difficulty the work of
past and present
professionals and others
Demonstrate design
processes with minimal
mistakes by using
advanced
communication and
writing skills (i.e. power
point slide show/ a
concept map)

analysis skills to have innovative
design that responds to several
needs
Use comprehensive and correct
advanced research and analysis
skills to solve and reformulate
design problems
Analyze easily and perfectly the
work of past and present
professionals and others
Demonstrate complete and
correct design processes by
using appropriate advanced
communication and writing skills
(i.e. power point slide show/ a
concept map)
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§

§

Ideation

§

§

§

Design
Development

Describe with
frequent errors how
pupils can create
several design
alternatives
Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
generate creative
ideas
Demonstrate lack of
knowledge in
documenting and
debating design ideas
for a safe product
Show lack of ability of
being alert to the
need for prevention,
detection and
protection against
risks.
Communicate with
great difficulty their
design through
advanced annotated
sketches, detailed
plans, 3D and
mathematical
modelling, oral and
digital presentations

§

§

§

§

§

Describe with few
errors how pupils can
create several design
alternatives
Demonstrate some
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
generate creative
ideas
Demonstrate some
knowledge in
documenting and
debating design ideas
for a safe product
Show limited ability of
being alert to the need
for prevention,
detection and
protection against
risks.

§

Communicate with
few mistakes their
design through
advanced annotated
sketches, detailed
plans, 3D and
mathematical
modelling, oral and
digital presentations

§

§

§

§

§

Describe with
reasonable accuracy
how pupils can create
several design
alternatives
Demonstrate good
knowledge in using a
variety of methods to
generate creative ideas
Demonstrate good
knowledge in
documenting and
debating design ideas
for a safe product
Show reasonable ability
of being alert to the
need for prevention,
detection and
protection against risks.

§

Communicate without
mistakes their design
through annotated
advanced sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical
modelling, oral and
digital presentations
Provide evaluation for a
range of existing

§

§

§

§

§

Describe accurately how pupils
can create several design
alternatives
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in using a variety of
methods to generate creative
ideas
Demonstrate excellent
knowledge in documenting and
debating design ideas for a safe
product
Show excellent ability of being
alert to the need for prevention,
detection and protection against
risks.

Communicate perfectly and
accurately their design through
advanced annotated sketches,
detailed plans, 3D and
mathematical modelling, oral
and digital presentations
Provide excellent and accurate
evaluation for a range of existing
products
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§

§

Provide incomplete
evaluation for a range
of existing products
Evaluate with great
difficulty their ideas
and design plans
against design criteria
taking into account
the views of intended
users and other
interested groups

§

§

Provide with
hesitation the
evaluation for a range §
of existing products
Evaluate with difficulty
their ideas and design
plans against design
criteria taking into
account the views of
intended users and
other interested
groups

products with
reasonable accuracy
Evaluate without
difficulty their ideas and
design plans against
design criteria taking
into account the views
of intended users and
other interested groups

§

Evaluate accurately and
completely their ideas and
design plans against design
criteria taking into account the
views of intended users and
other interested groups
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Sample Activities
Domain:
Grade:
1
Strand
Learning Outcome
(G1.2.1)
User
(G1.2.1.2.2) List
Requirements
solutions for a simple
problem.

Analysis , Design and Ideation
Example
Write out ways to clean
up a small water spill.

Sample Activity
In groups, students discuss
ways that a small spill of water
could be cleaned up, including
what materials might be used,
or what techniques or
equipment might be used.

Suggested Assessment
Each group creates a list of
materials and techniques, and
presents it to the class for
discussion.

(G1.2.1.2.3)
Communicate their
ideas through talking
and sketching.

Tell a story about how a
something is made by
sketching out several
connected scenes, and
then speaking about
them.

Students create a single page
comic book style story,
showing how a house is built,
or a cake is baked.

Students narrate their story to
the class, using the pictures
drawn as visual aids.

(G1.2.1.3.1) Apply hands
on techniques for data
collection.

Make a small tables with a
yes/no question, then ask
groups members the
question.

Students ask a food related
question to each member of
their group, and note the
answers in a table.

Students present their
findings by describing the data
qualitatively (all, most, some,
no one) regarding the
questions they asked.
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Domain:
Grade:
Strand

Analysis , Design and Ideation
4

Learning Outcome
(G4.2.1.2.1)
(G4.2.1)
Communicate through
User
drawing and writing
Requirements using an ICT Software
Package.
(G4.2.2.1.1) Explain
(G4.2.2)
several techniques in
Research &
data collection.
Analysis
(G4.2.3)
Ideation
(G4.2.4)
Design
Development

(G4.2.3.2.1) Search the
Internet for information
based on specified
keywords.
(G4.2.4.1.1) Follow the
teacher’s instructions to
design a product.

Example
Create a presentation
using presentation
software.
Collect data using
different methods

Sample Activity
Students will design an
advertisement of a product or
device from the future using
presentation software.

Students will collect data using
two different surveys – one
survey using single choice
questions, the other asking for
ratings on a scale.
Students search for
Students use Google and
specific information about Wikipedia, and search for
the UAE.
information about the UAE
using specific key words.
Create a simple machine. Using simple, household
materials, students will
construct a pulley.

Suggested Assessment
Peer assessment using a
rubric, combined with the
teacher’s evaluation.
Students create a basic chart
that displays the results of
their surveys.
Students submit a short
written report that includes
the information that was
searched for.
Students use the pulleys to lift
a load.
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Domain:
Grade:
8
Strand
Learning Outcome
(G8.2.1) User (G8.2.1.1.2) Meet the
Requirements users’ expectations
through innovative
solutions.
(G8.2.2)
Research &
Analysis
(G8.2.3)
Ideation

(G8.2.2.1.1) Gather data

(G8.2.4)
Design
Development

(G8.2.4.1.1) Use
advanced techniques
for design development

(G8.2.3.2.1) Apply
simple risk
management.

Analysis & Design
Example
Redesign a product to
address user feedback.

Sample Activity
Using the results of a product
survey, students will develop a
plan to redesign to address
the listed concerns.

Use an evaluation form to Students will give out a survey
assess a product.
to a focus group, to assess
their product.
List the possible dangers
Students will write out ways in
or liabilities of a product. which their product could be
dangerous, or could fail.
Use a test group to assess
a product.

In groups, students will use
other groups products, to see
if they work properly.

Suggested Assessment
Peer evaluation. Survey
takers reassess the product
and state whether the
redesign addresses their
concerns.
Students compile the results
and create a chart or graph to
illustrate the feedback.
Peer assessment. The risk
management list is exchanged
with another group to
comment on.
Students prepare a list
showing product issues or
problems.
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Domain:
Grade:
Strand
(G12.2.1)
User
Requirements
(G12.2.2)
Research &
Analysis
(G12.2.3)
Ideation

(G12.2.4)
Design
Development

Analysis & Design
12
Learning Outcome
(G12.2.1.1.1) Apply needs and
opportunity analysis (SWOT:
strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats).

Example
Assess the viability of a
product, and the team
developing it.

(G12.2.2.3.2) use multimedia
presentations with appropriate
use of citations to
communicate your design
ideas.
(G12.2.3.1.1) Use webauthoring tool to create, edit,
and publish well organized web
sites with effective navigation

Create a video or
multimedia presentation
that advertises a product.

(G12.2.4.2.1) Develop
specifications to inform the
design of innovative,
functional, appealing products

Develop a style guide that
denotes the color schemes,
and design philosophy of a
product.

Design a website using a
free WYSIWYG editor.

Sample Activity
Students assess the abilities
of their group through a
SWOT analysis, as well as
their ability to make a
proposed product.
Students create a video, or a
Microsoft Sway to advertise a
product.
Students develop a website
using WordPress or Wix.com,
which will be used to
advertise their proposed
product.
Students will create a
document that first states the
design philosophy of their
group, and then defines the
colour palettes and possible
looks of their products.

Suggested Assessment
Students present their
SWOT analysis to the
class for feedback and
discussion.
Students display their
videos and
presentations to the
class for feedback and
commentary.
Students are invited to
visit each other’s
websites and offer
feedback and
commentary.
Students present their
design philosophy and
design specifications to
the class.
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Exploration

Assessment

Evaluation

Ehancement

Documentation

Evaluation
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Domain 3: Evaluation (EVA)
Definition
It is a process in which students judge on the suitability and viability of design ideas and options referring to the design requirements and
evaluation criteria. Comparisons among similar products or solutions help to measure the success of the design outcome in relation to a range of
product/system design factors. The environmental, economic and social impact of products throughout their life cycle can be analyzed and
evaluated with reference to the product design factors.
The Domain consists of the following Strands
1.
2.
3.
4.

Exploration: Explore similar products/systems, taking into account a range of factors and using appropriate techniques.
Assessment: Validate and verify product/system against required specification
Enhancement: Refine, modify and improve product/system
Documentation: Presentation, documentation & communication

Generic Outcomes
By the end of cycle 1, students will be able to:
• Identify and list properties of products or simple systems for comparison purposes.
• Compare products or simple systems.
• Assess and revise their designs, products or simple systems in light of feedback they have gained from teacher.
• Describe the strengths and drawbacks of their design, product or simple system.
• Make a presentation of a product or simple system.
Student understands the basic process of detailing the properties of some products. Then the student shall present their findings using age
appropriate tools.
By the end of cycle 2, students will be able to:
• Show how well a product or simple system functions and/or how well it meets the intended purpose.
• Describe the strengths and drawbacks of their design, product or simple system.
• Identify and document what has led to improvements.
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•
•
•

Assess and revise their designs, products or simple systems in light of feedback they have gained from others.
Assessing impact and usability of products/systems
Prepare report or poster on the product or simple system.

Student demonstrates the ability to record finer details about their findings. The student shall present their findings using appropriate tools while
projecting on impact of their products/systems.
By the end of cycle 3, students will be able to:
• Develop evaluation criteria
• Assess designs, products and systems
• Assess impact and usability of products/systems
• Refine, modify and improve product/system.
• Record progress and document maintenance procedures and requirements.
• Present your system/product.
Student demonstrates the ability to define the requirements of a product design or system for them and record (log) the different details along the
course of the project design. Student is able to well document their outcome while comparing/evaluating different alternatives and impact.
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Strands Description and Common Technical Keywords
Table 12: Domain Strands Description and common technical Keywords
Strand Title

Strand Description

Key words
Explore, describe, examine, analyze, delve into,
examine, probe, research, scrutinize, search, seek,
test, try, burrow, hunt, inspect, prospect, question,
reconnoiter, scout, sift, tour, travel, traverse, dig
into, go into, have a look, inquire into, leave no
stone, unturned, look into, turn inside out
Appraise, check, determine, estimate, fix, gauge,
judge, weigh, apprise, assay, compute, figure, guess,
nick, peg, rate, reckon, set, size, survey, valuate,
value, check out, dig it, size up, take measure
appreciate, augment, boost, build up,, complement,
enlarge, heighten, increase, intensify, raise,
reinforce, strengthen, upgrade, adorn, aggrandize,
amplify, beautify, boom, elevate, embroider,
exaggerate, exalt, lift, magnify, pad, pyramid, swell,
flesh out,
Archive, certificate, diary, evidence, form, paper,
record, report, script, testimony, credentials, deed,
instrument, language, pages, token

1

Exploration

Explore similar products/systems, taking into account a range of
factors and using appropriate techniques

2

Assessment

Validate and verify product/system against required
specification

3

Enhancement

Refine, modify and improve product/system

4

Documentation

Presentation, documentation & communication
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Strands Distribution Per Grade
Grade
Domains

KG

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10
10 A

9

11
11A

12
12A

Exploration
Evaluation

Assessment

Enhancement
Documentation
Figure 10: EVA Domain Strands Distribution across all grades

Student Learning Outcomes distribution per Grade
Table 13: Quantitative Analysis of EVA domain SLOs per Grade
Domains

Strand

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Evaluation

KG

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Exploration

2

2

2

2

2

2

Assessment

1

1

2

2

2

Enhancement
Documentation

0
1

1
2

1
2

2
2

2
2

Total

4

6

7

8

8

Cycle 3

G6

G7

G8

G9

12

2

2

3

2

2

10

2

2

3

2
2

8
11
41

2
2
8

2
3
9

8

G10

G11

G12

9

3

2

2

7

3

10

3

3

3

9

2
3

3
4

4
5

11

12

9 3
4
12 5
5
40 14 14

11
15
42

14
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Domain Strands distribution per cycle / Pie Chart

CYCLE 2

CYCLE 1
Documentatio
n
27%

Enhancement
18%

Documentat
ion
30%

Exploration
31%

Enhancemen
t
23%

Assessment
24%

Exploration
22%

Assessment
25%

CYCLE 3
Exploration
17%

Documentati
on
36%

Assessment
21%
Enhancemen
t
26%

Figure 11: EVA Domain Strands Distribution Per Cycle
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Percentage of outcomes as per level of difficulty
Table 14: Percentage of outcomes per difficulty level
No. of outcomes
Difficulty Level
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
3

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Sum
4
4
6
7
8
8
8

2
1

4
7
6
9

2
2
3
2

8
9
11
12

25%
0%
18%
8%

50%
78%
55%
75%

25%
22%
27%
17%

2
1
1

7
7
7

5
6
6

14
14
14

14%
7%
7%

50%
50%
50%

36%
43%
43%

Grade
KG1
KG2
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
Cycle 1
G6
G7
G8
G9
Cycle 2
G10
G11
G12
Cycle 3

1
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
2

Outcomes Percentages
Difficulty Level
1
2
3
50%
50%
0%
50%
50%
0%
50%
50%
0%
57%
43%
0%
50%
50%
0%
50%
50%
0%
50%
38%
13%
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Estimated Periods distribution per cycle
Table 15: Allocated number of periods per cycle
EVA

C1

C2

C3

C3 A

Total

Domains Strands Evolution Per Grade
Domain

Strand

Evaluation

Exploration

Assessment

KG
Students shall be
able to find some
attributes of a
product

Students identify
good attributes
about the product

Grade 1

Grade 2

Students shall be able
to list several
attributes of a
products

Students shall be able
to identify and list
properties of
products for
comparison purposes.

Students shall be able
to identify and list
properties of products
or simple systems for
comparison purposes.

Students shall be able
to identify and list
properties of products
or simple systems for
comparison purposes.

Students shall choose
a product to design.

Students shall choose a
product to design.

Students must be
able to answer how
does the student’s
product function?

Students show how
does the
product/system
function?

Students shall be
capable to describe
the strengths and

Students shall be
capable to describe the
strengths and

Students shall choose
a product or simple
system to design.
Students demonstrate
ability to describe the
strengths and
drawbacks of their
design.

Students identify
strength/weakness
attributes about the
product

Grade 3

Grade 4

Students shall identify
what may lead to a
better design?
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Enhancement

No emphasis

Documentation Students shall
attempt to describe
a product

Students attempt to
identify improvement
areas under the
guidance of the
teacher.

drawbacks of their
product design.

drawbacks of their
product design.

Students show ability
to revise the design in
light of feedback from
the teacher.

Students shall be able
to revise the design in
light of feedback from
peers and teacher.

Students shall be able
to answer how does
the product function?

Students shall be able
Students shall revise
to answer how does the the design in light of
product function?
feedback they gain
from others.
Students describe fully
Students can describe
the proposed design.
fully the proposed
design.
Students shall prepare a
poster about their
Students shall prepare
designs
a report and poster
about their designs

Students shall prepare Students are able to
a simple poster to
describe their
describe the product
designs.
and its attributes.
Students shall
prepare a poster
about their designs

Students show how
well the students
outcome design meets
the intended purpose.
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Domain

Strand
Exploration

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Students shall be able to
explain the attributes of
products/systems.

Students demonstrate
confidence in explaining
the attributes of
products/systems.

Students are able to
demonstrate the
required skills to explain
the attributes of
products/systems and
the appropriate use of
resources.

Evaluation

Students shall make a
sketch design of their
system.

Assessment

Students demonstrate
ability to list strengths
and drawbacks of the
product/system design.

Students shall make a
sketch design of their
system.

Students shall be able to
assess the product’s
design based on
feedback.
Students shall attempt
to assess impact and
usability of their
product/system.

Enhancement

Students can identify
improvement areas and
progressing design.

Students are able to
revise the design based
on feedback.

Students shall make a
detailed design proposal
of their product/system.
Student can assess the
product’s design based
on feedback.
Students can select
appropriate equipment
and/or techniques to
safely test and evaluate
the performance of their
products/systems.
Students shall be able to
suggest modifications to
improve their
products/systems in
light of feedback and
assessment.

Grade 8
Students demonstrate
ability to explain the
attributes of
products/systems.
Students shall make a
detailed design proposal
of their product/system.

Students shall be able to
develop evaluation
criteria.
Students can select
appropriate equipment
and/or techniques to
safely test and evaluate
the performance of their
products/systems.
Students show
confidence to develop
evaluation criteria.
Students shall refine,
modify and improve
product/system.
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Documentation

Students shall present
the work and prepare
presentation, poster,
and report.

Students show ability to
report on the
effectiveness and
efficiency of the design
activities.

Students show ability to
report on the
effectiveness and
efficiency of the design
activities.

Students shall be able to
record progress and
document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.

Students shall produce a
presentation outlining
the features of the
product/system

Students shall be able to
present, report, and
discuss possible
improvements.

Students shall be able to
present, report, and
discuss possible
improvements.
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Domain

Strand
Exploration

Grade 9
Students should be able
to explain the attributes
of products/systems.
Students shall make a
detailed design proposal
of their product/system.

Evaluation

Assessment

Grade 10
Students show
confidence to explain
the attributes of
products/systems.
Students shall make a
detailed design proposal
of their product/system.

Students shall be able
assess designs, products
and systems.

Students shall be able
assess designs, products
and systems.

Students shall assess
impact and usability of
products/systems.

Students shall assess
impact and usability of
products/systems.

Grade 11
Students are able to
demonstrate the
required skills to explain
the attributes of
products/systems and
the appropriate use of
resources.
Students shall make a
detailed design proposal
of their product/system.
Student can assess the
product’s design based
on feedback.

Grade 12
Students demonstrate
ability to explain the
attributes of
products/systems.
Students shall make a
detailed design proposal
of their product/system.

Student can assess the
product’s design based
on feedback.

Students use evaluation
criteria they have
previously developed,
and critically analyze
processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components
and equipment used

Students use evaluation
criteria they have
previously developed,
and critically analyze
processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components
and equipment used

Students recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of the
product/system.

Students recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of the
product/system.
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Enhancement

Students can develop
evaluation criteria.

Students shall be able to
develop detailed
evaluation criteria.

Students shall be able to
develop detailed
evaluation criteria.

Students show
confidence to develop
evaluation criteria.

Students shall be able to
refine, modify and
improve
product/system.
Documentation Students shall record
Students shall be
progress and document confident enough to
maintenance procedures record progress and
and requirements.
document maintenance
procedures and
Students shall present
requirements.
their system/product
and produce proper
Students shall present
documentation.
their system/product
and produce proper
documentation.

Students shall be able to
refine, modify and
improve
product/system.
Students shall be
confident enough to
record progress and
document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.

Students shall be able to
refine, modify and
improve
product/system.
Students shall be able to
record progress and
document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.

Students shall be able to
refine, modify and
improve
product/system.

Students shall present
their system/product
and produce proper
documentation.

Students shall present
their system/product
and produce proper
documentation.
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Intersection between CPP domain and other domains
EVA
Exploration

DAA
Design in society

Assessment
Enhancement
Documentation

AND

IMP
Practical Processes

Ideation
Sustainability

Tools and Materials
Practical Processes

Research & Analysis
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Scope and Sequence: Domains, Strands and Standards by Grade
Grade : KG
Domain

Strand
Exploration
(KG2.4.1)

Evaluation

Assessment
(KG2.4.2)
Enhancement
(KG2.4.3)
Documentation
(KG2.4.4)

Standards
Explain some attributes of 2
similar products
List strengths/drawback

Presentation

Learning outcomes

Integration

level

KG2: 0.1. Identify products.

1

KG2: 0.2. List some properties about a
product
KG2: 0.3. Classify properties to either good or
poor.

2

KG2: 0.4 Describe a product in student’s
language

1

2
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Grade : G1
Domain

Strand
Exploration
(G1.4.1)

Evaluation

Assessment
(G1.4.2)
Enhancement
(G1.4.3)
Documentation
(G1.4.4)

Standards

Learning outcomes

Integration

level

Explain the attributes of
products/systems

G1: 1.1. Identify and list properties of
products for comparison purposes.
G1: 1.2. Compare 2 products.

2

List strengths/drawbacks

G1: 1.3. Describe the strengths and
drawbacks of 2 product.

2

List improvement areas

G1: 1.4. Describe what could make a product
better.
G1: 1.5 Describe a product

1

G1: 1.6 Prepare a poster on the products

2

Presentation & Reporting

1
1
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Grade : G2
Domain

Strand
Exploration
(G2.4.1)

Evaluation

Assessment
(G2.4.2)
Enhancement
(G2.4.3)
Documentation
(G2.4.4)

Standards
Explain the attributes of
products/systems

List strengths/drawbacks

List improvement areas

Presentation & Reporting

Learning outcomes
G2: 2.1. Identify and list properties of
products for comparison purposes.
G2: 2.2. Design a simple product.
G2: 2.3. Answer how does the student’s
product function?
G2: 2.4. Describe the strengths and
drawbacks of their design.
G2: 2.5. Revise the design in light of feedback
from teacher.

Integration

level
1
2
1
1
1
2

G2: 2.6. Describe their designs.

2

G2: 2.7 Prepare a poster on their designs

1
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Grade : G3
Domain

Strand
Exploration
(G3.4.1)

Evaluation

Assessment
(G3.4.2)

Enhancement
(G3.4.3)
Documentation
(G3.4.4)

Standards
Explain the attributes of
products/systems

List strengths/drawbacks

List improvement areas

Presentation & Reporting

Learning outcomes
G3: 3.1. Identify and list properties of
products or simple systems for comparison
purposes.
G3: 3.2. Design a product or simple system.

Integration

level
1
2

G3: 3.3. Show how does the student’s
product/system function?
G3: 3.4. Describe the strengths and
drawbacks of their design.
G2: 3.5. Revise the design in light of feedback
from teacher.
G2: 3.6. Answer how does the student’s
product function?
G2: 3.7. Describe fully the proposed design.

2

G3: 3.8 Prepare a poster on their designs

1

1
2
1
2
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Grade : G4
Domain

Strand
Exploration
(G4.4.1)

Standards
Explain the attributes of
products/systems

Evaluation

Assessment
(G4.4.2)

List strengths/drawbacks

Enhancement
(G4.4.3)

Improvement areas and
Progressing design.

Documentation
(G4.4.4)

Presentation and Reporting.

Learning outcomes
G4: 4.1. Identify and list properties of
products or simple systems for comparison
purposes.
G4: 4.2. Design a product or simple system

Integration

level
1
2

G4: 4.3. Describe the strengths and
drawbacks of their design.
G5: 4.4. Identify what has led to
improvements?
G4: 4.5. Show how well the students
outcome meets the intended purpose.
G4: 4.6. Revise the design in light of
feedback students gain from others.
G4: 4.7. Describe fully the proposed design.

1

G4: 4.8. Prepare report or poster on the
design.

2

2
1
2
1
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Grade : G5
Domain

Strand
Exploration
(G5.4.1)

Standards
Explain the attributes of
products/systems

Evaluation

Assessment
(G5.4.2)

List strengths/drawbacks

Enhancement
(G5.4.3)

Improvement areas and
Progressing design.

Documentation
(G5.4.4)

Presentation skills
Prepare poster/report

Learning outcomes
G5: 5.1. Identify and list properties of
products or simple systems for comparison
purposes.
G5: 5.2. Design a product or simple system
G5: 5.3. Describe the strengths and
drawbacks of their design.
G5: 5.4. Identify what can make it different
from others?
G5: 5.5. Show how well the students
outcome meets the intended purpose.
G5: 5.6. Revise the design in light of feedback
students gain from others.
G5: 5.7. Describe fully the proposed initial
and final design.
G5: 5.8. Prepare report or complete poster
on the design.

Integration

level
1
2
1
3
1
2
1
2
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Grade : G6
Domain

Strand

Standards
•

Exploration
(G6.4.1)

•

•
Assessment
(G6.4.2)

•

Evaluation
Enhancement
(G6.4.3)

Documentation
(G6.4.4)

•

•
•

Learning outcomes

Integrati
on

level

Explain the attributes of
products/systems
Document what has led
to improvements.

G6: 6.1. Explain how attributes of
products/systems are prioritized

2

G6: 6.2. compare the attributes and
functionality of similar
products/systems

1

Assess product design
based on feedback.
Assessing impact and
usability.

G6: 6.3. Develop criteria for analyzing and
evaluating products/systems based on
relevant design factors

2

G6: 6.4. Analyze the impact of selected similar
products/systems

3

G6: 6.5. Reflect on assessing products and
systems for selecting a design idea, and
justifying their design choices

2

G6: 6.6. Describe appropriate equipment and/or
techniques to improve the performance
of a product/system.

3

G6: 6.7. Report on the effectiveness and
efficiency of the design activities

2

G6: 6.8. Produce a presentation outlining the
features of the product/system

1

Revise the design based
on feedback.

Presentation skills
Communication skills
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Grade : G7
Domain

Strand

Standards

Learning outcomes
Describe evaluation criteria to assess
processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components, equipment
used, performance, function, and
appearance.

2

G7: 7.2.

Show case study in which students
discuss the appropriate and ethical
use of resources.

2

G7: 7.3.

Reflect on their designs as they
develop them and use evaluation
criteria, identified from design
guidelines, to justify their design¬
choices.

2

G7: 7.4.

Select appropriate equipment and/or
techniques to safely test and evaluate
the performance of their
products/systems.

2

G7: 7.5.

Modify their
designs/products/systems after
considered evaluation of feedback
from peers and teachers, and their
own reflection.

2

products/systems

• Document what has led
to improvements.

Evaluation

• Assess product design
Assessment
(G7.4.2)

Enhancement
(G7.4.3)

based on feedback.

• Assessing impact and
usability.

Revise the design based on
feedback.

level

G7: 7.1.

• Explain the attributes of
Exploration
(G7.4.1)

Integration
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Documentation
(G7.4.4)

•
•
•

Prepare presentation
Prepare report
Communication skills

G7: 7.6.

Suggest modifications to improve
their products/systems in light of
evaluation of their performance,
function and appearance.

3

G7: 7.7.

Report on the effectiveness and
efficiency of the planning/design
activities

2

G7: 7.8.

Present, Report & discuss possible
improvements

3

G7: 7.9.

Produce a presentation outlining the
features of the product/system

2
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Grade : G8
Domain

Strand

Standards

• Explain the attributes of
products/systems
Exploration
(G8.4.1)

Make a sketch design
• Assess designs, products
and systems

• Assess impact and usability
of products/systems
Evaluation
Assessment
(G8.4.2)

• Develop evaluation criteria
• Refine, modify and improve
product/system.

Learning outcomes

Integration

level

G8: 8.1 Describe evaluation criteria to assess
processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components, equipment used,
performance, function, and
appearance.

1

G8: 8.2 Show case study in which students
discuss the appropriate and ethical use
of resources.

2

G8: 8.3 Describe and analyze the social and
environmental impacts of their own
and others’ designs, products and
technological systems.

3

G8: 8.4 Describe evaluation criteria to assess
processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components, equipment used,
performance, function, and
appearance.

1

G8: 8.5 Assess the impact of some products
and technological systems have on
people and the environment.

2

G8: 8.6 Describe and analyze the social and
environmental impacts of their own
and others’ designs, products and
technological systems.

3
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Enhancement
(G8.4.3)

• Record progress and
Documentation
(G8.4.4)

document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.

• Present your
system/product.

G8: 8.7 Refine evaluation criteria from design
guidelines and use them to justify
design choices.

2

G8: 8.8 Suggest modifications to improve
their products/systems in light of
evaluation of their performance,
function and appearance.

2

G8: 8.9 Report on the effectiveness and
efficiency of the
planning/design/production activities

2

G8: 8.10 Present, report & discuss possible
improvements

2

G8: 8.11 Write a detailed report for the enduser, outlining the features of the
product/system

3
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Grade : G9
Domain

Strand

Standards

• Explain the attributes of
Exploration
(G9.4.1)

products/systems

• Make a sketch design

Evaluation

• Assess designs, products
Assessment
(G9.4.2)

Enhancement
(G9.4.3)

and systems

• Assess impact and usability
of products/systems

• Develop evaluation criteria

Learning outcomes

Integration

level

G9: 9.1
Describe evaluation criteria to
assess processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components, equipment used,
performance, function, and appearance.

1

G9: 9.2
Show case study in which
students discuss the appropriate and
ethical use of resources.

2

G9: 9.3
Use a range of suitable safe
testing methods in this evaluation.

2

G9: 9.4
Use evaluation criteria they
have previously developed, and critically
analyze processes, materials/ ingredients,
systems components and equipment used.

2

G9: 9.5
Relate their findings to the
purpose for which the product and/or
system was designed and the appropriate
and ethical use of resources.

3

G9: 9.6
Identify a range of criteria for
evaluating their products and/or
technological systems.

2
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• Refine, modify and improve
product/system.

• Record progress and
Documentation
(G9.4.4)

document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.

• Present your
system/product.

G9: 9.7
Refine evaluation criteria from
the design brief to inform their judgments
during the design process.

2

G9: 9.8
Suggest modifications to
improve their products/systems in light of
evaluation of their performance, function
and appearance.

2

G9: 9.9
use appropriate
communication techniques to record and
report progress, and modifications on
production activities

2

G9: 9.10
Discuss the product/system
limitations and future development plan in
case of commercializing the
product/system

3

G9: 9.11
List the lessons learned out
from the design and development lifecycle

2

G9: 9.12
Prepare report or poster or
other media on the product or simple
system.

2
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Grade : G10
Domain

Strand

Standards

Learning outcomes
G10: 10.1
Describe evaluation criteria to
assess processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components, equipment used,
performance, function, and appearance.

• Explain the attributes of
Exploration
(G10.4.1)

products/systems

• Make a sketch design

G10: 10.2
Show case study in which
students discuss the appropriate and ethical
use of resources.

Evaluation

G10: 10.3
Draw conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and environmental
impacts of some products/systems, and
evaluate innovative new ideas.
G10: 10.4
Use a range of suitable safe
testing methods in this evaluation.

• Assess designs, products
Assessment
(G10.4.2)

and systems

• Assess impact and usability
of products/systems

G10: 10.5
Use evaluation criteria they
have previously developed, and critically
analyse processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components and equipment used.
G10: 10.6
Relate their findings to the
purpose for which the product and/or

Integration

level

1

2

3

1

2

2
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system was designed and the appropriate
and ethical use of resources.
G10: 10.7
Identify a range of criteria for
evaluating their products and/or
technological systems.

Enhancement
(G10.4.3)

• Develop evaluation criteria
• Refine, modify and improve
product/system.

G10: 10.8
Refine evaluation criteria from
the design brief to inform their judgments
during the design process.
G10: 10.9
Suggest modifications to
improve their products/systems in light of
evaluation of their performance, function
and appearance.

•
Documentation
(G10.4.4)

Record progress and
document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.

• Present your
system/product.

G10: 10.10
use appropriate
communication techniques to record and
report progress, and modifications on
production activities
G10: 10.11
Discuss the product/system
limitations and future development plan in
case of commercializing the product/system
G10: 10.12
List the lessons learned out
from the design and development lifecycle

3

2

2

3

3

2
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G10: 10.13
Prepare report, poster, or
other media on the product or simple
system.
G10: 10.14
Explain the product/system
maintenance requirements and procedures.

2

3
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Grade : G11
Domain

Strand

Standards

•
Exploration
(G11.4.1)

Explain the attributes of
products/systems

• Make a sketch design

Evaluation
•
Assessment
(G11.4.2)

Enhancement
(G11.4.3)

Assess designs,
products and systems

• Assess impact and
usability of
products/systems

•

Develop evaluation
criteria

Learning outcomes

Integration

level

G11: 11.1
Show case studies for changes
to processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components and equipment used
that would lead to an improved outcome.

2

G11: 11.2
Draw conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and environmental
impacts of some products/systems, and
evaluate innovative new ideas.

3

G11: 11.3
Use a range of suitable safe
testing methods in this evaluation.

1

G11: 11.4
Use evaluation criteria they
have previously developed, and critically
analyse processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components and equipment used.

2

G11: 11.5
Recommend improvements to
the performance, function and
appearance of others’ product/systems.

2

G11: 11.6
Synthesize data, analyze trends
and draw conclusions about the social,
cultural, legal and environmental impacts

3
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• Refine, modify and
improve
product/system.

of their own and others’ designs and the
products/systems, and evaluate
innovative new technology in the
manufacturing industry.
G11: 11.7
Identify a range of criteria for
evaluating their products and/or
technological systems.
G11: 11.8
Make appropriate suggestions
for changes to processes,
materials/ingredients, systems
components and equipment used that
would lead to an improved outcome.
G11: 11.9
Refine evaluation criteria from
the design brief to inform their judgments
during the design process.

•
Documentation
(G11.4.4)

Record progress and
document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.

• Present your
system/product.

G11: 11.10
use appropriate communication
techniques to record and report progress,
and modifications on production activities
G11: 11.11
Discuss the product/system
limitations and future development plan
in case of commercializing the
product/system

3

2

2

3

3
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G11: 11.12
List the lessons learned out
from the design and development lifecycle

2

G11: 11.13
Prepare report, poster, or other
media on the product or simple system.

2

G11: 11.14
Explain the product/system
maintenance requirements and
procedures.

3
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Grade : G12
Domain

Strand

Standards

•
Exploration
(G11.4.1)

Explain the attributes of
products/systems

• Make a sketch design

Evaluation
•
Assessment
(G11.4.2)

Enhancement
(G11.4.3)

•

•

Assess designs,
products and systems
Assess impact and
usability of
products/systems

Develop evaluation
criteria

Learning outcomes

Integration

level

G12: 12.1
Show case studies for changes
to processes, materials/ingredients, systems
components and equipment used that would
lead to an improved outcome.

2

G12: 12.2
Draw conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and environmental
impacts of some products/systems, and
evaluate innovative new ideas.

3

G12: 12.3
Use a range of suitable safe
testing methods in this evaluation.

1

G12: 12.4
Use evaluation criteria they
have previously developed, and critically
analyze processes, materials/ingredients,
systems components and equipment used.

2

G12: 12.5
Recommend improvements to
the performance, function and appearance
of others’ product/systems.

2

G12: 12.6
Synthesize data, analyze trends
and draw conclusions about the social,
cultural, legal and environmental impacts of

3
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•

Refine, modify and
improve
product/system.

their own and others’ designs and the
products/systems, and evaluate innovative
new technology in the manufacturing
industry.
G12: 12.7
Identify a range of criteria for
evaluating their products and/or
technological systems.
G12: 12.8
Make appropriate suggestions
for changes to processes,
materials/ingredients, systems components
and equipment used that would lead to an
improved outcome.
G12: 12.9
Refine evaluation criteria from
the design brief to inform their judgments
during the design process.

•
Documentation
(G11.4.4)

•

Record progress and
document maintenance
procedures and
requirements.
Present your
system/product.

G12: 12.10
use appropriate communication
techniques to record and report progress,
and modifications on production activities
G12: 12.11
Discuss the product/system
limitations and future development plan in
case of commercializing the product/system
G12: 12.12
List the lessons learned out
from the design and development lifecycle

3

2

2

3

3

2
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G12: 12.13
Prepare report, poster, or other
media on the product or simple system.

2

G12: 12.14
Explain the product/system
maintenance requirements and procedures.

3
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EVA Domain Performance standards by grade
Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to identify a
product or list some of its
properties.

Barely able to
demonstrate confidence
in explaining properties
of a product.

Demonstrate considerable
effectiveness in identifying
a product and list some of
the properties of a
product.
Shows good performance
in evaluating the product
and classifying its
properties into good or
poor categories.

Demonstrate high
degree of confidence in
identifying a product
and list the attributes of
the product.
Demonstrate
exceptional analysis
capability for classifying
the product’s properties
whether it is good or
poor.

Show considerable
effectiveness in describing
a product in the student’s
own language.

Provide exceptional
presentation skill by
effectively describing
the product and list its
properties.

KG1
Exploration

Assessment

Enhancement
Documentation

Unable to classify a
property whether it is
good or poor.

Fall short in describing a
product in the student’s
own language.

Limited effectiveness in
evaluating a product and
classifying its properties.

Provide limited
effectiveness in describing
a product in the student’s
own language.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to identify a
product or list some of its
properties.

Barely able to
demonstrate confidence
in explaining properties
of a product.

Demonstrate considerable
effectiveness in identifying
a product and list the
properties of two similar
products.

Barely effective in
evaluating a product by
listing its
strengths/drawbacks and
classifying its properties
into good or poor.

Shows good performance
in evaluating the product
and classifying its
properties into good or
poor categories.

Demonstrate high
degree of confidence in
identifying a product
and list the attributes of
the two similar
products.
Demonstrate significant
analysis capability for
classifying the product’s
properties whether it is
good or poor.

Provide limited
effectiveness in describing
a product in the student’s
own language.

Show noteworthy
effectiveness in describing
a product in the student’s
own language.

KG2
Exploration

Assessment

Enhancement
Documentation

Unable to classify a
property whether it is
good or poor.

Unable to describe a
product in the student’s
own language.

Provide excellent
presentation skill by
effectively describing
the product and list its
properties.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to show
confidence in explaining
the attributes of a
product or compare
between similar products.

Only just about to
demonstrate confidence
in explaining and
comparing properties of
two similar products.

Deficiency in evaluating a
product by listing the
strengths/drawbacks of
two similar products.

Limited effectiveness in
evaluating a product by
listing its
strengths/drawbacks and
comparing it with other
products.
Barely able to list the
improvement areas of
the product to produce a
better one.

Show satisfactory
effectiveness in identifying
and listing the properties
of a product and shows
good .ability to compare
between two similar
products.
Show sufficient enough
performance in listing the
strengths/drawbacks of
two similar products.

Show excellent ability in
explaining the
properties of a product
and comparing
effectively with the
properties of similar
products.
Demonstrate
exceptional capability
inevaluating the
strengths/drawbacks of
two similar products.

Show adequate ability to
list the improvement areas
of the product and
describe suitable ways to
enhance it.

Show remarkable ability
to enhance the product
by listing the
improvement areas and
describe choices to
make it better.
Provide outstanding
presentation skills in
describing the product,
as well as preparing a
poster about it.

G1
Exploration

Assessment

Enhancement

Documentation

Hardly able to describe
what could make a
product better.

Unable to present the
properties of the product
or produce a poster about
it.

Provide limited ability to
present and describe the
product. Barely able to
produce a poster about
the product.

Show good ability to
describe the main
properties of the product
in a poster and effectively
describing them to the
audience.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Could not show
confidence in explaining
the attributes of a
product or compare
between similar products.

Only just about to
demonstrate confidence
in explaining the
properties of the product
and designing a simple
product.

Show satisfactory
effectiveness in identifying
and listing the properties
of a product and
comparing between other
products and show good
.ability to design a simple
one.

Unable to answer how
does the product function
or list the
strengths/drawbacks of
the student’s design.

Hardly able to describe
the functionality of the
product or list the
strengths/drawbacks of
the product’s design.

Show acceptable
performance in listing the
strengths/drawbacks of the
product’s design and
describing how the product
function.

Just about able to
describe the
improvement areas of
the product and
incorporate the teacher’s
feedback to produce a
better one.

Show adequate ability to
list the improvement areas
of the product and
describe suitable ways to
revise the design based on
feedback.

Show excellent ability in
explaining the
properties of a product
and comparing with the
properties of similar
products. Provide
excellent ability to draw
a simple design of the
product.
Demonstrate
exceptional capability in
listing the
strengths/drawbacks of
the product’s design
and describing how the
product function.
Show remarkable ability
to enhance the product
by listing the
improvement areas and
describe choices to
enhance it based on
feedback.

G2
Exploration

Assessment

Enhancement

Not capable to describe
what could make a
product better or be able
to revise the design in light
of the teacher’s feedback.
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Documentation

Unable to present and
describe the design of the
product or produce a
poster about it.

Provide limited ability to
present and describe the
product’s design. Barely
able to produce a poster
about the product.

Show sufficient ability to
describe the main
properties of the product’s
design in a poster and
effectively describing the
design to the audience.

Show exceptional
presentation skills in
describing the product’s
design, as well as
preparing a poster
about it.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Not able to explain the
attributes of a product or
compare between similar
products.

Barely able to explain the
properties of the product
and designing a simple
product or system.

Show adequate
effectiveness in identifying
and listing the properties
of a product or system and
comparing between other
products and show
sufficient .ability to design
a simple one.

Unsatisfactory ability to
answer how does the
product function or list
the strengths/drawbacks
of the student’s design.

Hardly able to describe
the functionality of the
product or list the
strengths/drawbacks of
the product’s design.

Not able to describe what
could make a product
better or be able to revise
the design in light of the
teacher’s feedback.

Just about able to
describe the
improvement areas of
the product and
incorporate the teacher’s
feedback to produce a
better one.
Provide trivial ability to
present and describe the
product’s design. Barely

Show good performance in
describing the
strengths/drawbacks of the
product’s design and
describing how the product
function.
Show considerable ability
to list the improvement
areas of the product and
describe suitable ways to
revise the design based on
feedback.

Show outstanding
ability in explaining the
properties of a product
and comparing with the
properties of similar
products. Provide
special ability to design
a simple
product/system.
Exhibit exceptional
capability in listing the
strengths/drawbacks of
the product’s design
and describing how the
product function.
Show significant ability
to enhance the product
by listing the
improvement areas and
describe choices to
enhance it based on
feedback.
Provide astonishing
presentation skills in
describing the product’s

G3
Exploration

Assessment

Enhancement

Documentation

Unable to present and
describe the design of the

Show good ability to
describe the main
properties of the product’s
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product or produce a
poster about it.

able to produce a poster
about the product.

design in a poster and
effectively describing the
design to the audience.

design, as well as
preparing a poster
about it.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to explain the
attributes of a product or
compare between similar
products.

Show trivial ability to
describe the properties of
the product/system and
design a simple product
or system.

Inadequate ability to
answer how does the
product function or list
the strengths/drawbacks
of the student’s design.

Hardly able to describe
the functionality of the
product or list the
strengths/drawbacks of
the product’s design.

Show acceptable
effectiveness in identifying
and listing the properties
of a product or system and
comparing between other
products and show
satisfying .confidence to
design a simple
product/system.
Show good performance in
describing the
strengths/drawbacks of the
product’s design and
describing how the product
function.
Show suitable ability to list
the improvement areas of
the product and describe
suitable ways to revise the
design based on feedback.

Show outstanding
confidence in explaining
the properties of a
product and comparing
with the properties of
similar products.
Provide notable ability
to design a simple
product/system.
Exhibit exceptional
capability in listing the
strengths/drawbacks of
the product’s design
and describing how the
product function.
Show substantial
confidence to enhance
the product by listing
the improvement areas
and describe choices to
enhance the initial
design based on
feedback.
Provide noteworthy
presentation skills to

G4
Exploration

Assessment

Enhancement

Documentation

Not able to show how well
designed product meets
the intended purpose or
be able to revise the
design in light of the
provided feedback.
Unable to present and
describe the design of the

Partial ability to describe
the improvement areas
of the product and
incorporate the teacher’s
feedback to enhance the
initial design.
Provide limited ability to
present and describe the

Show good ability to
describe the main
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product or produce a
report/poster about it.

product’s design. Barely
able to produce a report
or poster about the
product.

properties of the product’s
design in a poster and
effectively describing the
design to the audience.

fully describe the
product’s design, as
well as preparing a
report or poster about
it.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to show
confidence in explaining
the attributes of
products/systems and
prioritize them
accordingly.

Barely demonstrate
confidence in explaining
and prioritizing attributes
of products/systems and
comparing attributes of
similar products/systems.

Satisfy the expectation to
identify and prioritize the
attributes of
products/systems and
show acceptable .ability to
compare between similar
products.

Assessment

Deficiency in developing
criteria for analyzing and
evaluating the product’s
design.

Limited effectiveness in
monitoring, assessing,
and evaluating
products/systems’ design
and identifying what
makes it different from
others.

Show satisfactory ability to
describe the
strengths/drawbacks of the
product’s/system’s design
and identify what makes it
unique from others.

Enhancement

Unable to show how well
the student’s outcome
meets the intended
purpose, and hardly able
to describe appropriate

Barely act upon
assessment of the
products/systems, and
justify the design choices
and provide

Show adequate
justification on the design
choices based on the
assessments and is able to
describe suitable

Demonstrate amazing
confidence in exploring
the attributes of
products/systems and
compare effectively
with the attributes of
similar
products/systems, and
design a product or
simple system.
Demonstrate
outstanding confidence
in monitoring, assessing
and revising the initial
design by developing
criteria for analyzing
and evaluating
products/systems based
on relevant design
factors.
Provide outstanding
capacity to look for and
act on enhancements
reflected from assessing
products and systems,

G5
Exploration
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Documentation

techniques to revise the
design or improve the
performance of a
product/system.
Unable to describe fully
the initial and final design
of the product/system.
Unable to communicate
the features of the
product/system in a
presentation or prepare a
complete report/poster..

improvements to the
products/systems.
Provide limited
effectiveness in the
presentation and
communication skills.
Barely produce a
documentation about the
features of the
product/system and the
design activities.

equipment and/or
techniques to improve the
performance of a
product/system
Show considerable
effectiveness in reporting
the main features of the
design activities in a
complete report or poster,
and present the main
outlines of the
product/system features.

and justifying their
design choices and the
use of techniques for
improvements.
Provide exceptional
presentation skill by
effectively outlining the
main features of the
product/system, as well
achieving outstanding
effectiveness in
communicating the
efficiency of the design
activities.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Hardly able to show
confidence in explaining
the attributes of
products/systems and
prioritize them
accordingly.

Barely demonstrate
confidence in explaining
and prioritizing attributes
of products/systems and
comparing attributes of
similar products/systems.

Assessment

Deficiency in developing
criteria for analyzing and
evaluating
products/systems.

Limited effectiveness in
monitoring, assessing,
and evaluating
products/systems’
design.

Demonstrate considerable
effectiveness in identifying
and prioritizing the
attributes of
products/systems and
show good .ability to
compare between similar
products.
Show good performance in
evaluating
products/systems design
based on relevant design
factors.

Enhancement

Unable to reflect on
assessing products and
systems for selecting a
design idea, and hardly
able to describe

Barely act upon
assessment of the
products/systems, and
justify the design choices
and provide

Show adequate
justification on the design
choices based on the
assessments and is able to
describe suitable

Demonstrate high
degree of confidence in
exploring the attributes
of products/systems
and compare effectively
with the attributes of
similar
products/systems.
Demonstrate
exceptional capability
for monitoring,
assessing and revising
design by developing
criteria for analyzing
and evaluating
products/systems based
on relevant design
factors
Provide outstanding
capacity to look for and
act on enhancements
reflected from assessing
products and systems,

G6
Exploration
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appropriate techniques to
improve the performance
of a product/system.
Documentation

Fall short in reporting on
the effectiveness and
efficiency of the design
activities. Unable to
communicate the
features of the
product/system in a
presentation.

improvements to the
products/systems.
Provide limited
effectiveness in the
presentation and
communication skills.
Barely produce a
documentation about the
features of the
product/system and the
design activities.

equipment and/or
techniques to improve the
performance of a
product/system
Show considerable
effectiveness in reporting
the main features of the
design activities and
present the main outlines
of the product/system
features.

and justifying their
design choices and the
use of techniques for
improvements.
Provide exceptional
presentation skill by
effectively outlining the
main features of the
product/system, as well
achieving outstanding
effectiveness in
communicating the
efficiency of the design
activities.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Barely demonstrate the
required skills for
effectively using the
appropriate resources
and Hardly meet the
standard for providing
evaluation criteria to
assess the main features
of the product/system.

Fairly demonstrate the
required skills for the
appropriate use of
resources and provide
evaluation criteria to
assess processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components, and
appearance of the
product/system.
Shows good performance in
monitoring and assessing
the developed
product/system in light of
the design guidelines.
Demonstrate fair skills in
selecting the appropriate
techniques to safely test
and evaluate the
performance of the
product/system.

Demonstrate with high
degree of effectiveness
the required knowledge
and skills for the
appropriate use of
resources and explain
the main features and
possible improvements
of the product/system

G7
Exploration

Falls much below the
provincial standard to
explain the attributes of
the products/systems.
Unable to discuss the
appropriate and ethical
use of resources or
provide criteria for
assessment.

Assessment

Unable to reflect the
developed system on the
design guidelines or
justify their design
choices. Has not
demonstrate the use of
appropriate equipment
and/or techniques to
safely test and assess the
performance of the
product/system.

Demonstrate limited
ability to assess the
product/system based on
the design feedback.
Hardly can justify the
design choices based on
the evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines.

Enhancement

Unable to revise the
design of the system

Barely approach the
standard knowledge and

Provide favorable
performance in accepting

Provide Excellent
effectiveness in
projecting the
development of the
system on the design
and demonstrate
outstanding
performance in the use
of evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines, to justify
their design choices.
Show marvelous
performance in
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Documentation

based on the provided
feedback or provide
useful suggestions to
improve the system or
modify in accordance to
the evaluation of the
system.

skills to modify the design
based on feedback or
suggest modifications to
improve the system after
the assessment process.

and incorporating
evaluation feedback to
improve the system. Shows
acceptable effectiveness in
suggesting their own
modifications to improve
the system.

Deficient ability to report
on the planning/design
processes or discuss the
possible improvements.
Unable to produce a
presentation that
describes the main
features/attributes of the
system.

Barely provide
documentation about the
efficiency and
effectiveness of the
system’s design. Show
limited skills to present,
discuss, and report the
possible improvements as
well as communicate the
main features of the
system.

Demonstrate good
performance in reporting,
presenting and
communicating the
plan/design of the system.
Show satisfactory skills to
produce a presentation
outlining the features of
the system.

enhancing the design of
the product/system in
light of evaluation of
their performance,
function and
appearance. Provide
outstanding
effectiveness in
suggesting
improvements to the
system based on the
evaluation feedback.
Exceed the expectation
in reporting and
presenting the
effectiveness of the
product/system and
discuss the possible
improvements. Show
excellent presentation
and communication
skills to describe the
main features of the
product/system.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to explain the
attributes of the
products/systems. Unable
to discuss the appropriate
and ethical use of
resources or provide
criteria for assessment.
Deficiency in analyzing
the environmental impact
of the system’s design.

Barely demonstrate the
required skills for
effectively using the
appropriate resources
and Hardly meet the
standard for providing
evaluation criteria to
assess the main features
of the product/system.
Inadequately able to
analyze the impact of the
system’s design.

Demonstrate good
confidence in describing
evaluation criteria to
assess processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components,
equipment used,
performance, function, and
appearance. Shows good
performance in describing
the appropriate use of
resources and provide
evaluation criteria to
assess processes, systems
components, and
appearance of the
product/system.
Shows good performance
in monitoring and
assessing the developed
product/system in light of
the design guidelines.
Demonstrate fair skills in
selecting the appropriate

Demonstrate
outstanding
performance in the
appropriate use of
resources and
explaining the main
features and possible
improvements of the
product/system.
Provide excellent
description and analysis
of the social and
environmental impacts
of the system and
others’ designs,
products and
technological systems.
Provide Excellent
effectiveness in
projecting the
development of the
system on the design
and demonstrate
outstanding

G8
Exploration

Assessment

Unable to describe
evaluation criteria to
assess processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components,
equipment used,

Demonstrate limited
ability to assess the
product/system based on
the design feedback.
Hardly can justify the
design choices based on
the evaluation criteria,
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performance, function,
and appearance.

identified from design
guidelines.

techniques to safely test
and evaluate the
performance of the
product/system.

Enhancement

Unable to revise the
design of the system
based on the provided
feedback or provide
useful suggestions to
improve the system or
modify in accordance to
the evaluation of the
system.

Barely approach the
standard knowledge and
skills to modify the design
based on feedback or
suggest modifications to
improve the system after
the assessment process.

Provide favorable
performance in accepting
and incorporating
evaluation feedback to
improve the system. Shows
acceptable effectiveness in
suggesting their own
modifications to improve
the system.

Documentation

Unable to provide a
report on the
planning/design
processes or discuss the
possible improvements.
Unable to produce a
presentation that
describes the main
features/attributes of the
system.

Barely provide
documentation about the
efficiency and
effectiveness of the
system’s design. Show
limited skills to present,
discuss, and report the
possible improvements as
well as communicate the
main features of the
system.

Demonstrate good
performance in reporting,
presenting and
communicating the
plan/design of the system.
Show satisfactory skills to
produce a presentation
outlining the features of
the system.

performance in the use
of evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines, to justify
their design choices.
Show marvelous
performance in
enhancing the design of
the product/system in
light of evaluation of
their performance,
function and
appearance. Provide
outstanding
effectiveness in
suggesting
improvements to the
system based on the
evaluation feedback.
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
write a detailed report
for the end-user,
outlining the features of
the product/system.
Exceed the expectation
in reporting the
effectiveness and
efficiency of the
product/system and
discuss the possible
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improvements. Show
excellent presentation
and communication
skills to describe the
main features of the
product/system.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Exploration

Unable to describe
evaluation criteria to
assess processes, systems
components, equipment
used, performance,
function, and
appearance. Unable to
show case study to
discuss the appropriate
and ethical use of
resources

Barely describe
evaluation criteria to
assess processes, systems
components, equipment
used, performance,
function, and
appearance. Hardly able
to show case study to
discuss the appropriate
and ethical use of
resources

Assessment

Unable to apply suitable
evaluation methods on
the system. Can not
demonstrate critical
analysis of the processes,
systems components and

Hardly use suitable safe
testing methods in the
evaluation of the system.
Demonstrate limited
ability to assess the
product/system based on

Demonstrate good
confidence in describing
evaluation criteria to
assess processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components,
equipment used,
performance, function, and
appearance. Shows good
performance in describing
the appropriate use of
resources and provide
evaluation criteria to
assess processes, systems
components, and
appearance of the
product/system.
Shows good performance
in monitoring and
assessing the developed
product/system in light of
the design guidelines by
using suitable safe testing

Demonstrate
exceptional
performance in the
appropriate use of
resources and
explaining the main
features and possible
improvements of the
product/system.
Provide excellent
description and analysis
of the social and
environmental impacts
of the system and
others’ designs,
products and
technological systems
Exceptionally use
suitable safe testing
methods in the
evaluation of the
system. Demonstrate
great ability to assess

G9
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Enhancement

equipment used based on
the previously developed
evaluation criteria.

the design feedback.
Barely can justify the
design choices based on
the evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines. Demonstrate
limited ability to relate
the student’s findings to
the purpose for which the
product and/or system
was designed and the
appropriate and ethical
use of resources

methods. Demonstrate fair
skills in selecting the
appropriate techniques to
safely test and evaluate the
performance of the
product/system, and
adequately .relate the
purpose of the system’s
design with the ethical use
of resources.

Unable to revise the
design of the system
based on the provided
feedback or provide
useful suggestions to
improve the system or
modify in accordance to
the evaluation of the
system.

Barely approach the
standard knowledge and
skills to modify the design
based on feedback or
suggest modifications to
improve the system after
the assessment process.

Provide favorable
performance in accepting
and incorporating
evaluation feedback to
improve the system. Shows
acceptable effectiveness in
suggesting their own
modifications to improve
the system.

the product/system
based on the design
feedback. Show high
degree of confidence in
justifying the design
choices based on the
evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines.
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
relate the student’s
findings to the purpose
for which the product
system was designed
and the appropriate and
ethical use of resources
Show marvelous
performance in refining
the design of the
product/system in light
of evaluation of their
performance, function
and appearance.
Provide outstanding
effectiveness in
suggesting
improvements to the
system based on the
evaluation feedback.
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Documentation

Unable to record progress
and document
maintenance procedures
and requirements or
provide a report on the
planning/design
processes. Unable to
produce a presentation
that describes the main
features/attributes of the
system or discuss the
possible improvements.

Barely provide
documentation about the
efficiency and
effectiveness of the
system’s as well as its
limitation. Show limited
skills to present, discuss,
and report the lessons
learned from the
development of the
system and the possible
improvements as well as
communicate the main
features of the system in
a form of a poster, a
report, or other media on
the product.

Demonstrate good
performance in reporting,
presenting and
communicating the
plan/design of the system.
Show satisfactory skills to
produce a poster or a
report outlining the
features of the system.
Discuss the
product/system limitations
and future development
plan in case of
commercializing the
product/system.

Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
write a detailed report
for the end-user,
outlining the features
and the limitations of
the product/system, the
lessons learned from
the development of the
system and future
development plan in
case of commercializing
the product/system.
Exceed the expectation
in reporting the
effectiveness and
efficiency of the
product/system and
discussing the possible
improvements. Show
excellent presentation
and communication
skills to describe the
main features of the
product/system.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to describe
evaluation criteria to
assess processes, systems
components, equipment
used, performance,
function, and
appearance. Unable to
show case study to
discuss the appropriate
and ethical use of
resources. Unable to
draw conclusions about
the social, cultural, legal
and environmental
impacts of the
product/system, and
evaluate innovative new
ideas

Hardly able to describe
evaluation criteria to
assess processes, systems
components, equipment
used, performance,
function, and
appearance. Limited
ability to show case study
to discuss the
appropriate and ethical
use of resources.
Inadequately able to
draw conclusions about
the social, cultural, legal
and environmental
impacts of the
product/system, and
evaluate innovative new
ideas

Fairly able to describe
evaluation criteria to
assess processes, systems
components, equipment
used, performance,
function, and appearance.
Demonstrate good ability
to show case study to
discuss the appropriate
and ethical use of
resources. Demonstrate
good confidence to draw
conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
the product/system, and
evaluate innovative new
ideas

Unable to apply suitable
evaluation methods on

Barely use suitable safe
testing methods in the

Shows good performance
in monitoring and

Demonstrate
outstanding confidence
to describe evaluation
criteria to assess
processes, systems
components,
equipment used,
performance, function,
and appearance. Show
excellent ability to show
case study to discuss
the appropriate and
ethical use of resources.
Demonstrate
exceptional confidence
to draw conclusions
about the social,
cultural, legal and
environmental impacts
of the product/system,
and evaluate innovative
new ideas
Exceptionally use
suitable safe testing

G10
Exploration

Assessment
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Enhancement

the system. Deficiency to
demonstrate critical
analysis of the processes,
systems components and
equipment used based on
the previously developed
evaluation criteria.

evaluation of the system.
Demonstrate limited
ability to assess the
product/system based on
the design feedback.
Barely can justify the
design choices based on
the evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines. Demonstrate
limited ability to relate
the student’s findings to
the purpose for which the
product and/or system
was designed and the
appropriate and ethical
use of resources

assessing the developed
product/system in light of
the design guidelines by
using suitable safe testing
methods. Demonstrate fair
skills in selecting the
appropriate techniques to
safely test and evaluate the
performance of the
product/system, and
adequately .relate the
purpose of the system’s
design with the ethical use
of resources.

Unable to revise the
design of the system
based on the provided
feedback or provide
useful suggestions to
improve the system or
modify in accordance to
the evaluation of the
system.

Barely approach the
standard knowledge and
skills to modify the design
based on feedback or
suggest modifications to
improve the system after
the assessment process.

Provide favorable
performance in accepting
and incorporating
evaluation feedback to
improve the system. Shows
acceptable effectiveness in
suggesting their own
modifications to improve
the system.

methods in the
evaluation of the
system. Demonstrate
great ability to assess
the product/system
based on the design
feedback. Show high
degree of confidence in
justifying the design
choices based on the
evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines.
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
relate the student’s
findings to the purpose
for which the product
system was designed
and the appropriate and
ethical use of resources
Show marvelous
performance in refining
the design of the
product/system in light
of evaluation of their
performance, function
and appearance.
Provide outstanding
effectiveness in
suggesting
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Documentation

Unable to record progress
and document
maintenance procedures
and requirements or
provide a report on the
planning/design
processes. Unable to
produce a report or a
poster that describes the
main features/attributes
of the system or discuss
the possible
improvements.

Barely provide
documentation about the
efficiency and
effectiveness of the
system’s as well as its
limitation. Show limited
skills to present, discuss,
and report the lessons
learned from the
development of the
system and the possible
improvements as well as
communicate the main
features of the system in
a form of a poster, a
report, or other media on
the product.

Demonstrate good
performance in reporting,
presenting and
communicating the
plan/design of the system.
Show satisfactory skills to
produce a poster or a
report outlining the
features of the system.
Discuss the
product/system limitations
and future development
plan in case of
commercializing the
product/system.

improvements to the
system based on the
evaluation feedback.
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
write a detailed report
for the end-user,
outlining the features
and the limitations of
the product/system, the
lessons learned from
the development of the
system and future
development plan in
case of commercializing
the product/system.
Exceed the expectation
in reporting the
effectiveness and
efficiency of the
product/system and
discussing the possible
improvements. Show
excellent presentation
and communication
skills to describe the
main features of the
product/system.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to explain the
attributes and features of
the product/system.--Unable to make a sketch
design of the
product/system and
identify the social,
cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
the product/system, or
look for innovative new
ideas.

Demonstrate with limited
effectiveness the
confidence to explain the
main attributes of the
product/system and
make a sketch design that
shows case studies for
processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components and
equipment used that
would lead to an
improved outcome.
Barely able to draw
conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
the product/system, or
demonstrate curiosity for
innovative new ideas
Barely use suitable safe
testing methods in the
evaluation of the system.
Demonstrate limited

Provide good confidence in
explaining the features of
the product/system by
showing case studies for
the processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components and
equipment used that
would lead to an improved
outcome. Provide
satisfactory skills in making
a sketch design of the
product/system and look
for innovative new ideas.

Demonstrate
outstanding skills to
identify the features of
the product/system and
show case studies for
the processes,
materials/ingredients,
system’s components
and equipment used
that would lead to an
improved outcome.
Demonstrate excellent
skills to recognize the
social, cultural, legal
and environmental
impacts of the
product/system, and
demonstrate the
capacity for innovation.

Shows good performance
in monitoring and
assessing the developed
product/system in light of

Exceptionally use
suitable safe testing
methods in the
evaluation of the

G11
Exploration

Assessment

Unable to assess the
design of the
product/system by
applying suitable
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Enhancement

evaluation methods on
the system. Deficiency to
demonstrate critical
analysis of the processes,
systems components and
equipment used based on
the previously developed
evaluation criteria.
Unable to recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of
others’ product/systems

ability to assess the
product/system based on
the design feedback.
Barely can justify the
design choices based on
the evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines. Demonstrate
limited ability to relate
the student’s findings to
the purpose for which the
product and/or system
was designed and the
appropriate and ethical
use of resources. Barely
able to recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of
others’ product/systems

Unable to develop
evaluation criteria for
evaluating the
product/system.
Unable to revise the
design of the system
based on the provided
feedback or provide

Barely can develop
evaluation criteria to
evaluate the system’s
design. Barely approach
the standard knowledge
and skills to modify the
design based on feedback
or suggest modifications
to improve the system

the design guidelines by
using suitable testing
methods. Demonstrate fair
skills in selecting the
appropriate techniques to
safely test and evaluate the
performance of the
product/system.
Adequately use evaluation
criteria they have
previously developed, and
critically analyze processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components and
equipment used and
demonstrate good
confidence in
recommending
improvements to the
performance, function and
appearance of others’
products/systems.
Demonstrate satisfactory
skills to synthesize data
analyze trends and draw
conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
the system’s design and
others’ design, and
evaluate innovative new

system. Demonstrate
great ability to assess
the product/system
based on the design
feedback. Show high
degree of confidence in
justifying the design
choices based on the
evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines.
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
assess impact and
usability of the
product/system and
recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of
others’
products/systems.
Show marvelous
performance in refining
the design of the
product/system in light
of evaluation of the
system’s performance,
function and
appearance. Provide
outstanding
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useful suggestions to
improve the system.

Documentation

Unable to record progress
and document
maintenance procedures
and requirements or
provide a report on the
planning/design
processes. Unable to
produce a poster that
describes the main
features/attributes of the
system or discuss the
possible improvements.
Unable to discuss the
product/system
limitations or explain the
product/system

after the assessment
process.

technology in the
manufacturing industry.
Provide favorable
performance in accepting
and incorporating
evaluation feedback to
improve the system. Shows
acceptable effectiveness in
suggesting their own
modifications to improve
the system.

Barely able to report the
main features of the
product/system, its
limitation and the
required maintenance
procedures. Show limited
skills to present, discuss,
and report the lessons
learned from the
development of the
system and the possible
improvements as well as
communicate the main
features of the system in
a form of a poster, a

Demonstrate good
performance in reporting,
presenting and
communicating the
plan/design of the system.
Show satisfactory skills to
produce a poster or a
report outlining the
features of the system.
Discuss the
product/system limitations
and future development
plan in case of
commercializing the
product/system.

effectiveness in
suggesting
improvements to the
system based on the
evaluation feedback
and draw conclusions
about the social,
cultural, legal and
environmental impacts
of the system’s design
and others’ design, and
evaluate innovative new
technology in the
manufacturing
industry..
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
write a detailed report
for the end-user,
outlining the features
and the limitations of
the product/system, the
lessons learned from
the development of the
system and future
development plan in
case of commercializing
the product/system.
Exceed the expectation
in reporting the
effectiveness and
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maintenance
requirements

report, or other media on
the product.

efficiency of the
product/system and
discussing the possible
improvements. Show
excellent presentation
and communication
skills to describe the
main features of the
product/system.
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Student

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

Domain
Evaluation

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to show case
studies for changes to
processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components and
equipment used that
would lead to an
improved outcome.
Unable to draw
conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
some products/systems,
and evaluate innovative
new ideas

Show with limited
effectiveness case studies
for changes to processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components and
equipment used that
would lead to an
improved outcome.
Barely able to draw
conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
some products/systems,
and evaluate innovative
new ideas

Provide good confidence in
showing case studies for
changes to processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components and
equipment used that
would lead to an improved
outcome. Provide
satisfactory skills to draw
conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
some products/systems,
and evaluate innovative
new ideas

Unable to apply suitable
evaluation methods on
the system. Deficiency to
demonstrate critical
analysis of the processes,
systems components and

Barely use suitable safe
testing methods in the
evaluation of the system.
Demonstrate limited
ability to assess the
product/system based on

Shows good performance
in monitoring and
assessing the developed
product/system in light of
the design guidelines by
using suitable safe testing

Demonstrate
outstanding skills to
show case studies for
changes to processes,
materials/ingredients,
systems components
and equipment used
that would lead to an
improved outcome.
Provide excellent skills
to draw conclusions
about the social,
cultural, legal and
environmental impacts
of some
products/systems, and
evaluate innovative new
ideas
Exceptionally use
suitable safe testing
methods in the
evaluation of the
system. Demonstrate
great ability to assess

G12
Exploration

Assessment
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Enhancement

equipment used based on
the previously developed
evaluation criteria.
Unable to recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of
others’ product/systems

the design feedback.
Barely can justify the
design choices based on
the evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines. Demonstrate
limited ability to relate
the student’s findings to
the purpose for which the
product and/or system
was designed and the
appropriate and ethical
use of resources. Barely
able to recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of
others’ product/systems

methods. Demonstrate fair
skills in selecting the
appropriate techniques to
safely test and evaluate the
performance of the
product/system.
Adequately .relate the
purpose of the system’s
design with the ethical use
of resources and
recommend improvements
to the performance,
function and appearance
of others’
products/systems.

Unable to synthesize
data, analyze trends and
draw conclusions about
the social, cultural, legal
and environmental
impacts of the system’s
design and others’
designs, and evaluate

Barely can synthesize
data, analyze trends and
draw conclusions about
the social, cultural, legal
and environmental
impacts of the system’s
design and others’
design, and evaluate

Demonstrate satisfactory
skills to synthesize data,
analyze trends and draw
conclusions about the
social, cultural, legal and
environmental impacts of
the system’s design and
others’ design, and

the product/system
based on the design
feedback. Show high
degree of confidence in
justifying the design
choices based on the
evaluation criteria,
identified from design
guidelines.
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
relate the student’s
findings to the purpose
for which the product
system was designed
and the appropriate and
ethical use of resources
and recommend
improvements to the
performance, function
and appearance of
others’
products/systems.
Show marvelous
performance in refining
the design of the
product/system in light
of evaluation of their
performance, function
and appearance.
Provide outstanding
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Documentation

innovative new
technology in the
manufacturing industry.
Unable to revise the
design of the system
based on the provided
feedback or provide
useful suggestions to
improve the system or
modify in accordance to
the evaluation of the
system.

innovative new
technology in the
manufacturing industry.
Barely approach the
standard knowledge and
skills to modify the design
based on feedback or
suggest modifications to
improve the system after
the assessment process.

evaluate innovative new
technology in the
manufacturing industry.
Provide favorable
performance in accepting
and incorporating
evaluation feedback to
improve the system. Shows
acceptable effectiveness in
suggesting their own
modifications to improve
the system.

Unable to record progress
and document
maintenance procedures
and requirements or
provide a report on the
planning/design
processes. Unable to
produce a poster that
describes the main
features/attributes of the
system or discuss the
possible improvements.

Barely provide
documentation about the
efficiency and
effectiveness of the
system’s as well as its
limitation. Show limited
skills to present, discuss,
and report the lessons
learned from the
development of the
system and the possible
improvements as well as
communicate the main
features of the system in
a form of a poster, a

Demonstrate good
performance in reporting,
presenting and
communicating the
plan/design of the system.
Show satisfactory skills to
produce a poster or a
report outlining the
features of the system.
Discuss the
product/system limitations
and future development
plan in case of
commercializing the
product/system.

effectiveness in
suggesting
improvements to the
system based on the
evaluation feedback
and draw conclusions
about the social,
cultural, legal and
environmental impacts
of the system’s design
and others’ design, and
evaluate innovative new
technology in the
manufacturing
industry..
Demonstrate
outstanding ability to
write a detailed report
for the end-user,
outlining the features
and the limitations of
the product/system, the
lessons learned from
the development of the
system and future
development plan in
case of commercializing
the product/system.
Exceed the expectation
in reporting the
effectiveness and
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report, or other media on
the product.

efficiency of the
product/system and
discussing the possible
improvements. Show
excellent presentation
and communication
skills to describe the
main features of the
product/system.
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Sample Activities (EVA Domain)
Domain

Evaluation

Grade
Strand
Exploration

1
Learning outcome

Example

Sample Activity

Suggested Assessment

Assessment
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Enhancement

Documentation
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Domain

Evaluation

Grade
Strand
Exploration

4
Learning outcome

Example

Sample Activity

Suggested Assessment

Assessment
Enhancement

Documentation
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Domain

Computer Practice and Programming

Grade
Strand
Exploration

7
Learning outcome

Example

Sample Activity

Suggested Assessment

Assessment
Enhancement

Documentation
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By the end of Grade 10, the student will be able to:
Domain

Computer Practice and Programming

Grade
Strand
Exploration
Assessment
Enhancement

10
Learning outcome

Example

Sample Activity

Suggested Assessment

Documentation
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Planning

Implementation

Tools and
Materials
Practical
Processes

Implementation
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Domain 4: Implementation (IMP)
Definition:
It is the process of planning the different phases, selecting the appropriate materials/tools and manipulate/use them to produce a quality product
or technological system/service. In this domain, students will be introduced to different concepts related to the strands listed below.
This domain consists of the following three strands:
1- Planning
2- Tools & Materials
3- Practical Processes

Generic Outcomes
It is essential that K–12 students acquire basic skills and knowledge related to the process of implementing creative products and systems through
manipulating materials and basic technology; and applying the proper techniques and methodologies in a workshop environment. Through design
implementation, students also gain important knowledge and skills related to using material with caution and developing effective behaviors when
applying work processes. In addition, students will develop awareness about sustainability and influence on society.
By the end of cycle 1, students will be able to
1) Prepare a simple outline plan of the necessary steps to implement simple creative outcomes considering proper combination of components,
risks, right sequence, time, budget, cost, required skills, and resources.
2) Manipulate simple tools, materials, and equipment considering their characteristics, and how such characteristics relate to designed and
made products, processes, and systems.
3) Discuss about the importance of addressing issues related to organization, collaboration, and safety when implementing creative products
and systems.
4) Discuss the importance of managing resources effectively, how it is important to articulate a range of responsible strategies to manage
resources, as well as working safely and responsibly.
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By the end of cycle 2, students will be able to
1) Demonstrate confidence in developing, modifying, and evaluating implementation plans considering the technology and issues related to
copyright and intellectual property.
2) Understand about the characteristics of materials, equipment, and tools and apply this knowledge when implementing creative design
products or solutions considering issues related to quality, safety, and sustainability.
3) Demonstrate skills in implementing creative products and/or systems using variety of joining, measuring, and cutting techniques as well as
skills related to the different processes attached to the work flow such as risk management, organization, ICT, communication, and
collaboration.
By the end of cycle 3, students will be able to
1) Create detailed plan for the implementation phase, which includes specifications and mechanisms for materials, equipment, tools, and
methods to achieve consistent production outcomes.
2) Select the right material, tools, and equipment based on research and criteria related to environmental issues, ethical use, constraints, and
the requirement of the task to implement a quality creative product or system.
3) Apply existing, as well as new, knowledge and skills to implement creative products and systems using variety of industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and equipment.
4) Demonstrate high understanding about health and safety in the workshop, risk management, organization, ICT, research, and teamwork.
5) Demonstrate understanding about the practical processes involved in implementing creative systems using basic components from the area
of structure, mechanics, and electronics.
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Domain Strands Descriptions and common Technical Keywords
The table below shows Domain 3 Strands description, Student Learning Outcomes, and common technical keywords
Table 16: Domain Strands Description and common technical Keywords
Strand Title
1

Planning

2

Tools &
Materials

Strand Description

Keywords

Encompasses the set of outcomes related to the
process of thinking about the hands-on activities
required to achieve a desired goal. It is represented by
an outline plan of the necessary steps for
implementation including the tools and materials to be
used.
Encompasses the set of outcomes related to identifying
tools, materials, and equipment required for the
implementation of the creative outcomes, which
includes properties and suitability for realizing the
design ideas.

Design layout, design ideas, blueprint, diagram, display board,
outline plan, steps, research, workflow, technology integration,
time management, budget management, cost, copyright, safety,
sustainability, people management, specifications, quality,
standards, and improvement plan.
Handsaw, Rasps, Level, Chisel, Plier, Claw Hammer, Phillips head
screwdriver, G clamp, coping saw, low melt glue gun, Stapler, Tape
measure, polystyrene, wood, elasticity, sink/float in water,
waterproof, durability, plasticine, straws, balsa wood, folding,
rolling, layering, heat isolation, light filter, card board, adhesive
tape, glue, anti-scratch, material characteristics, raw material,
Scissor, material chart, natural material, processed material,
synthesis material, sustainable material, material testing, material
recycling, waste control, anti-rust, material manipulation, basic
electrical circuit, PVC glue, PVA glue, Punches, coping saw, tenon
saw, cutting knife, bench clamps, solar powered cells, wind
turbine, water turbine, varnish, insulator, polymer cement, safety
equipment, filing tools, sanding tools, marking tools, Carbon Fiber,
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3

Practical
Processes

Encompasses the set of outcomes related to the
development of practical processes that enable
efficient, safe and useful production. These includes
the processes related to development of an early
sample, model, or release of a product built either to
test a concept, or to be used to simulate the
characteristics of the intended design.

durability, structure strength, Toxic, dangerous chemical, unsafe,
flammable, material environmental cost of disposal, hardness,
rotating rods, Blue tags, double face stickers, moldable glue, paper
fasteners, paper clips, hinges, wheels, cutting mat, hacksaw,
wood rasp, tin snip, Stanley knife, gear, pulley, belt, bearing,
crankshaft.
Painting, punching, gluing, cutting, health & safety, risk
management, joining techniques, prototype, model, mock-up,
team work, hazards, accuracy, precision, axle & wheel, pulleys,
gears, levers, friction, hydraulics, pneumatics, motors, robotics,
axles, cams, procedures, safety glasses, dust masks, templates,
electrical circuit, measurement, flowchart, recycling, waste
management, sustainability, Safety Operating Procedure,
storyboard, ICT, safety gloves, gluing table, drilling table, energy
conservation,
time
management,
sharing
resources,
organizational skills, crane, technical report, testing,
experimenting, welding, adhesion, Mortise-Tenon wood joining,
tacking, dowel wood joining, nails, triangulation, CAD software,
programming, robots, micro-controllers, neatness, manuals, static
structure, dial gauge, lever arm, moment, cross-section material,
structure reinforcement, tension, shear, torsion, stress/strain
graph, Safety Factor, transmission speed, gear ratio, Velocity Ratio
(VR), Mechanical Advantage (MA), pneumatic system, hydraulic
system, motion type, conversion of motion, resistor, capacitor,
voltage, current, Ohm’s Law, Voltmeter, Ammeter, Printed Circuit
Board (PCB), soldering techniques, electronic switches, electrical
relays, resistor color code, parallel & series circuits, divider circuit,
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Transistor, Diode, LED, 7-segment LED display, time delay circuit,
555 timer, basic logic gates, CMOS IC, Op Amp.

Strands Distribution Per Grade
The table below provides horizontal distribution of the Domain 3 strands coverage across all the schools grades.

Grades

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Domains

9

10

11

12

10Adv

11Adv

12Adv

Implementation

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical Processes
Figure 12: IMP Domain Strands Distribution across all grades
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The below table list the student learning outcomes per domain across all grades
Table 17: Quantitative Analysis of IMP domain SLOs per Grade
Domain

Strand

KG
1

Planning 2
Implementati
on

Total

Tools &
Material 6
s
Practical
Process 6
es
14

KG
2

Cycle 1
G G G
1 2 3

G
6

Cycle 2
G G G
7 8 9

G
4

G
5

2

2

2

4

5

4

21

3

4

2

4

13

3

0

0

3

3

0

0

3

6

5

4

6

3

6

36

3

5

5

7

20

6

5

3

14

6

5

3

14

6

6

6

10 12 15 61

15 12 7

8

42

10

30

29

69

10

30

29

69

14

13 12 20 20 25 118 21 21 14 19

19

35

32

Su
m

Su
m

75

G1
0

Cycle 3
G1 G1
1
2

Su
m

G10
A

Cycle 3 A
G11 G12
A
A

86

19

35

Su
m

32
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Domain Strands distribution per cycle / Pie Chart

Figure 13: IMP Domain Strands Distribution Per Cycle
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Estimated Periods distribution per cycle
The following tables show the MOE anticipated period distributions across the three cycles:
Table 18: Allocated number of periods per cycle

IMP

C1

C2

C3

C 3A

Total
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Percentage of outcomes as per level of difficulty
Table below shows number of outcomes and percentage as per level of difficulty:
Table 19: Percentage of outcomes per difficulty level
Grade
KG1
KG2
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
Cycle 1
G6
G7
G8
G9
Cycle 2
G10
G11
G12
Cycle 3
G10A
G11A
G12A
Cycle 3A

1
14
14
9
7
12
10
14
80
17
8
5
7
37
4
1
0
5
4
1
0
5

No. of outcomes

Outcomes Percentages

Difficulty Level
2
0
0
4
5
8
10
11
38
4
10
9
10
33
13
23
20
56
13
23
20
56

Difficulty Level
2
0.0%
0.0%
30.8%
41.7%
40.0%
50.0%
44.0%
32.2%
19.0%
55.6%
64.3%
52.6%
45.8%
68.4%
67.6%
62.5%
65.9%
68.4%
67.6%
62.5%
65.9%

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
10
12
24
2
10
12
24

Sum
14
14
13
12
20
20
25
118
21
18
14
19
72
19
34
32
85
19
34
32
85

1
100.0%
100.0%
69.2%
58.3%
60.0%
50.0%
56.0%
67.8%
81.0%
44.4%
35.7%
36.8%
51.4%
21.1%
2.9%
0.0%
5.9%
21.1%
2.9%
0.0%
5.9%

3
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
10.5%
2.8%
10.5%
29.4%
37.5%
28.2%
10.5%
29.4%
37.5%
28.2%
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Domain Evolution: Strands and Standards by Grade
Domain

Strand
Planning

Implementation

Tools &
Materials

KG

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Students prepare a
simple outline plan
of the necessary
steps to implement
a simple creative
outcome.

Students prepare a
simple outline plan of
the necessary steps to
implement simple
creative outcomes
including the tools
and materials to be
used in the process.

Students create a
simple
implementation plan
that outline the steps,
tools, and materials
required to realize the
creative product.

Students plan the
development of the
creative outcomes
considering proper
combination of
components, risks, right
sequence, and required
skills.

Students plan the
implementation of the
creative outcomes
considering proper
combination of
components,
technology integration,
sustainability, right
sequence, and
resources.

Students manipulate
simple tools and
materials
considering their
properties.

Students manipulate
simple tools and
materials considering
their properties as
well as their current
and alternative use in
realizing the design
ideas.

Students demonstrate
understanding about
the process of
selecting the right
tools and materials for
the given task, which
includes properties
and purpose of use.

Students demonstrate
understanding about
the characteristics of
various tools, materials,
and equipment.

Students demonstrate
understanding about
the characteristics of
various tools,
materials, and
equipment.
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Practical
Processes

Students use simple
materials and tools
with full guidance
from the teacher.
Students
demonstrate
awareness about
organization,
collaboration, and
safety during work.

Students use simple
materials and tools
with little guidance
from the teacher to
implement simple
creative products and
systems.

Students use a range
of simple materials
and tools safely and
effectively following
the implementation
plan.

Students demonstrate
Students discuss
awareness of the
about the importance important issues
of addressing issues
related to
related to
organization,
organization,
collaboration, and
collaboration, and
safety when
safety when
implementing creative
implementing creative products and systems.
products and systems.

Students use various
materials and
equipment effectively
and create products and
systems with
confidence.

Students use various
materials and
equipment effectively
to create products and
systems with
confidence.

Students discuss the
importance of managing
resources effectively
and articulate a range of
responsible strategies
to manage resources.

Students manage
resources effectively
and safely using a
range of responsible
strategies.
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Domain

Strand
Planning

Implementation

Tools &
Materials

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Students plan the
development of the
creative outcomes
considering
environmental
conditions, quality,
time, budget, and
resources.

Students demonstrate
confidence in
developing, modifying,
and evaluating
implementation plans.

Students demonstrate
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans
considering the technology
and issues related to
copyright and intellectual
property.

Students apply implementation
plans effectively considering
issues related to copyright and
intellectual property.

Students demonstrate
understanding about
the characteristics of
various tools,
materials, and
equipment, and
explain how such
characteristics relate to
made products,
processes, and systems
as well as to achieving
sustainability.

Students demonstrate
understanding about
the characteristics of
basic materials,
equipment, and tools.

Students explain the
characteristics of basic
materials, and how they
are considered when
implementing sustainable
creative design products.

Students discuss about the
characteristics of basic materials
and how they are considered to
implement a quality product.
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Practical
Processes

Students use a range of
materials and
equipment effectively,
create products and
systems with
confidence,
demonstrate skills in
making the proposed
product, and reflect on
their personal
interaction with the
resources used.
Students manage
resources effectively
using a range of
responsible strategies
related to health,
Safety, and waste
recycling.

Students demonstrate
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety
of joining, measuring,
and cutting techniques.

Students demonstrate
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety of
joining, measuring, and
cutting techniques as well
as skills related to the
different processes
associated to the work
flow such as risk
management,
organization, ICT,
communication, and
collaboration.

Students use a range of materials
and tools as well as a variety of
joining and cutting techniques
accurately and responsibly.
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Domain

Strand
Planning

Implementation

Tools &
Materials

Grade 9

Grade 10

Students create a
detailed plan for the
implementation phase.

Students create a
detailed plan for the
implementation phase,
which includes
specifications of
materials, equipment,
tools, and methods to
achieve consistent
production outcomes.
Students select material
and tools considering
environmental issues,
ethical use, constraints,
and quality.

Students select the
right material, tools,
and equipment based
on research and a
given criteria.

Grade 11

Grade 12

N/A

N/A

Students apply sound
judgment when selecting
tools, components, and
materials for
implementing creative
systems using basic
structures and mechanics
concepts.

Students apply sound judgment
when selecting appropriate tools,
components, and materials for
implementing creative systems
using basic electronics concepts.
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Practical
Processes

Students demonstrate
understanding of the
process of
implementing a
creative product using
variety of industrybased techniques,
methods, tools, and
equipment.

Students demonstrate
understanding of the
process of
implementing a creative
product using variety of
industry-based
techniques, methods,
tools, and equipment
considering health and
safety in the workshop.

Students demonstrate
understanding about the
practical processes
involved in implementing
creative systems using
basic structures and
mechanics components.

Students demonstrate
understanding about the
practical processes involved in
implementing creative systems
using basic electronics
components.
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Integration between IMP domain and other domains
IMP
Planning
Tools & Materials
Practical Processes

DAA

ADI

EVA

Aesthetics

Research & Analysis

Enhancement

Design in society

Ideation

Assessment

Basic Knowledge and Skills

Design Development

Documentation
Exploration
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Standards and Student Learning Outcomes by Grade
Cycle 1
Grade : KG1 & KG2
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Standard

Learning outcomes

Prepare a simple outline plan of
the necessary steps to implement
a simple creative outcome.

Layout simple tools and materials given
by the teacher in a simple way using
labels to highlight their names and for
what they can be used.
Demonstrate understanding about the
steps required to implement the design
idea.
Recognize a variety of basic tools and
materials (e.g. Handsaw, Rasps, Level,
Chisels, Plier, Claw Hammer, Phillips head
screwdriver, G clamp, low melt glue gun,
stapler, tape measure, glass, plastic,
polystyrene, wood).
Build new knowledge about basic tools
and materials required for the task (e.g.
‘What can it do?’, ‘How can I use it?’,
‘Where did it come from?’).
Explore various simple materials to realize
their properties (e.g. elasticity, shape,
touch feeling, sink/float in water,
waterproof, bend, make sounds, etc.).

Planning

Manipulate simple tools and
materials considering their
properties.

Tools & Materials

Integration

Level
1

1
1

1

1
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Grade : KG1 & KG2
Domain

Strand

Standard

Use simple materials and tools
with full guidance from the
teacher.

Demonstrate awareness about
organization, collaboration, and
Practical Processes
safety during work.

Learning outcomes
Match appropriate tools to corresponding
materials selected to realize the design
ideas.
Observe how commonly known products
function and discuss with others about
their use.
Sort materials for a needed purpose (e.g.
by weight, texture, color, shape, etc.).
Use simple tools under the supervision of
the teacher (e.g. Scissors, tapes, glue, wax
pens, brushes, pencils, etc.)
Describe how a simple product is formed
by combining different parts (e.g. a toy
car is made up from wheels, motor,
plastic body, etc.).
Demonstrate awareness about safety
when using tools and materials (e.g.
painting, gluing, cutting, etc.).
Uphold rules pertinent to proper hygiene
and safety rules.
Pay attention to others safety, risks to
others, and safe working practices.
Demonstrate basic organization skills by
promoting tidiness when working with
tools & materials as well as the correct
storage of tools.

Integration

Level
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
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Grade : G1
Domain

Strand

Implementation
Planning

Tools & Materials

Standard

Learning outcomes

Prepare a simple outline plan of
the necessary steps to implement
simple creative outcomes
including the tools and materials
to be used in the process.
Manipulate simple tools and
materials considering their
properties as well as their current
and alternative use in realizing
the design ideas.

Organize selected tools using a visual
display with labels to highlight their
purpose of use.
Make a display board of linked ideas that
can be used to construct the model.
Experiment (trial and error) with a range
of simple tools to understand their
function and the proper way to use them
to make artefacts (e.g. ‘What does it do?’,
‘What’s good about it?’, 'What are the
different types of the same tool?', and
‘How can I use it?’).
Explore ways to contain materials (e.g.
baskets, vessels, clay, pots, etc.).
Classify products based on defined
criteria (e.g. weight, size, durability, use,
effectiveness, appropriateness, safety,
popularity, etc.).
Compare materials samples in order to
decide on the most appropriate for the
task (e.g. shape, weight, durability, water
resistance, and size).
Examine properties of materials for
further enhancements (e.g. discovering

Integration

Level
1
1
1

1
1

2

2
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Grade : G1
Domain

Strand

Standard

Use simple materials and tools
with little guidance from the
teacher to implement simple
creative products and systems.

Practical Processes

Discuss about the importance of
addressing issues related to
organization, collaboration, and
safety when implementing
creative products and systems.

Learning outcomes
ways to strengthen paper through folding,
rolling, and layering).
Explore a range of simple
combining/joining techniques (e.g.
different types of glues, pipes and straws
for joining corners and hosting rotating
rods, Blue tags, double face stickers,
fitting with cardboards, etc.).
Create an art craft model using recycled
materials to be shared with the class.
Use a range of basic tools under the
supervision of the teacher
Explain how one’s behaviors affect others
(e.g. not sharing tools and materials,
being not cooperative in a team).
Demonstrate understanding about the
importance of safe practices and the
proper handling of tools and materials
(low melt glue guns may cause burns;
cutting knife may cause cuts, etc.).
Cooperate with others in the class by
sharing tools and materials safely.

Integration

Level

1

2
1
1
2

1
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Grade : G2
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Standard

Learning outcomes

Create a simple implementation
plan that outline the steps, tools,
and materials required to realize
the creative product.

Organize selected tools on a visual display
(e.g. work table/mattress) using labels to
highlight their names and describe their
functions.
Discuss the implementation plan with
their group members using specific visual
aids (e.g. MS Visio diagrams, Power Point
slides, Card Board Flow Charts, Written or
audio information, etc.)
Hypothesize about various materials (e.g.
Isolate heat, waterproof, filter light, etc.).

1

Justify why certain tools match specific
materials and therefore were selected for
the task.
Experiment with materials for the
purpose of identifying better ways to
enhance an existing product (e.g.
disassemble old items (like in a broken
toy) to determine how they move and
function so that they can discover ways of
modifying them).
Test a range of tools and materials for a
particular purpose to guide selection
decision (e.g. card board vs. polystyrene,
adhesive tape vs. glue vs. low melt glue,
etc.).

2

Planning

Demonstrate understanding
about the process of selecting the
right tools and materials for the
given task, which includes
properties and purpose of use.

Tools & Materials

Integration

Level

1

2

2

2
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Grade : G2
Domain

Strand

Standard
Use a range of simple materials
and tools safely and effectively
following the implementation
plan.

Practical Processes

Demonstrate awareness of the
important issues related to
organization, collaboration, and
safety when implementing
creative products and systems.

Learning outcomes
Assemble a movable toy with
interconnecting parts (e.g. robot, remotecontrol vehicle, crane, from a
construction kit using sets of levers and
gears, etc.).
Experiment with different joining
techniques to decide on the suitable one
(e.g. which is more suitable to support
motion, pressure, air resistance, water
resistance, carrying a weight, etc.).
Combine components to form movement
(e.g. adhesive tape, moldable glue, paper
fasteners, paper clips, hinges, wheels,
etc.).
Discuss safety rules and procedures with
others.
Explain why safety rules are important
and how personal and group safety can
be promoted in class.
Recognize hazards in the class workspace
(e.g. cables on the floor, slippery floors,
steps, inappropriate places for tools, etc.).

Integration

Level
1

1

2

1
1
1
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Grade : G3
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Standard
Plan the development of the
creative outcomes considering
proper combination of
components, risks, right
sequence, and required skills.

Planning

Demonstrate understanding
about the characteristics of
various tools, materials, and
equipment.
Tools & Materials

Learning outcomes
Manage lists of required tools, materials,
and equipment for building the desired
model or system.
Develop an outline plan of the steps and
procedures needed for building the
desired product with the help of the
teacher.
Device a plan to promote sustainability
and material recycling during the process
of making the outcome.
Plan requirements for proper joining
mechanisms of components of the
product or system with the help of the
teacher.
Conduct simple research in order to guide
the selection criteria of appropriate tools
and materials to the given task (e.g.
material that is safe for the environment,
resistant to scratches, resistant to water,
resistant to fire, etc.).
Present characteristics and categories of
selected tools and materials including
their relation with the intended design
requirements.
Decide on appropriate tools to effectively
produce a product (e.g. uses power

Integration

Level
1
2

2
1

2

2

1
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Grade : G3
Domain

Strand

Standard

Use various materials and
equipment effectively to create
products and systems with
confidence.

Practical Processes

Learning outcomes
scissors instead of normal scissors to cut
card).
Create material charts to highlight the
positive and negative features, list
samples of materials, and record
investigations.
Implement a model using sustainable
materials.
Test materials in different environmental
conditions to observe their effects.
Discuss the importance of accuracy when
implementing the target product (e.g.
when measuring or putting marks, etc.)
Make an axle and wheel system as part of
the final product.
Explain how basic parts of systems
interact with each other (e.g. pulleys,
gears, levers, etc.).
Implement a pulley system with a loop of
string.
Discuss gear systems (e.g. the need for
gears to mesh accurately, how different
size gears change the speed).
Use ICTs to create a visual display to
demonstrate the final product or to
present findings.

Integration

Level

1

1
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
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Grade : G3
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Discuss the importance of
managing resources effectively
and articulate a range of
responsible strategies to manage
resources.

Manage own safety with minimum
supervision (e.g. wear safety glasses, dust
masks, oven gloves, etc.).
Discuss safety rules, risk issues, safe
procedures, and possible hazards to
emphasize on safe work practices.
Explain the proper movement around the
classroom whilst carrying tools (e.g.
carrying scissors by the closed blades
pointing downward by the side).
Report broken tools and equipment to be
handled by the teacher.

Integration

Level
1
1
1

1

Grade : G4
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Planning

Standard
Plan the implementation of the
creative outcomes considering
proper combination of
components, technology
integration, sustainability, right
sequence, and resources.

Learning outcomes
Organize all aspects attached to the
workflow including steps and procedures.
Plan for technology integration when
applicable.
Devise a plan to promote sustainability,
accountability, waste management, and
awareness to environmental issues
related to material use.

Integration

Level
1
1
2
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Grade : G4
Domain

Strand

Standard

Demonstrate understanding
about the characteristics of
various tools, materials, and
equipment.
Tools & Materials

Use various materials and
equipment effectively to create
products and systems with
Practical Processes
confidence.

Learning outcomes
Plan different types of glues and joining
techniques considering different
environmental conditions.
Utilize Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) to explore how
certain items move/operate/function in
motion mode. (e.g.
<www.howstuffworks.com>, Scientific
YouTube channels, Educational Science
Kits, use presentation software to present
ideas to classmates, etc.).
Describe changes in materials under
certain conditions (e.g. heating, cooling,
rusting, pressure, etc.).
Examine different types of glues and
joining techniques on different materials
and in different environmental
conditions.
Make informed decisions regarding
selecting the most suitable tools and
materials for implementing the product.
Select appropriate materials and joining
mechanisms to build a durable structure
or a system with moving parts.
Demonstrate understanding about
different types of systems for movement
(e.g. hydraulics, gears, pneumatics,

Integration

Level
2
2

1
1

2
2
2
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Grade : G4
Domain

Strand

Standard

Manage resources effectively and
safely using a range of
responsible strategies.

Learning outcomes
motors, wheels, robotics, axles, cams,
etc.).
Use technical language to describe how
materials and equipment can be used to
combine other materials (e.g. metal,
foam, paper, polystyrene, plastic,
cardboard, wood, etc.).
Record findings and learning experiences
during implementing the final product
and/or the prototype/Mock-up.
Make a system to serve a specific
purpose.
Experiment with a range of simple
combining/joining techniques (e.g.
Suitability for a tall and stable structure,
suitable size, Durable vs. easily broken,
etc.).
Demonstrate ability to develop own
routine to complete the given task.
Ensure their own and other’s safety by
properly using tools and equipment.
Assess risks when selecting tools,
equipment, and processes to maximize
safety for themselves and others.
Holds materials properly, while cutting
and joining.

Integration

Level

1

2
2
1

1
1
2
1
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Grade : G4
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Use safe procedures during making of the
designed product (e.g. wears gloves when
using low melt glue guns).
Write Safety Operating Procedures (SOPs)
for tools and equipment used in class (e.g.
as a class activity).

Level
1
2

Grade : G5
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Planning

Tools & Materials

Standard
Plan the development of the
creative outcomes considering
environmental conditions,
quality, time, budget, and
resources.

Demonstrate understanding
about the characteristics of
various tools, materials, and

Learning outcomes
Plan the time and budget needed to
achieve the design goals.
Plan needed setups to improve the
strength of a structure.
Plan different options for using materials
in building the desired product.
Plan for testing changes in materials when
exposed to different environmental
conditions (e.g. heating, cooling, rusting,
etc.).
Create comparison charts to compare
between materials in terms of
characteristics, weaknesses, strengths,

Integration

Level
2
2
1
1

2
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Grade : G5
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

equipment, and explain how such
characteristics relate to made
products, processes, and systems
as well as to achieving
sustainability.

possible uses, and best matching tools to
use.

Use a range of materials and
equipment effectively, create
products and systems with
confidence, demonstrate skills in
Practical Processes
making the proposed product,
and reflect on their personal
interaction with the resources
used.

Select the appropriate tools to match
materials and the specific task.
Fulfil a pre-set standard by selecting
specific materials because of their
characteristics.
Use a database software (Excel or Access)
to create a database of available tools and
materials.
Explain changes in materials when
exposed to different conditions (e.g.
heating, cooling, rusting, etc.).
Discusses changes in materials when used
in certain structural situations (e.g.
friction due to sliding on floor, bending
material in one spot as a hinge, etc.).
Manipulate materials considering their
characteristics to fulfil specific design
needs.
Devise a mechanism to perform a task
remotely (e.g. that automatically control
door, play buzzer sounds, sets off an
alarm system, move a car,
activate/deactivate a device, etc.).

Integration

Level

1
2
2
1
2

1
2
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Grade : G5
Domain

Strand

Standard

Manage resources effectively
using a range of responsible
strategies related to health,
Safety, and waste recycling.

Learning outcomes
Identify parts of a system within a
product and use this knowledge to
implement a moving model.
Combine levers effectively to make
linkages to move different parts (e.g.
shadow puppets).
Use batteries, electric motors, and bulbs
in a circuit.
Use ICTs effectively to create a storyboard
for an animation considering aspects such
as number of frames, time, sequence,
storyline, voice over, background music,
etc.
Use appropriate tools and materials
skillfully and accurately when measuring,
marking and cutting.
Use informed materials to provide
protection (e.g. for an egg in a container
that is going to be dropped from a
height).
Use informed materials for building a
model of a floating product.
Follow proper safety procedures when
operating specialized tools and
equipment.
Build a system to encourage people to
recycle more waste materials.

Integration

Level
1
2
2
2

2
1

1
1
1
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Grade : G5
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Illustrate the life cycle of a container (e.g.
a cereal box, egg container, can, milk
carton, plastic bag).
Demonstrate awareness of risk
management of tools and materials in the
classroom/workshop.
Identify hazards of tools and materials in
the classroom/workshop.
Apply safety best practices when moving
around during production sessions.

Level
1
1
1
1

Grade : G6
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Standard

Learning outcomes

Demonstrate confidence in
developing, modifying, and
evaluating implementation plans.

Make informed decisions about the right
components for a system required to
achieve a task.
Present design ideas using a range of
computer applications
Explain how solar powered cells can be
used to power a light source.
Realize that tools should be used for their
right purpose in order to perform tasks
safely and effectively (e.g. a cutting knife
should not be used to extract a nail where

Planning

Tools & Materials

Demonstrate understanding
about the characteristics of basic
materials, equipment, and tools.

Integration

Level
1
1
2
1
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Grade : G6
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

a claw hammer need to be used for this
purpose).

Demonstrate skills in
implementing creative products
and systems using a variety of
joining, measuring, and cutting
techniques.
Practical Processes

Demonstrate understanding about basic
electrical circuits and how they function
(e.g. a simple circuit to power a motor or
a bulb using a battery)
Demonstrate understanding about a
range of basic tools & materials used for
making creative products (e.g. PVC glue,
Claw Hummer, Punches, measuring tape,
coping saw, paints, cutting knives, bench
clamps)
Use a claw hammer to extract a nail safely
and effectively.
Apply PVA glue (both white and yellow)
on materials properly and safely.
Use punches properly when joining
papers or other materials.
Build a moving object (e.g. crane, rubber
band powered vehicle, balloon powered
vehicle).
Follow plans accurately (e.g. blueprints,
diagrams, steps)
Use basic electrical components to build a
product (e.g. battery connected to a bulb
or a motor)

2

1

1
1
1
2
1
2
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Grade : G6
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

Use a coping saw to cut wood accurately.

1

Manipulate paint colors to be applied on
the product design.
Discuss the importance of using cutting
mats when using cutting devices.
Discuss the importance of wearing safety
glasses during particular procedures.
Discuss the importance of wearing gloves
during using particular tools and
equipment.
Discuss the importance of using clamps or
bench hooks for particular tasks (e.g.
drilling, sawing, and using sandpaper).
Discuss the importance of using
designated work areas for the specific
tasks (e.g. gluing table, drilling table,
sawing table).
Demonstrate awareness about energy
conservation during the work (e.g. turn
off electrical devices when not in use)
Mange time effectively to meet the time
given for the task.

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
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Grade : G7
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Standard

Learning outcomes

Demonstrate confidence in
developing, modifying, and
evaluating implementation plans
considering the technology and
issues related to copyright and
intellectual property.

Maintain a checklist to prepare the
components required to achieve the task
of building a system (e.g. components for
moving object system, electrical system,
cranes system).
Modify a plan to accommodate new
requirements/materials/techniques
towards enhancing the product quality or
appeal.
Discuss about copyright, ownership
(work/idea/product) and intellectual
property.
Discuss benefits and costs associated with
the process of making the product.
Anticipate changes in materials due to the
effect of different conditions (e.g. rusting,
heating, and cooling).
Examine the properties/characteristics of
materials to decide on the appropriate for
the task.
Adjust a made product to support
environmental sustainability (e.g. solar
powered cells, wind turbine or water
turbine to replace batteries).
Discuss why it is necessary to use
chemical materials for proofing (e.g.
varnishes, insulators, polymer cement).

Planning

Explain the characteristics of
basic materials, and how they are
considered when implementing
sustainable creative design
products.
Tools & Materials

Integration

Level
1

2

1
1
2
2
2

1
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Grade : G7
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Identify natural materials that can be
used in the production of the creative
product.
Demonstrate skills in
Use tools for their right purpose in order
implementing creative products
to perform tasks safely and effectively
and systems using a variety of
(e.g. a cutting knife should not be used to
joining, measuring, and cutting
extract a nail where a claw hammer need
techniques as well as skills related to be used for this purpose).
to the different processes
Use a hot glue gun safely and effectively.
associated to the work flow such
Demonstrate basic joinery skills.
as risk management,
organization, ICT,
Build a communication device (e.g. Morse
communication, and
Code Communicator)
collaboration.
Build an battery-powered electrical circuit
Practical Processes

(e.g. battery connected to a bulb or a
motor)
Use a tenon saw to cut wood accurately.

Select the software application
appropriate for the audience and for the
task to give a design brief (e.g. Power
Point to present systems, Excel
spreadsheet to display numbers and
charts, iMovie to create a short
animation)
Create a simple technical report using a
word processing software.

Integration

Level
1
1

1

2
2
1
2

2
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Grade : G7
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

Examine the finishing quality produced by
different tools using a clear criteria
(accuracy, safety, cost)
Conduct a risk management survey in the
school
Use recycled materials effectively.

2

Use the best cutting techniques that
promotes for the least waste of material
resources.

2

2

Grade : G8
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Planning

Tools & Materials

Standard
Apply implementation plans
effectively considering issues
related to copyright and
intellectual property.

Discuss about the characteristics
of basic materials and how they

Learning outcomes
Discuss the importance of considering
copyright, ownership (work/idea/product)
and intellectual property when
implementing a creative product.
Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of
the implementation plan associated with
the building process of the creative
product.
Examine the properties/characteristics of
materials to decide on the most
appropriate for the task.

Integration

Level
1

2

2
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Grade : G8
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

are considered to implement a
quality product.

Discuss about how files and sanding tools
can help in producing the desired shape
and texture of the creative product.
Research about the use of basic tools,
materials and manufacturing concepts.
Choose tools, materials, and equipment
based on the results suggested from the
different testing and experimentation
processes.
Conduct research about chemical
materials that can be used for proofing
(e.g. varnishes, insulators, polymer
cement).
Use a range of materials and tools Demonstrate good skills in using a range
as well as a variety of joining and of tools (Claw hammer, PVA glue,
cutting techniques accurately and punches, tenon saw, coping saw,
responsibly.
hacksaw, hot glue gun, wood rasp, tin
snip, Stanley knife).
Use various joining techniques effectively.
Practical Processes

Demonstrate understanding about
building basic mechanical and electrical
systems.
Demonstrate technical skills involved in
writing technical reports related to work
procedures, safety, experiment results,
and implementation planning.

Integration

Level
1
2
2

2

1

1
2
2
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Grade : G8
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Demonstrate responsible behaviors and
attitudes when following plans and the
different guidelines during work.
Use a range of files/sanding tools (with
different grades) to shape and finish the
creative product (e.g. on wood or plastic).
Apply Safe Operating Procedures (SOPs)
when using tools and equipment.

Level
1
2
2

Grade : G9
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Standard
Create a detailed plan for the
implementation phase.

Planning

Tools & Materials

Learning outcomes
Plan procedures to carry out tasks in a
proper way.
Develop understanding on the effect of
safety, sustainability and management of
people on the economy, environment and
society.
Conduct research before producing the
final plan about the intend goal
Research about the skills and knowledge
required for the given task.
Discuss the criteria of selecting the
appropriate tools for the given task.

Integration

Level
1
1

2
2
1
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Grade : G9
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Select the right material, tools,
Use specific marking tools accurately (for
and equipment based on research sewing, cutting boards, milling, joining
and a given criteria.
material, etc.)
Research about the development of
composite materials and its use in the
industry (e.g. Carbon Fiber and titanium
in vehicle parts)
Discuss how tools and equipment evolved
over time and how they become more
technologically advanced.
Explain how the selected material and the
creative design decide the characteristics
of the product (e.g. durability,
sustainability, ease of use, structure
strength).
Demonstrate awareness about the
suitability of materials for the specific task
based on their characteristics (e.g. Toxic,
dangerous chemical, unsafe, flammable)
Assess materials in terms of their
environmental cost of disposal.
Demonstrate understanding of
Demonstrate higher-order hands-on skills
the process of implementing a
when working with different joining
Practical Processes creative product using variety of
systems (e.g. welding, adhesion, Mortiseindustry-based techniques,
Tenon wood joining, tacking, and dowel
methods, tools, and equipment.
wood joining).

Integration

Level
1
2

2
2

1

1
2
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Grade : G9
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
Demonstrate understanding about
structure strengthening through
triangulation.
Demonstrate accuracy and precision to
produce high quality creative products.
Use different joining processes to
produce the creative product (Wood
joints, Mechanical joints, Adhesives,
Welding, sewing/stitching, Screws, Knockdown fittings, tacks and nails)
Program micro-controllers and robots to
perform specific simple tasks.
Report the outcomes of own creative
product effectively (e.g. via a presentation
or via a written report).
Compare the quality of similar products
using own criteria considering the tools
and materials used.
Build a system that serve planned
outcomes (e.g. digital circuit, irrigation
system, fish tank system, electronic
security system).

Integration

Level
2
1
2

3
2
2
3
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Grade : G10
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Planning

Tools & Materials

Standard
Create a detailed plan for the
implementation phase, which
includes specifications of
materials, equipment, tools, and
methods to achieve consistent
production outcomes.

Learning outcomes

Consider specifications in the
implementation plan to ensure quality
standards.
Research information on joining
techniques and their suitability for a given
task.
Modify the implementation plan to
improve productivity (e.g. improve work
schedules, adjust time management plan,
enhance the pace of work, revise previous
mistakes to be avoided later)
Select material and tools
Discuss the selection of tools, equipment,
considering environmental issues, and machines in relation to used material
ethical use, constraints, and
characteristics and end product
quality.
complexity and quality.
Identify implementation constraints due
to materials, tools, and equipment
availability.
Select materials based on researched
properties (e.g. strength, hardness, ability
to be molded) and suitability for
implementing the product.
Investigate material and their possible
recycling methods.
Critically assess ethical issues involved
with material use prior to selection for
the task.

Integration

Level
1
2
2

1

1
2

1
2
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Grade : G10
Domain

Strand

Standard

Demonstrate understanding of
the process of implementing a
creative product using variety of
industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and equipment
considering health and safety in
the workshop.

Practical Processes

Learning outcomes
Develop criteria to assess materials and
related processes against harming the
environment.
Transform hand skills into machine
skills (e.g. Joining, cutting)
Operate a range of machines, equipment,
and tools safely.
Use portable power tools safely and in a
correct way.
Create printed circuit boards using
specialized software program.
Discuss about how computerized systems
are used in the industry to control and
support production.
Write quality reports using desktop
publishing software applications.
Demonstrate time management skills by
meeting deadlines, maintaining timelines,
and documenting progress charts.
Demonstrate awareness about safety
measures in the workshop (e.g. wear
safety glasses at all times, wear safety
gloves when needed, wear safety shoes
all the time, Wear close fitting clothes).
Read manufacturers’ handbooks and
technical user guides with little help from
the expert person.

Integration

Level
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2

2
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Grade : G10
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Modify a pre-implemented system after
evaluating its performance for further
enhancement (e.g. modify a vehicle
system to improve speed, modify the
structure of a Polly system in increase
strength, and re-program a microcontroller to enhance accuracy).

Level
3

Grade : G11
Domain

Strand

Implementation

Tools & Material

Standard

Learning outcomes

Apply sound judgment when
selecting tools, components, and
materials for implementing
creative systems using basic
structures and mechanics
concepts.

Discuss about properties of structural
materials when used in the construction
of beams, cables, arches, and frames (e.g.
metals, woods, stone, plastics, concrete
and composites)
Explain how length, shape of crosssection and material selection affect
structural members performance.
Discuss factors influencing the choice of
gears (e.g. pinion, bevel, spur, worm, and
rack), pulleys & belts (e.g. toothed belts,
flat belts, round belts, and V belts, chains,
and sprockets)

Integration

Level
2

2
2
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Grade : G11
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Discuss the different types of bearings
(such as plain, ball, and roller) and their
suitability for specific requirements.
Select the appropriate component for a
task that require a method to convert
motion from one form to another (e.g.
rack and pinion, crankshafts, ratchet and
pawl, crank/slider mechanisms,
eccentrics, simple cams and screw
threads).
Demonstrate understanding
Implement practical products and
about the practical processes
working models using resistant materials,
involved in implementing creative kits, and components.
systems using basic structures
Implement a static structure.
and mechanics components.
Implement a simple structurally sound
machine.
Measure the deflection of a simple
structure using a simple dial gauge.
Practical Processes
Demonstrate understanding about strain
gauges to test common structural and
mechanical components, which are under
strain.
Demonstrate understanding about lever
arms and moments including calculations.
Use triangle and parallelogram
representation to calculate and analyze

Integration

Level
2
2

2
1
2
2
2

2
2
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Grade : G11
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
simple forces (e.g. on wires, tripods, shear
legs, and frames)
Demonstrate good judgment when
selecting the best method of
joining materials of cross section (both
solid and hollow)
Apply different reinforcing methods on
structures such as laminating, braces,
gussets, and ribs.
Explain how to use triangulation to form
rigidity in a frame.
Discuss about the concept of equilibrium
when applying load and reaction In a
structure.
Discuss about basic terms related to
structural design such as static load,
bending, tension, shear, compression, and
torsion.
Explain “Stress” in structures (strain =
force/(cross sectional area))
Explain “Strain” in structures (Strain =
(change in length)/(original length))
Demonstrate understanding about a
typical stress/strain graph for mild steel
(how to interpret the graph, important
features and their significance to
structural design)

Integration

Level

2

2
2
3
3

3
3
3
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Grade : G11
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

Explain “Safety Factor” in structural
design (S.F. = (Ultimate Stress)/(Actual
Stress))
Explain first, second and third order levers
with examples.
Calculate transmission speeds and simple
gear ratios.
Determine the Velocity Ratio (VR),
efficiency, Mechanical Advantage (MA),
and rotational direction for compound
pulley and gear arrangements, screw,
wheel and axle jack.
Discuss about the integration of
electronic and pneumatic systems with
real life examples.
Explain how reciprocating motion can be
provided through the applications of
pneumatic control.
Discuss about hydraulic and pneumatic
Systems.
Discuss about different power sources
used to drive mechanical systems.
Consider safety for power sources.

2

Demonstrate understanding about costs
of powering systems and how good

2

2
3
3

3
3
2
2
2
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Grade : G11
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes

Integration

design can reduce energy demand by the
created systems.
Discuss about ways to reduce friction
between two surfaces including the
application of different types of
lubricants.
Discuss about motion types (e.g. linear,
reciprocating, oscillating, and rotary).
Demonstrate understanding about basic
terms related to conversion of motion
(e.g. cam, crank, dwell, follower, stroke,
thread, pitch, screw).
Demonstrate understanding about rack
and pinion, crankshafts, ratchet and pawl,
crank/slider mechanisms, eccentrics,
simple cams and screw threads as means
of converting motion from one form to
another.

Level

2

2
2

3

Grade : G12
Domain
Implementation

Strand
Tools & Material

Standard
Apply sound judgment when
selecting appropriate tools,
components, and materials for

Learning outcomes
Select material based on its electrical
insulation and conductivity
characteristics.

Integration

Level
2
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Grade : G12
Domain

Strand

Standard
implementing creative systems
using basic electronics concepts.

Demonstrate understanding
about the practical processes
involved in implementing creative
systems using basic electronics
components.

Practical Processes

Learning outcomes

Integration

Level

Justify the selection of electronic
equipment, components and systems in
accordance with functional specifications
required for the task.
Demonstrate understanding of basic
components in electronic environments.

2

Draw circuit diagrams using the correct
symbols and conventions.
Discuss about electronic circuit operation
in terms of conventional current flow.
Demonstrate understanding about
measuring voltages, currents, resistance,
and capacitance.
Apply Ohm’s law to calculate the required
value of a current limiting resistor.
Use voltmeter, ammeter, and multi-meter
to measure voltage, current, and
resistance.
Apply simple power calculations (P = VI)

2

Construct printed circuit boards (PCBs)
using pre-designed diagrams.
Use simple soldering techniques and
associated tools effectively.
Apply proper health and safety procedures
during implementation of electrical
products.

3

2

2
2
3
2
2

2
2
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Grade : G12
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
Apply common electronic switches in a
circuit (e.g. push button (PTM/PTB),
toggle, rotary, micro, and reed).
Demonstrate understanding about basic
terminology related to switches and
relays such as normally open (NO),
normally closed (NC), common
connection (C), double pole double throw
(DPDT), single pole single throw (SPST),
double pole single through (DPST), and
single pole double through (SPDT).
Make use of relays to switch higher
voltage circuits (e.g. for motors and
solenoids).
Implement circuits for motor reverse
control and latched (memorized)
switching using a two-pole changeover
relay.
Apply knowledge about the resistor color
code to determine the required resistor
tolerance value.
Perform calculations for parallel and
series in a circuit.
Demonstrate understanding about
potential divider circuits and related
calculations to determine its resistance
and voltage values.

Integration

Level
2
2

2
3

2
3
3
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Grade : G12
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
Discuss the operation of transistors
including its biasing methods.
Make use of NPN transistors as switches
in electronic circuits.
Describe the operation of a diode
including how it functions as a one-way
conductor and how it is used to protect
against back EMF in a relay circuit.
Demonstrate understanding about LEDs
and how they are used in circuits (i.e.
connecting protection diodes and
calculating the value of the current
limiting resistor).
Describe the function of 7 segment LED
displays.
Describe the function of transducers and
how they are used in control systems (e.g.
LDR, strain gauge, and thermistor).
Describe the function of a capacitor, and
how it charges and discharges (with the
aid of diagrams and graphs).
Compare between the characteristics and
applications of polarized and nonpolarized capacitors.
Implement time delay circuits (astable
and monostable) using capacitors,
transistors, resistors, the 555 timer IC,

Integration

Level
2
3
3

2

2
2
3
2
3
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Grade : G12
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
and Programmable ICs (PICs) and
determine the required components to
achieve a desired time delay.
Demonstrate understanding about basic
logic gates (AND, OR, NAND, NOR, NOT)
and how they can be used in simple logic
control systems.
Demonstrate understanding about CMOS
ICs.
Describe the function of an Operational
Amplifier (Op Amp) and it is used in a
circuit to compare voltages.
Explain how logic control systems are
used in everyday life with examples.

Integration

Level

3

3
3
2
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IMP Domain Performance standards by grade

Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Fails to prepare a simple
outline plan of the
necessary steps to
implement a simple creative
outcome.
Fails to manipulates simple
tools and materials
considering their properties
even with teachers
continuous guidance.

Barely prepares a simple
outline plan of the
necessary steps to
implement a simple
creative outcome but.
Barely manipulates simple
tools and materials
considering their
properties and requires
great deal of help from
the teacher.
Barely can use simple
materials and tools with a
lot of guidance and
supervision from the
teacher.

Prepares a simple outline
plan of the necessary
steps to implement a
simple creative outcome.
Manipulate simple tools
and materials
considering their
properties with some
help from the teacher.

Successfully prepares a
clear outline plan of the
necessary steps to
implement a simple
creative outcome.
Manipulate simple tools
and materials considering
their properties with little
to no help from the
teacher.

Use simple materials and
tools with little guidance
and supervision from the
teacher.

Use simple materials and
tools with almost no
guidance and supervision
from the teacher.

KG

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Fails to use simple materials
and tools even with
continuous guidance and
supervision from the
teacher.
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Fails to demonstrate
awareness about
organization, collaboration,
and safety during work.

Barely can demonstrate
awareness about
organization,
collaboration, and safety
during work.

Demonstrates sufficient
awareness about
organization,
collaboration, and safety
during work.

Demonstrates great deal
of awareness about
organization,
collaboration, and safety
during work.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Fails to prepare a simple
outline plan of the
necessary steps to
implement simple creative
outcomes even with a lot
guidance.

Barely prepares a simple
outline plan of the
necessary steps to
implement simple creative
outcomes with a lot of
guidance from the
teacher.

Prepares a simple outline
plan of the necessary steps
to implement simple
creative outcomes including
the tools and materials to
be used in the process with
little guidance from the
teacher.

Fails to manipulates
simple tools and materials
considering their
properties as well as their
current and alternative
use in realizing the design
ideas even with teachers
continuous guidance.

Barely can manipulate
simple tools and materials
considering their
properties as well as their
current and alternative
use in realizing the design
ideas with a lot of
guidance and supervision
from the teacher.
Barely can use simple
materials and tools with a

Manipulate simple tools
and materials considering
their properties as well as
their current and
alternative use in realizing
the design ideas with little
guidance from the teacher.

Prepares a simple
outline plan of the
necessary steps to
implement simple
creative outcomes
including the tools and
materials to be used in
the process with no
guidance from the
teacher.
Manipulate simple tools
and materials
considering their
properties as well as
their current and
alternative use in
realizing the design ideas
with no guidance from
the teacher.
Use simple materials and
tools with almost no

G1

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Fails to use simple
materials and tools even

Use simple materials and
tools with little guidance
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with continuous guidance
and supervision from the
teacher.
Fails to demonstrate
awareness about
organization,
collaboration, and safety
during work.

lot of guidance and
supervision from the
teacher.
Barely can demonstrate
awareness about
organization,
collaboration, and safety
during work.

and supervision from the
teacher.
Demonstrates sufficient
awareness about
organization, collaboration,
and safety during work.

guidance and
supervision from the
teacher.
Demonstrates great deal
of awareness about
organization,
collaboration, and safety
during work.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Fails to create a simple
implementation plan that
outline the steps, tools,
and materials required to
realize the creative
product even with
continuous guidance and
supervision from the
teacher.
Fails to demonstrate
understanding about the
process of selecting the
right tools and materials
for the given task, which
includes properties and
purpose of use even with
continuous guidance and
supervision from the
teacher.

Barely can create a simple
implementation plan that
outline the steps, tools,
and materials required to
realize the creative
product with a lot of
guidance from the
teacher.

Creates a simple
implementation plan that
outline the steps, tools, and
materials required to realize
the creative product with
little guidance from the
teacher.

Creates a simple
implementation plan
that outline the steps,
tools, and materials
required to realize the
creative product
independently.

Barely can demonstrate
understanding about the
process of selecting the
right tools and materials
for the given task, which
includes properties and
purpose of use with a lot
of guidance from the
teacher.

Demonstrate understanding
about the process of
selecting the right tools and
materials for the given task,
which includes properties
and purpose of use with
little guidance from the
teacher.

Demonstrate
understanding about the
process of selecting the
right tools and materials
for the given task, which
includes properties and
purpose of use
independently.

G2

Planning

Tools & Materials
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Practical
Processes

Fails to use a range of
simple materials and tools
safely and effectively
following the
implementation plan.

Barely can use a range of
simple materials and tools
safely and effectively
following the
implementation plan.

Unable to demonstrate
awareness of the
important issues related
to organization,
collaboration, and safety
when implementing
creative products and
systems.

Barely can demonstrate
awareness of the
important issues related
to organization,
collaboration, and safety
when implementing
creative products and
systems.

Use a range of simple
materials and tools safely
and effectively following
the implementation plan
with little guidance from
the teacher.
Demonstrate awareness of
the important issues related
to organization,
collaboration, and safety
when implementing
creative products and
systems with little guidance
from the teacher.

Use a range of simple
materials and tools
safely and effectively
following the
implementation plan
with no guidance from
the teacher.
Demonstrate awareness
of the important issues
related to organization,
collaboration, and safety
when implementing
creative products and
systems with no
guidance from the
teacher.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Fails to plan the
development of the
creative outcomes
considering proper
combination of
components, risks, right
sequence, and required
skills.
Fails to demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment.

Barely can plan the
development of the
creative outcomes
considering proper
combination of
components, risks, right
sequence, and required
skills.
Barely can demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment.

Plans the development of
the creative outcomes
considering proper
combination of
components, risks, right
sequence, and required
skills with little guidance
from the teacher.
Demonstrates
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment with little
guidance from the teacher.

Plan the development of
the creative outcomes
considering proper
combination of
components, risks, right
sequence, and required
skills independently.

Unable to use various
materials and equipment
to create products and
systems with confidence.

Barely can use various
materials and equipment
to create products and
systems with confidence.

Use various materials and
equipment effectively to
create products and
systems with confidence.

Fails to discuss the
importance of managing
resources effectively.

Barely can discuss the
importance of managing
resources effectively.

Discuss, with little help
from the teacher, the
importance of managing
resources effectively and

G3

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Demonstrates
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment and how to
relate them to the
intended products,
processes, and systems.
Use various materials
and equipment
effectively and create
products and systems
with confidence.
Discuss, independently,
the importance of
managing resources
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articulate a range of
responsible strategies to
manage resources.

effectively and articulate
a range of responsible
strategies to manage
resources.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

Unable to plan the
implementation of the
creative outcomes.

Barely can plan the
implementation of the
creative outcomes
considering proper
combination of
components, technology
integration, sustainability,
right sequence, and
resources.

Make a satisfactory plan to
implement the creative
outcomes considering some
aspects such as the proper
combination of
components, technology
integration, sustainability,
right sequence, and
resources.

Unable to demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment.

Barely can demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment.

Unable to use various
materials and equipment
effectively to create
products and systems with
confidence.

Barely can use various
materials and equipment
effectively to create
products and systems
with confidence.

Fail to manage resources
effectively and safely.

Barely can manage
resources effectively and

4 Exceeds expectations
A Level 4 student
is able to:

G4

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Plan the implementation
of the creative outcomes
with confidence and
considering proper
combination of
components, technology
integration,
sustainability, right
sequence, and
resources.
Demonstrate understanding Demonstrate
about some characteristics understanding about
of various tools, materials,
wide range of
and equipment.
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment.
Use various materials and
Use various materials
equipment effectively to
and equipment
create products and
effectively to create
systems with some help.
products and systems
with confidence and
Manage resources
independently.
effectively and safely using
a number of responsible
Manage resources
strategies.
effectively and safely
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safely using a range of
responsible strategies.

using a wide range of
responsible strategies.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

Unable to plan the
development of the
creative outcomes.

Plan the development of
the creative outcomes
considering some aspects
related to environmental
conditions, quality, time,
budget, and resources.

Unable to demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment, and explain
how such characteristics
relate to made products,
processes, and systems as
well as to achieving
sustainability.

Barely can plan the
development of the
creative outcomes
considering
environmental conditions,
quality, time, budget, and
resources.
Barely can demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of various
tools, materials, and
equipment, and explain
how such characteristics
relate to made products,
processes, and systems as
well as to achieving
sustainability.

Unable to: use a range of
materials and equipment
effectively, create

Barely can: use a range of
materials and equipment
effectively or create

4 Exceeds expectations
A Level 4 student
is able to:

G5

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Plan the development of
the creative outcomes
considering many
aspects related to
environmental
conditions, quality, time,
budget, and resources.
Demonstrate understanding Demonstrate
about some characteristics understanding about the
of various tools, materials,
characteristics of various
and equipment, and
tools, materials, and
provide enough explanation equipment, and explain
on how such characteristics thoroughly how such
relate to made products,
characteristics relate to
processes, and systems as
made products,
well as to achieving
processes, and systems
sustainability.
as well as to achieving
sustainability.
Demonstrate satisfying
Demonstrate
ability to: use a range of
outstanding ability to:
materials and equipment
use a range of materials
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products and systems with
confidence, demonstrate
skills in making the
proposed product, and
reflect on their personal
interaction with the
resources used.

products and systems
with confidence, or
demonstrate skills in
making the proposed
product, or reflect on their
personal interaction with
the resources used.

Unable to manage
resources effectively using
a range of responsible
strategies related to
health, Safety, and waste
recycling.

Barely can manage
resources effectively using
a range of responsible
strategies related to
health, Safety, and waste
recycling.

effectively, create products
and systems with
confidence, demonstrate
skills in making the
proposed product, and
reflect on their personal
interaction with the
resources used.
Manage resources
effectively using some
responsible strategies
related to health, Safety,
and waste recycling.

and equipment
effectively, create
products and systems
with confidence,
demonstrate skills in
making the proposed
product, and reflect on
their personal
interaction with the
resources used.
Manage resources
effectively using a wide
range of responsible
strategies related to
health, Safety, and waste
recycling.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to demonstrate
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans.
Unable to demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of basic
materials, equipment, and
tools.
Unable to demonstrate
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety of
joining, measuring, and
cutting techniques.

Barely can demonstrate
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans.
Barely can demonstrate
understanding about the
characteristics of basic
materials, equipment, and
tools.
Barely can demonstrate
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety of
joining, measuring, and
cutting techniques.

Demonstrate good
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans.
Demonstrate good
understanding about the
characteristics of basic
materials, equipment,
and tools.
Demonstrate good skills
in implementing creative
products and systems
using a variety of joining,
measuring, and cutting
techniques.

Demonstrate outstanding
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans.
Demonstrate impressive
understanding about the
characteristics of basic
materials, equipment, and
tools.
Demonstrate outstanding
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety of
joining, measuring, and
cutting techniques.

G6
Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to demonstrate
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans
considering the
technology and issues
related to copyright and
intellectual property.

Barely can demonstrate
confidence in
developing, modifying,
and evaluating
implementation plans
considering the
technology and issues
related to copyright and
intellectual property.
Barely can explain the
characteristics of basic
materials, and how they
are considered when
implementing
sustainable creative
design products.
Barely can demonstrate
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety
of joining, measuring,
and cutting techniques
as well as skills related to
the different processes
associated to the work

Demonstrate good
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans
considering the
technology and issues
related to copyright and
intellectual property.

Demonstrate outstanding
confidence in developing,
modifying, and evaluating
implementation plans
considering the technology
and issues related to
copyright and intellectual
property.

Provide adequate
explanation of the
characteristics of basic
materials, and how they
are considered when
implementing sustainable
creative design products.
Demonstrate good skills
in implementing creative
products and systems
using a variety of joining,
measuring, and cutting
techniques as well as skills
related to the different
processes associated to
the work flow such as risk

Provide outstanding
explanation of the
characteristics of basic
materials, and how they are
considered when
implementing sustainable
creative design products.
Demonstrate outstanding
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety of
joining, measuring, and
cutting techniques as well
as skills related to the
different processes
associated to the work flow

G7

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Unable to explain the
characteristics of basic
materials, and how they
are considered when
implementing sustainable
creative design products.
Unable to demonstrate
skills in implementing
creative products and
systems using a variety of
joining, measuring, and
cutting techniques as well
as skills related to the
different processes
associated to the work
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flow such as risk
management,
organization, ICT,
communication, and
collaboration.

flow such as risk
management,
organization, ICT,
communication, and
collaboration.

management,
organization, ICT,
communication, and
collaboration.

such as risk management,
organization, ICT,
communication, and
collaboration.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to apply
implementation plans
effectively considering
issues related to copyright
and intellectual property.
Unable to discuss about
the characteristics of basic
materials and how they
are considered to
implement a quality
product.
Unable to use a range of
materials and tools as well
as a variety of joining and
cutting techniques
accurately and
responsibly.

Barely can apply
implementation plans
effectively considering
issues related to copyright
and intellectual property.
Barely can discuss about
the characteristics of basic
materials and how they are
considered to implement a
quality product.

Apply implementation
plans properly considering
issues related to copyright
and intellectual property.

Apply implementation
plans effectively
considering issues
related to copyright and
intellectual property.
Discuss in details about
the characteristics of
basic materials and how
they are considered to
implement a quality
product.
Use a range of materials
and tools as well as a
variety of joining and
cutting techniques with
outstanding accuracy
and responsibility.

G8

Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Barely can use a range of
materials and tools as well
as a variety of joining and
cutting techniques
accurately and responsibly.

Discuss about the
characteristics of basic
materials and how they
are considered to
implement a quality
product.
Use a range of materials
and tools as well as a
variety of joining and
cutting techniques with
good level of accuracy and
responsibility.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Unable to create a
detailed plan for the
implementation phase.

Barely can create a detailed
plan for the implementation
phase.

Create a detailed plan for
the implementation phase
that is adequate.

Unable to select the right
material, tools, and
equipment based on
research and a given
criteria.
Unable to demonstrate
understanding of the
process of implementing
a creative product using
variety of industry-based
techniques, methods,
tools, and equipment.

Barely can select the right
material, tools, and
equipment based on research
and a given criteria.

Select the right material,
tools, and equipment
based on good research
and a given criteria.

Create a detailed plan for the
implementation phase that is
creative and highly
appropriate.
Select the right material, tools,
and equipment based on
outstanding research and a
given criteria.

Barely can demonstrate
understanding of the process
of implementing a creative
product using variety of
industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and
equipment.

Demonstrate good
understanding of the
process of implementing a
creative product using
variety of industry-based
techniques, methods,
tools, and equipment.

Demonstrate high-level of
understanding of the process
of implementing a creative
product using variety of
industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and
equipment.

G9
Planning

Tools &
Materials
Practical
Processes
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Performance

1 Barely or not initiated

Domain:
A Level 1 student
Implementation may be able to:

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Barely can create a detailed
plan for the implementation
phase, which includes
specifications of materials,
equipment, tools, and
methods to achieve
consistent production
outcomes.

Create a plan for the
implementation phase, which
has some details that
includes specifications of
materials, equipment, tools,
and methods to achieve
consistent production
outcomes.

Create a highly detailed plan
for the implementation phase,
which includes specifications
of materials, equipment, tools,
and methods to achieve
consistent production
outcomes.

Barely can select material and
tools considering
environmental issues, ethical
use, constraints, and quality.

Select material and tools
based on good awareness of
environmental issues, ethical
use, constraints, and quality.

Barely can demonstrate
understanding of the process
of implementing a creative
product using variety of
industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and

Demonstrate good
understanding of the process
of implementing a creative
product using variety of
industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and
equipment considering

Select material and tools
based on outstanding
awareness of environmental
issues, ethical use, constraints,
and quality.
Demonstrate excellent
understanding of the process
of implementing a creative
product using variety of
industry-based techniques,
methods, tools, and

G10

Planning

Tools &
Materials
Practical
Processes

Unable to create a detailed
plan for the
implementation phase,
which includes
specifications of materials,
equipment, tools, and
methods to achieve
consistent production
outcomes.
Unable to select material
and tools considering
environmental issues,
ethical use, constraints,
and quality.
Fail to demonstrate
understanding of the
process of implementing a
creative product using
variety of industry-based
techniques, methods,
tools, and equipment
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considering health and
safety in the workshop.

equipment considering health health and safety in the
and safety in the workshop.
workshop.

equipment considering health
and safety in the workshop.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not initiated

2 Under development

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

Fail to apply sound
judgment when selecting
tools, components, and
materials for
implementing creative
systems using basic
structures and mechanics
concepts.
Fail to demonstrate
understanding about the
practical processes
involved in implementing
creative systems using
basic structures and
mechanics components.

Barely can apply sound
judgment when selecting
tools, components, and
materials for implementing
creative systems using basic
structures and mechanics
concepts.

3 Satisfies expectations
A Level 3 student
is able to:

4 Exceeds expectations
A Level 4 student
is able to:

G11
Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Apply sound judgment
when selecting tools,
components, and
materials for
implementing creative
systems using basic
structures and mechanics
concepts.
Barely can demonstrate
Demonstrate good
understanding about the
understanding about the
practical processes involved practical processes
in implementing creative
involved in implementing
systems using basic
creative systems using
structures and mechanics.
basic structures and
mechanics components.

Apply excellent judgment
when selecting tools,
components, and
materials for
implementing creative
systems using basic
structures and mechanics
concepts.
Demonstrate excellent
understanding about the
practical processes
involved in implementing
creative systems using
basic structures and
mechanics components.
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Performance
Domain:
Implementation

1 Barely or not
initiated

2 Under development

3 Satisfies expectations

4 Exceeds expectations

A Level 1 student
may be able to:

A Level 2 student
is able to:

A Level 3 student
is able to:

A Level 4 student
is able to:

Fail to apply sound
judgment when
selecting appropriate
tools, components, and
materials for
implementing creative
systems using basic
electronics concepts.
Unable to demonstrate
understanding about
the practical processes
involved in
implementing creative
systems using basic
electronics
components.

Barely can apply sound
judgment when selecting
appropriate tools,
components, and
materials for
implementing creative
systems using basic
electronics concepts.
Barely can demonstrate
understanding about the
practical processes
involved in implementing
creative systems using
basic electronics
components.

Apply sound judgment
when selecting
appropriate tools,
components, and
materials for
implementing creative
systems using basic
electronics concepts.
Demonstrate good
understanding about the
practical processes
involved in implementing
creative systems using
basic electronics
components.

Apply outstanding judgment
when selecting appropriate
tools, components, and
materials for implementing
creative systems using basic
electronics concepts.

G12
Planning

Tools & Materials

Practical
Processes

Demonstrate excellent
understanding about the
practical processes involved
in implementing creative
systems using basic
electronics components.
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Sample Activities (IMP Domain)
Domain:
Grade:
Strand
Planning

Tools &
Materials

Implementation
1
Learning Outcome
Prepare a simple outline
plan of the necessary
steps to implement
simple creative
outcomes including the
tools and materials to
be used in the process.
Manipulate simple tools
and materials
considering their
properties as well as
their current and
alternative use in
realizing the design
ideas.

Example
Use a chart board to layout
items that will be used to
produce the intended creative
product.

Sample Activity
Students work in teams to
organize the task material
& tools on a chart board
placing a sticker under each
item with a label having the
item name.

Suggested Assessment
The teacher verify that each label
correctly identifies its
corresponding material
item/tool. The proper technical
names are used.

1. Split pin paper fastener,
split-pin paper character,
infant/beginner scissor,
basic safety scissor, plastic
scissors, scrapbook scissor
(scissor with a fancy edge),
play dough, drinking straw,
Styrofoam meat trays,
paint chip samples
2. Glue Stick, Various glueable items (wrappers,
tissue paper, ribbon, torn
paper), Construction paper

1. Cutting activities:
Students use a plastic
scissor to cut play
dough, use a basic
scissor to cut drinking
straws, use a basic
scissor to cut Styrofoam
meat trays, use a basic
scissor to cut paint chip
samples to for an art or
craft project (e.g. Paint
Chip Mosaic), use
Scrapbook scissor to cut
colored paper sheets.
2. Glue Stick activity: Use
glue stick to stick

The teacher prepares a rubric to
assess completeness, accuracy,
safety, neatness, cleanliness, and
relevance to the planned design.
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various glue-able items
on a construction paper
Practical
Processes

Domain:
Grade:
Strand
Planning

Use simple materials
and tools with little
guidance from the
teacher to implement
simple creative products
and systems.

1- Split-pin Animal Character

Students use Split pins to
assemble printable body
parts of a character or an
animal.

The teacher prepares a rubric to
assess completeness, accuracy,
safety, neatness, cleanliness,
creativity, and relevance to the
planned design.

Implementation
4
Learning Outcome
Example
Organize all aspects
Plan the steps required to
attached to the
implement a Money Box
workflow including steps
and procedures.

Tools &
Materials

Examine different types
of glues and joining
techniques on different
materials and in
different environmental
conditions.

Examine the best joining
technique and glue type to be
used in the making of a
Money Box.

Practical
Processes

Select appropriate
materials and joining
mechanisms to build a

Use glue to join paper cards
to make a Money Box.

Sample Activity
The student list the
sequence of activities
required to implement the
money box. A pre-designed
sheet is used to list
material and steps.
The student test different
types of glues and decide
on the best type to use. A
pre-developed sheet is
used to record the activity
findings.
The student apply the
selected type of glue
effectively.

Suggested Assessment
The teacher assess the
students plan worksheet to
verify their understanding
about implementation
planning.
The teacher use a special
rubric to assess the students
experimentation to verify
their understanding about the
process of selecting the best
joining technique using the
proper type of glue.
The teacher assess the
implementation of a Money
Box considering
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durable structure or a
system with moving
parts.

Domain:
Grade:
Strand
Planning

completeness, accuracy,
safety, neatness, cleanliness,
creativity, and relevance to
the planned design.
Implementation

8
Learning Outcome
Discuss the strengths
and weaknesses of the
implementation plan
associated with the
building process of the
creative product.

Example
Evaluate a given plan that
describes the steps required
to implement a Moving
picture of a clown face
operated by hand to be
included in a book.

Tools &
Materials

Discuss about the
characteristics of basic
materials and how they
are considered to
implement a quality
product.

Discuss about the
characteristics of required
materials to implement a
Moving picture of a clown
face operated by hand to be
included in a book.

Practical
Processes

Use a range of materials
and tools as well as a
variety of joining and
cutting techniques
accurately and
responsibly.

Use the proper glue type and
the cutting tools necessary to
make a moving picture of a
clown face operated by hand
to be included in a book.

Sample Activity
The student discuss the
strengths and weaknesses
of the implementation plan
of implementing a Moving
picture of a clown face
operated by hand to be
included in a book.
The student discuss about
the characteristics of
selected materials to
implement a Moving
picture of a clown face
operated by hand to be
included in a book.
The student apply glue
properly and use a cutting
knife effectively and safely
during the making of a
moving picture of a clown
face operated by hand to
be included in a book.

Suggested Assessment
The teacher assess the
students discussion to verify
their understanding about
implementation planning
considering strengths and
weaknesses.
The teacher use a special
rubric to assess the students
discussion about the
characteristics of selected
materials to implement a
Moving picture of a clown
face operated by hand to be
included in a book.
The teacher assesses the
implementation of a moving
picture of a clown face
operated by hand to be
included in a book. A special
rubric is used considering
criteria that include
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completeness, accuracy,
safety, neatness, cleanliness,
creativity, and relevance to
the planned design.
Domain:
Grade:
Strand
Tools &
Materials

Practical
Processes

Implementation
12
Learning Outcome
Select material based on
its electrical insulation
and conductivity
characteristics.

Example
Selecting the electronic
components required to build
an Electronic Dice.

Sample Activity
Students select the
required electronic
components to implement
an Electronic Dice. An
electronics kit as well as
work materials chosen by
the teacher can be
supplied.

Draw circuit diagrams
using the correct
symbols and
conventions.

Use a special software to
create the circuit diagram of
the Electronic Dice.

The student draw a circuit
diagram using a special
software application
considering the correct
symbols and conventions
to include.

Suggested Assessment
The teacher uses a special
rubric to assess the students’
selection of the required
material to build the
Electronic Dice. Discussions
are also done in order to test
students’ judgment when
selecting appropriate tools,
components, and materials.
The teacher assesses the
circuit diagram produced by
the student. A special rubric is
used considering criteria that
include completeness,
accuracy, functionality, and
relevance to the planned
design.
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Innovation

Project
Management

Creative
Thinking and
Innovation
Domains
Entrepreneurship

Creative Thinking & Innovation
Domains (CTI)
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Domain 5: Innovation
In this domain students are learning about the creative mindset that enables innovation and entrepreneurship. Then they will explore creativity
and where innovative and entrepreneurial ideas come from. They also study the design thinking process, which is a great toolkit for practicing
innovation. In addition to that they know how to create and implement an innovative and entrepreneurial mindset in a work environment and
how to influence and inspire others. Finally, they will explore how creativity is defined across cultures and how creative performance varies by
culture.
Upon completion of this domain, students will be able to:
• learn the power of the growth mindset and develop strategies for enhancing their own creative confidence and instilling it in others
• Develop an understanding of human needs to help define real problems and quickly and iteratively experimenting with a variety of possible
solutions.
• Demonstrate ability to take risks, seek non-obvious solutions, and think outside the box to do something new
• Make tangible process toward meaningful goals
• Demonstrate an ability to collaborate with others on developing an innovative analysis, project or solution, by incorporating different
viewpoints and experiences
• Illustrate awareness of how design thinking can be applied in a wide range of contexts, from the personal to the global
The strands to be covered are:
•
•
•

Developing an innovation mindset: covers strategies of developing mindset.
Design thinking process: includes the basic design thinking process
Influence and inspiration: covers the importance of influencing and inspiring others in innovative and entrepreneurial

enterprises.
•

Leading innovation: involves the concepts of how to create and implement an innovative and entrepreneurial mindset in a work

environment
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G10 – G12
Demonstrate the use of design thinking process to become a design thinker and innovation leader

•

Table 1 : Domain Strands Description and common technical Keywords

Strand Title
1

Strand Description

2
3

Developing an innovation
mindset
Design thinking process
Influence and inspiration

4

Leading innovation

Key words

covers strategies of developing mindset

Innovation-Creative-Mindset

includes the basic design thinking process
covers the importance of influencing and inspiring
others in innovative and entrepreneurial
enterprises.
involves the concepts of how to create and
implement an innovative and entrepreneurial
mindset in a work environment

Empathy-Idea-Brainstorming-Prototypes
perspective
Target – Action plan - customer – Innovation
culture

Overview of strands in Domain per Grade
Domain: Innovation
Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Developing an Innovation Mindset
Design Thinking Process
Influence and Inspiration
Leading Innovation
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Grade: Ten
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
4.1.1.1 Identify real innovation lessons

4.1 Developing an
Innovation Mindset

4.1.1.2 Illustrate where innovative and creative ideas
4.1.1 Students will learn the power of the growth mindset and develop
strategies for enhancing their own creative confidence and instilling it in others come from.
4.1.1.3 Identify the difference between the innovation
mindset and the routine mindset
4.2.1.1 Discuss how to build empathy to discover deep and
meaningful needs

4
Innovation

4.2.1.2 Identify skills needed to understand user
4.2 Design Thinking
Process

4.2.1 Students are develop an understanding of human needs to help define
real problems and quickly and iteratively experimenting with a variety of
possible solutions.

4.2.1.3 Connect more deeply with others to discover
opportunities for innovation
4.2.1.4 Define a problem statement
4.2.1.5 Define the process to determine a unique human
centered problem from a large, unorganized set of
information.

4.3 Influence and
Inspiration

4.3.1 Demonstrate an ability to collaborate with others on developing an
innovative analysis, project or solution, by incorporating different viewpoints
and experiences

4.3.1.1 Identify how to take perspective from someone
else’s perspective
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Grade: Eleven
Domain

Strand

4.1 Developing an
Innovation Mindset

Standard
4.1.1 Students will learn the power of the growth mindset and develop
strategies for enhancing their own creative confidence and instilling it in
others

Learning outcomes
4.1.1.1 Identify how to learn from both successful and failed
experiments.
4.1.1.2 Identify the creative confidence.
4.1.1.3 Describe creative ecosystem which lead any country to
thrive.
4.2.2.1 Define and re-define innovation challenges by asking the
right questions, and not necessarily focusing on the right
answers.
4.2.2.2 Develop many creative ideas through structured
brainstorming

4.2 Design Thinking
4
Innovation Process

4.2.2 Demonstrate an ability to solve real world challenges by critiquing
4.2.2.3 Learn the methodology of how critique existing
existing solutions, learning from past successes and failures and identifying
solutions, learn from past successes and failures and identify
new or unexplored opportunities
new or unexplored opportunities
4.2.2.4 Identify how to generate new ideas to lead innovation
ecosystem
4.2.2.5 Learn how to choose the most feasible, exciting and
functional idea

4.3 Influence and
Inspiration

4.3.1 Demonstrate an ability to collaborate with others on developing an
innovative analysis, project or solution, by incorporating different
viewpoints and experiences

4.3.1.2 Demonstrate how to incorporate reflection into
experiences, or at the least, into post-event evaluations.

4.4 Leading
Innovation

4.4.1 Students should have an awareness of how design thinking can be
applied in a wide range of contexts, from the personal to the global

4.4.1.1 Approach real-world problems from the point of view of
your target audience, no matter how different your
perspectives typically are
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Grade: Twelve
Domain

Strand

4.2 Design
Thinking Process

Standard

Learning outcomes
4.2.3.1 Develop rapid prototypes to bring their ideas into reality
as quickly as possible, and obtain feedback.

4.2.3 Students make tangible process toward meaningful goals

4.2.3.2 Access to prototyping materials and build prototypes
4.2.3.3 Share prototypes to a panel of experts for feedback

4
Innovation

4.3.1 Demonstrate an ability to collaborate with others on developing an
4.3 Influence and
innovative analysis, project or solution, by incorporating different
Inspiration
viewpoints and experiences

4.3.1.3 Use different computer tools and online environments to
inspire the ideas
4.4.1.1 Discover the business and social challenges most likely to
yield fruitful ideas

4.4 Leading
Innovation

4.4.1 Students should have an awareness of how design thinking can be
applied in a wide range of contexts, from the personal to the global

4.4.1.2 Develop an action plan for research and gather feedback
for your unique challenges
4.4.1.3 Identify important insights into the needs and wants of
others using human-centered and customer-centric tools like
journey mapping
4.4.1.4 Use design thinking approach to build an innovative
culture
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Domain 6: Entrepreneurship
In this domain students learn how entrepreneurs develop, organize, and manage a business venture. They will explore how entrepreneurs
generate ideas and recognize opportunities, how to set and develop goals, and how to plan and implement a business or venture.
Upon completion of this domain, students will be able to:
• understand the process of entrepreneurship.
• articulate the traits of a successful entrepreneur.
• understand how entrepreneurship functions in an economy.
• generate ideas for a business or venture.
• evaluate the potential of ideas, separating good ideas from bad ideas.
• create strategies for overcoming potential problems.
• plan how to start a business or venture.
• identify the skills (accounting, sales, inventory management) needed to run a business or venture.
The strands to be covered are:
•
•
•
•

Understanding Entrepreneurship: covers what it means to be an entrepreneur.
Ideas & Opportunities: covers how ideas are developed and evaluated.
Setting & Attaining Goals: covers how to set, plan for, and achieve entrepreneurial goals.
Beginning a Venture: covers how to plan, set up, and run a business.
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G10 – G12
•

Demonstrate the process of becoming an entrepreneur, and pursing an entrepreneurial venture.
Table 2 : Domain Strands Description and Common Technical Keywords

Strand Title

Strand Description

Key words

1

Understanding Entrepreneurship

What it means to be an entrepreneur.

entrepreneurship – benefits – risks

2

Ideas & Opportunities

How ideas are developed and evaluated.

brainstorming – ideas – evaluation

3

Setting & Attaining Goals

How to set, plan, and achieve entrepreneurial
goals.

planning – indicators - strategies

4

Beginning a Venture

How to plan, set up, and run a business.

implementation – resourcefulness – follow up

Overview of Strands in Domain per Grade
Domain: Entrepreneurship
Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Understanding Entrepreneurship
Ideas & Opportunities
Setting & Attaining Goals
Beginning a Venture

Grade: Ten
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
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5.1.1.1 Specify the characteristics and abilities of good
entrepreneurs.
5.1 Understanding
Entrepreneurship

5.1.1 Demonstrate an understanding of
entrepreneurship.

5.1.1.2 Explain and assess the benefits and risks of entrepreneurship.
5.1.1.3 Develop a model that outlines the traits of a successful
entrepreneur.
5.1.1.4 Outline the role that entrepreneurship has in different
economies around the world.

5
Entrepreneurship
5.1.2 Develop an entrepreneurial mindset.
5.2 Ideas & Opportunities

5.1.2.1 Recognize entrepreneurial opportunities.

5.2.1 Generate ideas and identify entrepreneurial 5.2.1.1 Develop potential business and venture idea through
opportunities.
brainstorming.

5.3 Setting and Attaining Goals 5.3.1 Set entrepreneurial goals.

5.3.1.1 Describe effective planning methods.
5.3.1.2 Describe the elements of a business plan.
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Grade: Eleven
Domain

Strand

5.2 Ideas & Opportunities

5.3 Setting and Attaining
5
Goals
Entrepreneurship

Standard
5.2.1 Generate ideas and identify entrepreneurial
opportunities.

5.3.1 Set entrepreneurial goals.

Learning outcomes
5.2.1.2 Evaluate the financial potential of possible business or venture
ideas.
5.2.1.3 Describe the ethical or legal considerations of possible business
or venture ideas.
5.3.1.1 Describe effective planning methods.
5.3.1.2 Describe the elements of a business plan.
5.4.1.1 Create a plan for beginning a business or venture.

5.4 Beginning a Venture

5.4.1 Plan a business or venture.

5.4.1.2 Identify the steps for implementing the business or venture.
5.4.1.3 Calculate the costs associated with starting a business or
venture.
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Grade: Twelve
Domain

Strand

Standard
5.3.1 Set entrepreneurial goals.

5.3 Setting and Attaining
Goals
5
Entrepreneurship

5.3.2 Develop strategies to achieve
entrepreneurial goals.
5.4.1 Plan a business or venture.

Learning outcomes
5.3.1.3 Develop a list of goals for a business or venture.
5.3.1.4 Develop a list of indicators of success and of failure.
5.3.2.1 Develop different strategies for overcoming potential problems.
5.3.2.2 Illustrate the process for reflecting on and learning from experience.
5.4.1.4 Show creativity and resourcefulness in gaining the resources needed to
start a business or venture.
5.4.2.1 Track the costs incurred by a business or venture.

5.4 Beginning a Venture
5.4.2 Implement a business or venture.

5.4.2.2 Demonstrate a basic ability for book keeping and accounting.
5.4.2.3 Reflect on and review the performance of the business or venture.
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Domain 7: Project Management
In this domain students learn project management principles, how projects are started, planned, organized, and carried out. In addition, students
learn how identify, communicate with and manage the stakeholders for a project.
Upon completion of this domain, students will be able to:
• understand the phases of a project, from implementation to closing.
• list and explain the goals of a project.
• understand how cost and scope affect a project.
• understand the importance of quality assurance in a project.
• outline the scope of a project.
• breakdown the order of work and resource distribution.
• communicate with stakeholders.
• create a communications plan for managing project communication.
The strands to be covered are:
•
•
•

Project Management Principles: covers the stages of project management.
Project Planning: covers projects are conceived, planned, and executed.
Stakeholder Management: covers how manage communications, people, and expectations.
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G10 – G12
•

Demonstrate an understanding of the stages and procedures of project management.

Table 3 : Domain Strands Description and Common Technical Keywords

Strand Title

Strand Description

Key words

1

Understanding Entrepreneurship

What it means to be an entrepreneur.

entrepreneurship – benefits – risks

2

Ideas & Opportunities

How ideas are developed and evaluated.

brainstorming – ideas – evaluation

3

Setting & Attaining Goals

How to set, plan, and achieve entrepreneurial
goals.

planning – indicators - strategies

4

Beginning a Venture

How to plan, set up, and run a business.

implementation – resourcefulness – follow up

Overview of Strands in Domain per Grade
Domain: Entrepreneurship
Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Understanding Entrepreneurship
Ideas and Opportunities
Setting & Attaining Goals
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Grade: Ten
Domain

Strand

Standard

Learning outcomes
6.1.1.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the initiation phase of a project.

6
Project
Management

6.1 Project Management
Principles

6.1.1 Understand the project management life
cycle.

6.1.1.2 Explain the planning phase of a project.
6.1.1.3 Describe the implementation phase of a project.
6.1.1.4 Define the elements of the closing phase of a project.

6.1.2 Set project goals.

6.1.2.1 Outline the overall goals of a project.
6.2.1.1 Define how cost and scope affect a project.

6.2 Project Planning

6.2.1 Understand project constraints.

6.2.1.2 Explain how quality on a project is managed through quality
assurance.
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Grade: Eleven
Domain

Strand
6.1 Project Management
Principles

6
Project
Management

Standard
6.1.2 Set project goals.

Learning outcomes
6.1.2.2 Set smaller, related project goals, categorized by importance.
6.1.2.3 Gain stakeholder acceptance of project goals.
6.2.2.1 Outline the overall scope of the project.

6.2 Project Planning

6.2.2 Develop a project plan.

6.2.2.2 Write the breakdown of how project work will proceed.
6.2.2.3 Create a resource plan that shows the schedule of work, the distribution of
assignments, and special requirements.

6.3 Stakeholder Management

6.3.1 Know the project
stakeholders.

6.3.1.1 Write a list of project stakeholders, including how they are connected to the project.
6.3.1.2 Assess the level of importance of, and influence each stakeholder has on the project.
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Grade: Twelve
Domain

Strand

Standard
6.2.1 Understand project constraints.

Learning outcomes
6.2.1.3 Demonstrate an understanding of how risk is assessed.
6.2.1.4 Describe how resources and time are managed on a project.
6.2.2.4 Develop a budget that outlines the costs associated with a project.
6.2.2.5 Outline a procurement plan that details possible vendors and contractors for the
project.

6.2 Project Planning
6.2.2 Develop a project plan.
6
Project
Management

6.2.2.6 Write a risk management plan that lists potential risks and possible contingency
plans.
6.2.2.7 Develop a guideline for quality assurance, that includes the criteria for the different
parts of the project.

6.3.2 Manage expectations.
6.3 Stakeholder
Management

6.3.2.1 Determine the expectations of each project stakeholder
6.3.2.1 Define what success means for each stakeholder.

6.3.3 Facilitate stakeholder
communications.

6.3.3.1 Create a communication plan that shows how communications between project
stakeholders will be coordinated.
6.3.3.2 Create a record of stakeholder communications.
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DTI standards Sample Implementation Scenario
The implementation of the standards document and building curricula based on it is a key issue that
worth discussions and agreement. The authors of this document believe that the evolution of the
different domains over the three cycles should be in an essence that is conferment with the grade
span description outlined in section 3. As it currently stand, the committee suggest the following
percentage of various domains per cycle:

C1
DAA 60
AND 10
EVA 15
IMP 15

Planned %
C2 C3 C3A
40 15 15
15 15 15
20 25 35
25 45 35

As such, the estimated number of periods divided between different cycle.

DAA
AND
EVA
IMP

C1
18.6
3.1
4.7
4.7

# of Periods
C2
C3
12.4 9.3
4.7 9.3
6.2 15.5
7.8 27.9

C3A
14.0
14.0
32.6
32.6

Total
54.3
31.0
58.9
72.9
217

The above calculation was made based on the assumptions of the following number of weeks per
term (Term 1(T1): 11 weeks, Term 1(T2): 10 weeks, and Term 1(T3): 10 weeks) and assuming that 1
hour (Period) will be allocated to classes of cycle 1 (C1) and cycl2 (C2), 2 periods for cycle 3 (C3), and
3 hours for advanced cycle 3 (C3A) as shown below.

T1
T2
T3

#weeks
11
10
10

C1
11
10
10
31

C2
11
10
10
31

C3 C3A
22 33
20 30
20 30
62 93 217

Weekly
Contact HRs
C1
1
C2
1
C3
2
C3A
3
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The below charts summarize the quantitative analysis of number of periods per domain per cycle
along with percentages.

# of Periods per Domains per Cycle
33 33

35
28

30
25

DLC
CT
CPP

19
14

16

14
9.3

CCC

15

12

9.3

7.8
4.7

20

6.2
3.1

10

4.7 4.7

5
0

Cycle 3 A

Cycle 3

Cycle 2

Cycle 1

# of Periods Percentage of domains per Cycle
60
45

DLC

25

CPP
C3

15

15

15

25
15

15

60
50

40

35 35

CT

70

40
30

20
10

15 15

20
10
0

Cycle 3 A

Cycle 3

Cycle 2

Cycle 1
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DTI K-12 Scaffolding charts per domain (Missing)
DAA Scaffolding Chart

Cycle 3 A

Produce different
multimedia products using
different types of tools like
animation tools , web
authoring tools and video
and audio editing tools

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

produce different
multimedia products using
different types of tools like
animation tools , web
authoring tools and video
and audio editing tools

Explain the computer
organization and
compare computer
performances

Create animated stories
using multimedia tools

Select the most effective tools to
collaborate successfully with peers

Explain different
hardware, functions,
software and utilities
of network systems

select the most effective tools to
collaborate successfully with peers

Explain different
hardware, functions,
software and utilities
of network systems

Perform effective
search methods on the
web

Practice collaboration
activities using age
appropriate tools and
sites and Exhibit
abilities in technical
writing and enhanced
computer skills.

Introduce basic
keyboarding skills.

Cycle 1

safely and correctly
perform basic
operations involving
a personal computer.
identify the basic
components of a
personal computer.

Computer Operation

will Launch and use
specified software to
create and edit word
document,
presentation and
spreadsheet.

Productivity Tools

Search the Internet for
information based on
specified keywords

Internet surfing and
information retrieval

Applying
communication tools
(email).
Collaboration
tools

Computer
Network
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Cycle 2

Cycle 3/A

AND Scaffolding Chart
Use various decomposition
and parallelization
techniques.

Organize algorithmic
solution into logical
modules.

Demonstrate the ability to
evaluate algorithm
working, complexity and
structure.

Show basic ability to
simulate and model
natural processes and
systems..

Express problem
solutions as a sequence of
steps.

Decompose a problem into
sub problems that are easier
to solve than the original
problem.

Identify various elements
of a problem

Cycle 1

Analyze data and identify
patterns through models
and simulation.

Demonstrate the ability to
use logical thinking tools.

Demonstrate the ability to
follow steps of simple
processes.

Algorithmic
thinking

Differentiate various
artifacts based on
certain parameters.

Evaluation

Decomposition

Abstraction

Generalization
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Apply cryptography basics and algorithms in
attacks, and explain encryption algorithms

Cycle 3/A

Discuss the different types of malicious software
and different protection

Discuss Web Presence and the importance of
having proper self-representation on the internet

Cycle 2

Explain how computer viruses spread and best
practices to protect against them

Exhibit awareness about the different threats when
using online websites by making right decisions on
what to share, when to share, and with whom

Realize the importance of academic
integrity and demonstrate
understanding about plagiarism, its
consequences, how to reference or
cite others work, and appreciate
originality and plagiarism prevention
services and tools

Evaluate the accuracy, credibility,
integrity, relevance, appropriateness,
comprehensiveness, and biases of the
different electronic information
sources concerning real-world
problems
Define plagiarism and list
common forms of student
plagiarism

Understand how to keep personal information
private when being online

Demonstrate knowledge of technology
in everyday life

EVA Scaffolding Chart
Understand privilege of using
electronic and the right to having
equal, secure and reliable access

Discuss security and privacy issues
related to use of modern
communication media and devices

Exhibit legal and ethical behaviors
when using information and technology
Develop understanding about
governing communication and
technology use

Understand online buying behaviors information

Discuss the impact of computer technology on
business and commerce

Discuss how
technology affects
education, culture, the
workplace, and
business

Discuss ideas implemented in
technology that support people with
special needs

Cycle 1

Discuss consequences of inappropriate use of
technology and information giving some
examples from real life scenarios

Ministry of Education
–CST 2015
Responsible
Use

&
Cyber-Security

Understand future
technology changes

Discuss technology that support people w/special needs
Discuss how
technology impacts
humanity

Exhibit the ability to computer devices with group
members in a class while completing a given task
Demonstrate understanding about proper exchange and
sharing of information using digital systems and the
importance of having humility, loyalty and respect for
others when communicating

Understand the
effects of
technology on
the sleep quality,
stress levels, and
general mental
health

Exhibit ways to instill the right attitude when using
the public digital facilities

Understand
physical and
psychological
impact of
digital world
and the best
ways to avoid
them

Aid in evaluating internet resources, and exhibit critical
thinking skills to judge about what is right/wrong when
using information taken from online sources

Information
accuracy &
reliability

Cyber Ethics &
Laws

Impacts of
Technology

Cyber Health
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Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Cycle 3A

IMP Scaffolding Chart
Demonstrate the use of a
programming language to
solve a variety of problems

Implement and evaluate
alternative solutions for
the same problem

Implement and evaluate
alternative solutions for
the same problem

Demonstrate the use of a
programming language to
solve a variety of problems

Analyze a given problem in
order to generate a computerbased solution

Design, develop, test and
deploy an application using
appropriate software

Ministry of Education –DTI 2016

Develop and deploy
applications to solve real life
problems

Create digital story using
appropriate programming tool

Apply the fundamental principles and
concepts of computer programming to
solve age appropriate problems

Understand the basic
fundamental principles and
concepts of computer
programming

Programming
Evolution

Develop and deploy
applications to solve real life
problems

Implement problem solutions
using age appropriate
application like games,
simulations, etc.

Data
Representation

HCI

Coding

Testing and
Validation

Deployment and
Documentation
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General Guidelines for Book Authors (CT)
1. Ensure that logical sequences are followed while writing the contents of the book and
avoid any linguistic, scientific and intellectual errors. In addition, make sure that there
shall be a smooth transition of difficulty levels of the presented materials and between
grades and cycles.
2. Provide various examples and exercises that meet the objectives and outcomes of the
subjects which will enable students to gain high level of understanding of the
presented scientific materials. Wherever possible, provide a multimedia content that
will attract students and make it as an interactive activity during the learning process.
3. Educational material should be presented clearly and in an interesting manner without
repetition away from the monotony and boredom.
4. Learning of presented materials should be done through exploration, participation,
development, analysis, conclusion, discussion, and justification.
5. Make sure that each topic should contain concise and precise objectives and should be
clearly formulated and associated with scientific article.
6. Use proper educational and assessment tools as well as images as much as possible
especially in lower grades (Cycle I and Cycle II) to define and clarify the concepts.
7. Take into consideration that students have different capabilities and understanding
levels while presenting the scientific materials.
8. Make sure that by the end of Cycle III, students must have the knowledge and skill
requirements for the stage of university education.
9. Unify all terminologies across all grades and present them in both English and Arabic
languages.
10. Link scientific experiments when using simulation and modeling with real-life problems.
11. Whenever appropriate, link identity, cultural and environmental of UAE through unit
contexts.

1. and common technical keywords used
under each strand.

Ministry of Education –DTI 2016
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